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THERE ARE QUITE A FEW environmentally sound JQA 
reasons why this issue of your beloved Cane Toad Times 
is a trifle tardy in hitting the newsstands. 
For a start, we had to grow 
For a start, we had to grow the trees. 
And those seeds are very small. We kept 
losing them down the back of the couch. 





back yard-no pun intended-and watered it. 
Behold! From the sagging kapok came sprouting mighty yews, oaks and 
the trees. And those seeds 
marijuanas. Time passed and the trees grew. Of 
course we couldn't cut the living trees down. 
We had to wait for enough of them to die of 
natural causes, which in the case of the 
marijuana are known as neighbours. 
Have you ever tried turning a tree into paper? Let's face it- not an easy 
are very small. We kept 
job. Sort of like treading grapes into wine only 
with a degree of difficulty of 8.6. 
Meanwhile, the writers wrote, the artists drew 
and the administrators held meetings ... all 
without doing any major damage to the environment- if you don't 
count tarring their lungs and littering the planet face with their hair. 
losing them down the back 
At least we didn't kill any whales. 
You hold the product of their enviromentally 
sound activities in your hands. Please recycle 
wisely. Give it to a dolphin. Make sure you get it 
laminated first. The CIT not the dolphin. Alternatively, you could 
translate the Cane Toad Times into clicks and squeaks. Dolphins are fond 
of the couch. Finally we 
of fart jokes so put your body, soul and bowel gas 
into it and you'll go down in the anals of 
cetacean history ... and where else would you 
want to be in the environmental nineties? 
Which brings us to the future ... its a big place and it's getting grubbier by 
the minute. The Toads have decided to make their contribution to a 
planted the couch out in 
better world by stopping the senseless slaughter 
of trees and squid required to produce the world's 
funniest magazine. Of course we are not just 
going to shut up shop and leave subscribers 
hanging on a limb. No, no, no. We are going to torture ourselves 
producing a further three episodes after this incredibly funny one when 
the back yard - no pun 
we would be much better off becoming famous 
but inane show biz personalities. 
How could we write and cartoon anything to top 
the green issue, you ask. With your help, of 
course. The next issue will be devoted to that bane of human Saturday 
afternoons- sport. We would like you, our readers, to write and draw our 
intended- and watered it. 
next issue. And to make things perfectly fair, 
we'll accept anything. Yes, you heard it from us. 
The new Cane Toad Times editorial policy- no 
rejections. If you believe that, you'll believe 
anything.  Speaking of beliefs - there are thousand. of them on every 
betree. Cherish them. They're yours to despoil. • 
From the team dedicated to the pursuit of excellentness 




SOUTH CAROLINA: Concerned lOOt 
his constituents might riCk a cone 
toad to get at its hallucinogenic 
toxin, polttickm Pot Harris, 78, has 
introouced o bill to make tt ille�l to 
get high on toads. 
·erack could pole in s�nliconce, • 
he soKl. Asked if he would ever kiss 
a toad to get h�h, Harris rephed: 
·oh no,no,no.l'd mther drink a lot 
of l�uor.· 
LOVE-CRAZED DONKEY 
BITES MAN TO DEATH 
NICOSIA: A love-crazed mole donkey 
sepomted from its mote by its 
master bit him to death. The donkey 
become so enraged when former, 
Boshir Khedmot, 4 5, interrupted its 
love111oking that tt went for his 
throat and savaged him. 
BOMB SQUAD WOMAN 
LAUGHS TO RELAX 
BOGOTA: The lone woman on the 
police bomb squad says she always 
tries to Iough before deactivating the 
dead� packages left by drug 
tmffickers. ·laughing is a goro way 
to keep our minds elf what we ore 
doing,· Corpoml Glodys Gomez, 29, 
said. 
And when she goes home and 
wonts to unwind, Gomez curls up 
with some l�ht reading - usual� 
demohtion manuals. •1 read 
constont� about explosives to 
relox: 
RIGHT CHARUE OVER 
GARDEN PLANTS 
LONDON: The Prince of Wales has 
called for action to save some 2,000 
garden plonts which ore under threat 
of extinction is Brito in. �e con all 
help to safeguard our garden 
heritage for our children and 
generations to come, • soKl the 
Prince. • 
LATE NEWS FLASHES 
Burst bubble 
Miss Melisso Smith, of Sunnybonk, 
succeeded in swallowing 4 5 feet of 
grope bubble gum. After a sharp 
inholotion of breath, she exploded 
and is at present being peeled btt by 
bit off her lounge room wall. 
His Comrade's ..,Voice" 
According to hgh ranking scources, 
the Chinese Government is preparing 
a series ci advertisements for 
f�enomin Tours starring Kim Beoze�. 
•Johhny Farnham didn't look so 
goro on a tonk, • said o spokesgeri­
otric. 
Mickey's clcky chest 
Surgeons examining Michael 
Jackson to find the cause ci lis chest 
pains, found that due to repeated 
focill surgery, his genitals hod 
moved to his sternum and the pain 
was due to on infklmed prostote. • 
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Goss led his 
party out of 
the wilder­
ness, now 
will he preserve it? 
Damien Simpson scratch­
es the Goss gloss to find 
out if the Old Guard 
conservatives will pre­
vent him from seeing the 
trees through the dead­
wood. 
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here's an angry tree here 
to see you, Mr Ooss 
WHEN LABOR swept to power 
in Queensland last December, 
conservationists were jubilant. At 
last, decades of environmental 
vandalism were to be replaced by 
responsible, sensitive govern­
ment. Labor's new environment 
minister, Mr Pat Comben, was 
known to be an ardent greenie. 
Conservationists were soon 
disappointed. Goss Labor has 
proved a major disappointment. 
The main problem appears to 
be a cautious lawyer running a 
conservative administration -
Goss himself. His over-riding 
priority is to prove thatLaborcan 
manage the state responsibly. 
He does not want to frighten 
country voters or conservative 
Labor factions with an agenda 
that could in any way be con­
strued as controversial or radical. 
He is ill-advised and genuinely 
ignorant about the environment 
and sees the conservation move­
ment not as the champion of le­
gitimate concerns, but as a diffi­
cult, off-beat lobby group to be 
placated as cheaply as possible. 
Environment minister, Pat 
Comben, is in a difficult position. 
Comben is probably the most en­
vironmentally articulate govern­
ment minister Australia has ever 
seen. An obsessive birdwatcher, 
he has travelled throughout the 
country ticking off rare species. 
It is a measure of Comben's 
commitment that he has taken 
on staff one of Queensland's best­
known greenies, Liz Bourne. 
During her twelve years as 
Queensland Conservation 
Council co-ordinator,Bournewas 
a continual irritant to the previ­
ous National Party government. 
But Comben is losing the bat­
tle in Cabinet, where Goss reigns 
supreme. 
Of the half dozen most power­
ful cabinet ministers, only the 
Local Government minister, Tom 
Burns, is environmentally sym­
pathetic. 
Comben, unlike Graham 
Richardson in the Federal sphere, 
is not a strong minister. 
He is considered to be a poor 
backroom operator, and some­
what of a loner. 
On the important issue ofFraser 
Island logging he has been side­
stepped by Goss, who is now pre­
senting the Government's line. 
While Comben is a clumsy op­
erator with a careless tongue 
whose views are seen as eccentric 
-especially by his own conserv­
ative Old Guard faction - he 
should last as a minister. 
Other ministers dealing with 
environmental matters pose ma­
jor problems. Lands Minister Bill 
Eaton is considered to be an ami­
able but unintelligent minister 
who would not look out of place 
in a National Party cabinet. 
He is unlikely to have a strong 
impact on his department, where 
entrenched bureaucrats are mak­
ing the running. His review of 
land use in Queensland is likely 
to prove farcical. 
Minister for Mines and Energy 
Ken Vaughan is also very con­
servative and appears no more 
likely to make concessions to the 
environment that his National 
Party predecessor. 
Primary Industries Minister Ed 
Casey -like Eaton and Vaughan 
-is old-style conservative Labor. 
His vision for Queensland lies 
rooted in the Catholic values of 
the 1940s and 1950s. 
But the real problem remains 
Goss. Closeted by advisers, most 
of them environmentally hostile, 
he has neither the time nor the 
interest to hear the movement's 
views. 
Some Labor advisers are con­
cerned about the impasse, but 
Goss remains unmoved. 
Complained onegreenie, "He's 
go to learn to come out of the 
bunker". • 





N ISOLA TED COM­
munity on a lush tropical island 
live entirely off narure's gifts -
their homes are made from natu­
ral timbers and bamboos; their 
low-fat, high-fibre food - coco­
nut-cream pies, fish and succu­
lent fruit beverages- is gathered 
freshly on an 'as needed' basis. 
Even the very cutlery and crock­
ery they use are fashioned from 
coconut shells, driftwood and 
scooped-out pineapple skin. 
The group's ingenuity and 
adaptive capacity know no 
bounds. Sophisticated devices 
such as blow torches, battery acid, 
sound systems and high-wattage 
spotlights are not beyond this 
community's creative powers as 
western science and primitive re­
sources blend together in a non­
polluting environmentally-caring 
and ultimately humane way. 
The group proves its ideologi­
cal mettle when dealing with the 
indigenous population as well, 
both human and wildlife. They 
frolic freely with exotic tropical 
island gorillas and integrate re­
markably well with the nomadic 
Afro/Polynesian tribespeoplewho 
canoe now and then into our 
group's tiny comer of the Pacific. 
Indeed, interracial marriage is 
mooted on one occasion. 
Despite their near-total isola­
tion, the group's members remain 
physically healthy and psycho­
logically well-adjusted. 
It is only when fleeting contact 
is made with our decaying west­
em society and the products of its 
corrupt technology that trouble 
brews. In a series of near disas­
trous encounters, thefollyofspace 
exploration, genetic engineering 
andtheradioactiveenhancement 
of vegetable seeds is amply dem­
onstrated. 
Only when such contaminants 
are washed away once more by 
the sea, the cleansing mother 
ocean, does an equilibrium and 
tranquility return to the tiny 
community. 
This is not a description of a 
progressive, modern-day "green" 
community, nor a prescription of 
a Utopian existence which we 
all, inevitably and posthaste, must 
surely aspire towards. This is a 
� "' 
description of 
the scenario and 
episodes of a televi­
sion series produced 
some twenty-five years 
ago, long before the words 
"greenie" and ''healing power 
of crystals" became part of the 
modem vernacular. 
This is 'Gilligan's Island' and, 
it would seem, a quarter century 
of its near-continuous television 
airplay has influenced a whole 
generation to a mind-boggling 
degree. 
At least this is the startling 
claim of two aging American tel­
evision writers, Barry Pagan and 
Art "Sticky" Hopbush in their 
new book ''We Did It! How to 
Make the World a Better Place 
Through Sit-com Manipulation." 
©1990 Barry Pagan and Art 
Hopbush, William Morrow & Co. 
Inc. 
Canadian Hopbush and New 
Yorker Pagan were still in their 
early 20s and already vet ghost­
writers for such stand-up lumi­
naries as Soupy Sales and Hecky 
Brown, when they were recruited 
by the giant American network 
CBS to create and develop ideas 
for a whole range of new 1V 
series. 
The year was 1964. Kennedy 
was dead, the U.S. was already 
involved in Vietnam, and while 
the 'summerof love' was still three 
years in the future, the impend­
ing'youthquake' was being keenly 
felt in the Californian boardrooms 
of the big 1V networks. 
"Here were these old guys, big­
wigs in the 1V system, having 
coronaries over the falling rat­
ings of old chestnuts like the 
'Donna Reed Show', the 'Cisco 
Kid' and 'Father Knows Best', and 
desperate for something new and 
"with it"," write Pagan and 
Hopbush. 
''We were part of a team with 
greats like Sherwood Schwartz 
and Paul Henning, which was 
given absolute carte blanche to 
come up with 
new ground­
breaking material 
with some bearing on 
the youth of America. 
The English were coming 
out with these amazing anar­
chic Beatie flicks, and the pro­
ducers felt U.S. TV needed some­
thing truly wacky to counter this 
British invasion." 
And wacky they got - 'My Fa­
vourite Martian', 'The Addams 
Family', 'I Dream of Jeannie', 'My 
Mother the Car', 'The Munsters', 
and so on, a list of screwball com­
edies so imaginative and fanciful 
that they make contemporary 
1990s fare look as staid and safe as 
'Wild Kingdom' or the evening 
news. 
''The team'soutputwas incred­
ible," Pagan and Hopbush report, 
"And although the ratings were 
astronomical, by the end of 1964 
we were getting bored. While the 
network chiefs lapped it up, the 
guys in the team began to hanker 
after something meatier. 
"We were artists, spokespeople 
for a whole generation, yet here 
we were turning out crap where 
the biggest issues discussed were 
whether Gidget should buy a new 
surfboard and if Eddie Munster's 
make-up suggested he was the 
spawn of a werewolf or a vam­
pire." 
When the writing team sug· 
gested scenarios dealing with 
weighty social issues such as ra­
cial integration, sexism, U.S. in­
volvement in Vietnam and pol-
lution of the 
ecology (now 
known as the en vi· 
ronment) they were 
greeted with frigid stares 
in the boardroom. "Keep it 
light and stupid" was the net­
work message, "Or else!" 
Unbeknownst to the TV 
heavyweights, the writers began 
to meet in secret brainstorming 
sessions with progressive think­
ers of the era. 
At any one time intellectuals 
like Aldous Huxley, then a resi­
dent of Los Angeles, poet Alan 
Watts, J.B. Priestley, Henry 
Miller, Simone de Beauvoir and 
even Timothy Leary would sit 
around the cavernous fireplace of 
Pagan's luxurious Big Sur home, 
just shooting the breeze and con­
templating the future of human­
ity and the planet. 
''We won't pretend that psych­
edelic drugs did not play a part in 
these meetings," the writers state 
cautiously. ''What with Aldous 
and Tim hanging around any­
thing could happen and usually 
did! 
But remember LSD was still 
legal in 1953 and Tim only got 
the best. We treated it with due 
reverence and used it purely to 
enhance our creative output and 
expand our consciousness. It 
seems to have worked." 
What emerged from the Big 
Sur sessions was a carefully con­
structed plan for the indoctrina­
tion cia whole generation of1V­
addicted youngsters, not just in 
were the 
"Me" decade and 
the 80s were the 
yuppie decade, both 
characterised by narcis­
sism, overwhelming 
greed and an obsession 
with upgrading your 
stereo system. 
Now the same selfish 
folk in the 90s find them­
selves eco-caring, envi­
ronmentally aware and 
only a teensy-weensy bit 
consumerist. 
Some dare call it conspir­
acy and Anne Sinclair has 
the inside story on prime 
time social engineering. 
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> flow to make the world a better place 
uwe were not the only 
ones engaging in mass 
media experimentation. 
As with all power there 
is room lor abuse. 
Although we retired lrom 
TV writing in the early 
70s, we know enough 
about the game to discern 
the hidden agenda in 
hundreds ol situation 
comedies produced during 
the last J S years, and 
Iran/ely, we're scared." 
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the United States, but thanks to 
the scope of the medium, 
throughout the world. 
"We were not uncognisant of 
the extraordinary might of tel­
evision. We realised fully the 
power we held, to change and 
mould thought and influence the 
young. The responsibility was 
enormous, but, and I think recent 
world-wide trends bear this out, 
we carried this responsibility well. 
We sent a message to the chil­
dren of the world in the 60s, and 
thankfully, through repeats, the 
70s and 80s as well. That message 
was received and now, it seems, it 
is being acknowledged. 
The 'experiment', as it is re­
ferredtoinPagan'sandHopbush's 
memoir, was to lace episodes of 
hugely-rating family television 
fare with deeply serious warnings 
about the fate of the planet fol­
lowed by lessons in how to har­
moniously live with nature. "At 
Big Sur we were all terribly com­
mitted to the idea of environ­
mental caring. There were other 
issues, yes, but, call it prescience, 
call it the hand of God, call it 
what you will, we came to the 
conclusion that pollution con­
trol and saving the environment 
would be the biggest problems 
our kids would have to face in the 
future. So as not to overreach 
ourselves we stuck to the one 
issue - the environment - and 
acted accordingly." 
Not unexpectedly, a veritable 
mountain of scorn and ridicule 
has been poured on these claims 
from all quarters since the recent 
publication of ''We Did It". Barry 
Pagan and Sticky Hop bush have 
been labelled as "grandiose", 
"megalomanic", "clearly insane", 
"the sad proof that LSD usage 
leads to psychosis" and as "out 
and out opportunistic conmen". 
Notably, the most strident criti­
cisms have come from the envi­
ronmentalists themselves who 
feel threatened and disoriented 
by the writers' claims that they 
are the engineers of the entire 
conservation movement. 
Wilma Harshfield, spokes­
woman for the organisation 
'Green Women and the Men 
Who Love Them', responded 
typically when she said: "Talk 
about muscling in on the act! For 
years we tromp around in the 
mud in front of bulldozers and 
risk our necks boogie-boarding 
around great big nuclear subs and 
these two Hollywood gag-ped­
dlers want to take all the credit. 
I'm 32 years old, part of their so­
called target group, yet my role 
model was Penny Robinson, not 
Ginger Grant!" 
Such a response was not unan­
ticipated by Pagan and Hop bush. 
''Obvious! y Ms Harshfield has not 
read our book"Barry Pagan coun­
tered on a recent episode of 
'Donahue', ''Otherwise she would 
know that Irwin Allen, producer 
of 'Lost in Space', was a· regular 
contributor to the Big Sur think­
tank. 
Was not 'Lost in Space' set in 
the troubled 1990s? Didn't the 
Space Family Robinson set off for 
Alpha Centauri because planet 
Earth was overpopulated and 
polluted beyond repair? Wasn't 
hydroponic gardening employed? 
Wasn't Penny Robinson surro­
gate mother to space monkey 
Debbie, a member of an endan-
Proto-ecOlogists .rrhe Bevertey HlbJ11es• pcl1 of !fttn TV conspiracy? 
gered species, the Gloops? I rest 
my case." 
Indeed, the list of sit-coms 
which Hop bush and Pagan claim 
they had a hand in and 'laced' is 
longand impressive; the evidence 
for their claims, overwhelming. 
Whole chapters are devoted to 
describing the scenarios for 'The 
Flintstones' ("where men and 
women worked in concert with 
God's creatures - for example, 
mini-pterodactyl as electric knife 
- rather than against them"), the 
'Beverley Hillbillies' ("Granny 
was perhaps the first homeopathic 
practltloner depicted on 
primetime television; Elly Mae 
was matriarch of a veritable zoo of 
endangered animals in smog-rid­
den L.A.; Jed Clampett was the 
prime example of the conserva­
tionist's conservationist, a simple 
rural philosopher who in every 
episode managed to outwit 
Milburn Drysdale, a caricature of 
the ugly face of profit-driven 
American capitalism.") 
Pagan and Hop bush give much 
credit to the late Paul Henning 
whose environment-exalting 
trilogy 'Beverley Hillbillies', 
'Petticoat Junction' and the eerily­
titled 'Green Acres' serve most to 
convince even the most hard­
ened sceptic of the veracity of the 
two comic writers' claims. 
"Paul was a very caring man, a 
true environmentalist to the core. 
In every episode ofhis three shows 
he sought to demonstrate the in­
nate superiority of miture over 
the debacles created by a heart­
less society hell-bent on its own 
destruction. 
In a sense he was Oliver Doug­
las, the sophisticated urban man 
yearning for communion with the 
earth in preference to the 
profanity of the hell which was­
and still is - industrialised, 
technologised America. 
Henning's Hungarian-born 
wife Prini, by the way, was beau­
tifully played by Eva Gabor, and 
the two remain firm friends to 
this day." 
On the Donahue show, Pagan 
continued his eulogising of Paul 
Henning. "Paul was a genius, a 
man before his time. We don't 
expect thanks for our humble ef­
forts, which, by the way, have 
influenced modem thought more 
than anybody else's this century, 
but I think only a giddy and un­
grateful dunce would fail to rec­
ognize the contribution ofMr Paul 
Henning. Without realising it, 
the youngsters today who stand 
up and call themselves 'greenies' 
are using the very monniker Paul 
created with 'Green Acres'. He 
would be a proud man today." 
At these words, in an amazing 
spontaneous gesture, the entire 
'Donahue' studio audience rose 
to their feet in wild applause. 
They, at least, it seems, had been 
convinced. 
But the question remains - why 
did the authors wait almost 30 
years to make their startling 
claims? The answer is complex. 
In part, they write, it was to 
protect team-members and their 
families still working within the 
industry; to avoid the very criti­
cisms they now encounter; be­
cause secrecy was vital to the ef­
ficacy of the experiment; because 
'brainwashing' is still a dirty word; 
and because, as they write, 
"Frankly, we're scared." 
In the final chapterof"We Did 
It", Barry Pagan and Sticky 
Hopbushexplain theirfears: ''We 
were not the only ones engaging 
in mass media experimentation. 
As with all power, there is room 
for abuse. Although we retired 
from TV writing in the early 70s, 
we know enough about the game 
to discern the hidden agenda in 
hundreds of situation comedies 
produced during the last 15 years, 
and frankly, we're scared. We have 
reason to believe that some truly 
diabolical themes are at present 
being urged upon our children, 
unnatural and evil themes. Just 
one example - and in 20 years see 
if we were not correct! 
By closely analysing episodes of 
'Punky Brewster' we are con­
vinced that somewhere, sometime 
in the future, a crazy biologist, at 
present a mere innocent child, 
will experiment with the gene 
splicing of gorilla DNA and a 
flower. Whether to create a pret­
tier, more docile gorilla, or a 
violent 700lb jonquil, we cannot 
be sure. All we can say is, 
"Greenies, be alert and be afraid, 
very very afraid!" • 
reen guidance 
We've suddenly been cQnfronted with the reality of a planet with a use-by date 
and everyone's paying lip service to cleaning up the mess. The real crunch will be 
when middle Australia faces up to the sheer bother of responsible living. As con· 
science battles convenience for control of your lifestyle we've prepared some 
guidelines to follow whether you opt for the Green Party or the Party Party. 
T'S NOT THAT EASY BEING GREEN. THERE'S MORE TO 
it than eating dolphin-free tuna and insisting on biodegradable plastic 
shopping bags that never break up anyway. 
The universe is a sensitive web of interacting particles. Everything 
is interconnected. When you fart in Meekathara it can cause a tropical 
cyclone to strike Adelaide - high winds indeed. 
So you have to be very careful with everything you do. You don't 
want to destroy Japan with a tidal wave by spitting in the sea. Or maybe 
you do. 
Here is a complete guide to living in harmony with the planet. Put 
it on your fridge ... well the fridge will be one of the first things to go, 
so keep this guide under a handy rock as you commune with nature. 
The holeistic 
green guide 
A completely serious guide to eco·acceptability 
• USE THE BACKYARD FOR RECYCLING -Dig a compost big 
hole for your toilet waste, tea leaves, coffee grounds and other toxic 
wastes. 
• CONTROL TOXIC WASTES -Nuclear waste, dolphin meat, 
old socks, new furs, two-week-old milk ... bury it all in the backyard. 
• 
PICK UP LITTER -Clean up the environment, take it home and 
bury it in the backyard. 
• 
RECYCLE LITTERERS-Shoot any litterers you see. Bury them in 
the backyard. 
• BE CAREFUL IN THE BACK YARD- there's a lot of holes out 
there and they're all getting pretty nasty. 
• DON'TTURNONTHE HEATING-Justwearmore clothesand 
sleep with the dog for warmth- feral ones are cheap. Then again 
you could invite a friend, wear less clothes and rely on friction. 
• USE AN EFFICIENT SHOWER NOZZLE-Cover all the holes 
but one in your shower nozzle and save up to 99% of your water use. 
• DON'T SHOWER AT ALL - Water is a precious resource. Of 
course you'll end up with a coat of filth which has the added 
advantage of keeping you warm. 
• 
DON'T USE THE TOILET-Fish have to swim in your shit and 
it can't be doing much for their self-esteem 
T'S THE AGE OF THE ECOSYSTEM. GREEN IS GO! EVEN 
Martin Tenni (Martin Who?) summed up the state of the world with 
his pithy observation: ''We're all greenies now". This from ·he man 
who destroyed the Daintree? 
A keen ecological awareness is now an extremely advantageous life­
style accessory if you don't want to be shunned by your friends, 
parodied at dinner parties and abused by mere passers-by. 
But don't worry. Just because you have to be seen to be green doesn't 
mean that you have to stop sucking up the world's resources at a 
reckless- but strangely exhilarating- rate. 
Let's face it, there is something beautiful about slamming a large 8-
cylinder yank tank down a four-lane highway. There is something 
grand about flicking the switch of your stereo and experiencing 16 
gigawatts of power. There is something especially tasty about ice­
cream made out of chemicals. And, above all, there is something 
convenient and bizarrely nourishing about McDonalds. So why would 
anyone trade their birthright to have a good time by destroying the 
planet in their own particularly mindless way for a mess of undercooked 
beans and porridge? 
No need to worry! Salvation is at hand! The Cane Toad Times 
proudly presents the solution. 
Just follow these simple rules and everyone will think you're a 
greenie while you're still having a whale of a time stuffing up the planet 
and destroying all life as we know it. 
The hole in the 
earth catalogue 
A complete poseurs guide to eco-acceptability 
• 
REFLEX INACTION-Have tiny flecks printed on your new paper 
to make it look recycled. 
• VEGETABLE FRONT- Have your vegetables reconstituted from 
meat. 
• SHOW YOU CARE- Stick "Environmentally Friendly" labels on 
all the nasty products in your cupboards. 
• RECYCLE CONTAINERS - Buy milk, orange juice, mineral 
water and other refreshments in cartons and non-returnable plastics 




How Green Was My 
Slagheap 
Shot entire� in the total blackness 
of the deep pit, the film explores the 
personal dmmos of on underground 
Iuddite collective who coox cool out 
of the ground with choir �nging 
rather than resorting to the violence 
of the pick. Dialogue in Welsh, 
subfitled in Dolphin. 
Green Berets 
Mild mimner villagers final� rise up 
to make mincemeat of minforest 
puiiH'lil�rs. Some nice blocking. 
Twdight Ozone 
Please adjust your environment ... 
We hove lost control of our eco­
system. Normol tmnsmis�on may 
never be resumed. 
Dr Doolittle 
Quiet Dr Who type turns violent 
animal tlberafionist. Bunuel inspired 
animal talking sequences. Feral 
version of The Seven Samurai. 
Green Velvet 
DovKllynch's post-nuclear remake of 
Nofionol Ve�et. lnteresfing 
underwater mutant horse race 
scenes. Dennis Hopper in the 
Elizob�th Taylor role. 
The Good, the Bad 
& the Green 
Diffkuk three-headed mutant Bob 
Brown role stretches Oint Eastwood 
in this seminal western Tasmanian 
shoot-' erTHJp. 
GreenipoUi 
Tmgic coming1lfilge sogo as 
hundreds of brove young Dointree 
protesters, buried up to their necks in 
the rood, ore no match for the 
'dozers. All heart, no head. 
The Y eor of Uving 
Envircnnentally 
Green joumo stumbles on o secret 
plot to introduce b� wheelie bins to 
AustrolosKI and joins a rebel group 
sepomtlng recyclable rubbish into 
small wheelie bins after curfew. Mel 
Gibson as Agent Omnge, Sigourney 
Weaver os Sol�onne Sukorno, Lindo 
Hunt as o wheelie bin. 
The Recyder 
A mod Kingston doctor revives Russ 
Hinze to wreak havoc in vengence 
for a feeble Stole Government toxic 
waste cklorHJp. 






'llle Dead Carpool 
Reo I� Dirty Hony organises Shore­
Ride multip� occupancy hearses 
after o spate of semi killings and o 
gong war. 
Poultrygeist 
They're bode Steggleberg goes free 
range in paranormal chicken pic. 
Battery hen house horror will �ave 
you oil chooked up. 
The Trees from Brazl 
Geneftcol� engineered Nazi elms ore 
trained in o secret Amazon bose to 
eliminate infeoor trees in o plot for 
world domination. Simon Weisenthol 
os the puiiHiliDer. 
'llle Greens Brothers 
Two Greenpeoce activists on o 
hottedilp bicyde raise money to 
save koolo orphanage from use os o 
French nuclear test site. 
CCIIna'bal Women in the 
Avocado Jungle of Death 
This green doco dips into greenhouse 
coo lrydroponic forming develop­
ments hokling hope for starving ond 
emoci!ted storlets. Some p�nt 
nudity. 
Starfish Wars 
A small bond of sun-loving freedom 
f�hters use NASA technology to zop 
the commie-alien crown of thorns 
spreoding from the Death Stor oil 
drilling p�tform on the Barrier Reef. 
Ben Cropp os Ronokl Reogon. 
Blind Mullet • 
Revenge of the Turds II 
Sequel success os fomililr teen-geek 
hofKloy makers ore terrorised by the 
Bondi Bl�hters. Gushes with 
emotional outlet. Some nudity with 
rashes. This weeper rates three 
hankies ond o course ci penidllin. • 
THE GREEN MUSIC 
HALL OF FAME 
The green influence on popular music 
ooo viso verso. 
Green Green Grass of Home 
Bob Morley 
Green Aaes 
Eddie Albert ooo ·s�phoppy' Gober 
Green Onions 
Booker T 8. the MSGs 
Eco Beach 
Mortho 8. the Muesli Muffins 
I should be so green 
Kylie Moukl 





Big Green Taxi 
Joni ·Booowogon· MitcheU 
Don't Pollute me, Argentina 
Andrew Fraud-Webber • 
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A completely serious guide to eco-acceptability A complete poseurs guide to eco-acceptability 
• PERMACUL TURE THE FRIOOE- Look, that 
milk has almost turned to cheese and you've got a 
good crop of greens on top of the tomato paste. 
• GET RID OF THE FRIDGE - It just sucks 





• RUB YOUR VISITORS THE RIGHT WAY­
Put out the unbleached toilet paper for guests and 
keep the nice, soft, white toilet paperfor your private 
use only. 
• EASY DOWNSHIFT -Buy a Niki with a tiny 
fuel-miserly motor .. Put a V8 motor in your Niki. 
• DRY CLEANING IS BAD - Those chemicals 
are pus. Use only wet cleaning or better still bury 
your dirty clothes in the backyard. 
• SET UP YOUR OWN HOME CRACKING 
PLANT -sure it's a bit smelly but you'll be able 
to recycle leftover sump oil, cooking oil, used 
suntan oil etc. 
• STOP FEEDING YOUR PET- You save all the 
tinned dolphin they consume and they won't add 
to the methane gases that are producing the 
Greenhouse Effect. 
Carry a semi-automatic 
weapon at all times to 
cull potentially feral 
pets ancl take out the 
tyres of cars with only 
one person in them. 
• SHOUT IT FROM THE ROOFTOPS - Put a 
solar hot water unit on the roof but leave it 
unconnected. Remember to whinge about tepid 
showers. 
• TWO'S A CROWD IN A NIKI-Have blowup, 
cardboard or stick-on-the-windshield people sitting 
in your V8 Niki passenger seats on the way to work 
so it looks like you've got a good reason to be guzzling 
dwindling resources. 
• TOUR DE FARCE- Bolt a fake bicycle on the 
roof of your V8 Niki. 
• EXPORTLIVE PETS TOTHETHIRDWORLD 
-The ones that kark it on the trip can be eaten 
and the ravenous survivors will solve world 
overpopulation. 
OR • FREE-WHEELING - Arrive at work wearing 
bicycle clips and sprayed-on sweat. 
• KILL YOUR PET- It will just go feral and keep 
producing that stinking methane. Anyway, now 
you've got that nice layer of filth to keep you 
warm, you won't need a dog anyway. Bury it in the 
backyard. 
• TAKE YOUR FAMILY TOTHE COUNTRY­
and leave them there. They just use up valuable 





filling your car seats on 
the way to work lor 
hassle free wasteful 
solo travel 
• PANEL GAMES-Put fake solar electric panels 
in your front yard, and buy shares in a Uranium mine. 
• CRUELTY CAMOUFLAGE-Putyour Revlon 
products in Body Shop containers. 
• WRAPPERS DELIGHT - Have your copy of 
Woodchipping Weekly delivered in an "Australian 
Wilderness" wrapper. 
• WILY WATTAGE-Get highpowerlightbulbs 
and spray grunge over them so they look like low 
power lightbulbs. 
• ERADICA TE GUN CONTROLS-Every citizen 
should carry a semi-automatic weapon to (a) cull 
feral animals and (b) take out the tyres of cars with only one driver 
in them. 
• LIVE OFF THE LAND - You've got the semi-automatic and it 
should be easier with the family out of theway. Start hunting and 
gathering. You could eat your roadkills if you hadn't got rid of the 
car. Avoid the lifeforms in the backyard. 
• DON'T BUY A CAR WITH AIR CONDITIONING Air 
conditioning systems contain poisonous CFCs that strip ozone off 
the layer. Just take all the windows out. 
• GO TO THE PETROL STATION EVERY DAY- Never fill up 
past quarter full in the petrol tank-it increases the tare and you 
use more petrol. 
• PARK AND RIDE- Put park and ride stations at the end of every 
driveway-they will cut your mileage to practically zero. 
• GET RIDOF THE CAR-Not only are they destroying the planet 
but they are more trouble than they are worth. Bury it in the back 
yard as a toxic waste fallout shelter. 
• IF YOU GET A BICYCLE- Remove those energy wasting brakes 
and only ride it downhill. 
• TIE ALL THE BIKES in the world TOGETHER - As your 
neighbour goes downhill you'll get pulled up. 
• BREATHE SHALLOWLY- Oxygen is a precious resource, use it 
wisely. Remember, no pedalling uphill. 
• RMV TH VWLS - Remove the vowels from newspapers and save 
up to 50% of newsprint use. 
• STOP BREATHING- it produces carbon dioxide which is a very 
dangerous gas. 
Of course all this may seem a little extreme, but we're dealing with 
the end of the world here. And, remember you're a human so it's all 
your fault. 
It's even worse than you might think because a lot of people are 
faking organicisms and using up all your share of the planet's resources. 
To balance it out you'd better suspend your animation. • 
t 0 f> l � r-�-t , 
ur-Jen+(J · 
• AGE BEFORE BEAUTY-Buy new furs made of 
recently killed animals and have them artificially 
aged. 
• THE ANNE FRANK MEMORIAL ROOM - To avoid the eco­
nazis, have a secret room in your house to keep all those forbidden 
appliances like the clothes dryer and the dishwasher. Make it cosy 
with an open fireplace. 
• TRASHY TAKEAWAYS - Have a fake compost bin in your 
garden with a thin layer of rotting garden slime and prominently 
labelled paper and bottle bins. Then have all your unsorted trash 
taken away by private garbos in a Pizza delivery van. 
• FALLOW TRA YELLERS - Buy and display prominently some 
mementos of a trip to Kakadu and all those environmental 
demonstrations you avoided having to go to. 
• FAKE STRING SHOPPING BAGS-Print a string bag pattern on 
the outside of your disposable plastic shopping bags for car to 
kitchen panache. 
• ENVIRONMENTAL CENSOR-TIVITY - Replace your James 
Dean in a Porshe posters with Scenes of the Untouched Wilderness. 
Stash your V8 Road Thrills and Big Bore Hunter magazines with the 
Penthouses. 
• DOUBLE NIKI SWITCH- Have two cars, one to leave at the train 
station, one to drive to work in from there. 
• LAMB DRESSED AS MUTTON-Wear your latest Paris fashions 
and I tal ian shoes around the house and only be seen outside in Can't 
Tear 'Em work clothes with hobnail boots. 
• CHAMELEON SORBENT- Soak your lovely, sofr, bleached 
toilet paper in old coffee grounds to give it that unbleached look. 
As you can see, there's more than one way to skin a planet, and quite 
a number of unconscionable ways to do it. 
And as you follow this easy-to-read not-easy-to-pulp guide, you 
could be using up as many natural resources as any three multinational 
toxic waste companies you know. 
Plus you get the added bonus of knowing that genuine greenies will 
suffer double privation to make up for your extravagance. 
Just what poseurs with attitude enjoy. • 
Whj ( �re. 
pl�nr-'\,·n3 fo 
o. do3 
Japan's green plan for 
Australia has l,OOOs 
of holes in it, and we 
really golf for it! 
What is the limit to Japan's obsession with 
golf? Why are they so enamoured of hitting a 
little white ball around a paddock with metal 
sticks, trying to get it into a little hole? Willy 
Bach asks ucan a nation be so crazy about a 
game that they would destroy the world?" 
N THE YEAR 2000, A 
hectare of Australian rainforest 
in North Queensland will cost 
less than a piece of T-Bone steak 
in Tokyo. 
Let's imagine we are in the year 
2015. Tokyo has become a pin­
ball parlour. Japan's agricultural 
land has become a huge complex 
of golf courses. Mt Fuji has been 
turned into a giant bunker for 
champions of champions to con­
quer. 
Japan is one synthetic stream of 
verdant green from end to end, 
unreproachable recreational 
splendour, floodlit at night, pow­
ered by plutonium fast-breeder 
nuclear reactors and visible with 
the naked eye from Port Nippon, 
Japan's colony on the moon. 
It is not necessary to concern 
oneself about the billions of 
tonnes of superphosphate, hor­
monal herbicides, dioxin residues, 
or organo-chlorine-based insec­
ticides in the groundwater and 
streams. Japan's farmers have long 
become extinct as a species. 
Food is now grown hydro­
ponically on 2000 sq. km. ranches 
radiating from Alice Springs, 
utilising water from the Great 
Artesian basin and recycled in 
enormous biospheres. Central 
JapAust is Japan's food bowl. 
Along JapAust's ccrast, a 2079 
hole golf course stretches from 
Coffs Harbour in New South 
Wales prefecture to Port Douglas 
in the far north of Queensland 
prefecture. 
Special times are allocated for 
crop-dusting aircraft to bomb the 
golf course with chemicals. There 
are water restrictions in all major 
cities when thegreatrolling field 
gets watered. 
In the year 2016 however, a 
major drought turns the greatest 
golf course on Earth into a parched 
desert of dead grass. 
Oh, woe is JapAust 
Worse is to come! Chloro­
fluorocarbons escaping from the 
refrigeration units installed to save 
the course create a massive hole 
in the ozone layer above 
Townsville. Warning signs tell 
foolhardy golfers that it is only 
safe to play at night. 
At least there are no insects to 
annoy them. The insects have all 
been blinded and have died. 
There are no birds either. There 
is no life. We will never be able to 
grow food there again. 
But wait! This is not a story 
about the end of the world. With 
the help of japMIT and the Jap­
SIRO there is a new invention! 
An especially formulated, biode­
gradable, non-chlorofluoro­
carbon material with a bounce 
factor within 15 microns of grass! 
In 2017, JapAust creates the 
world's biggest marine-based syn­
thetic golf course from Bunbury 
in Western Australia prefecture 
to Port Douglas. 
The course is built 300 kms out 
to sea - allowing for shipping 
and the 15 sq. km Great Barrier 
Marina (all that is left of the 
Great Barrier Reef). 
Because scientists were afraid 
that plastics breaking off would 
disturb fish life, the whole thing 
will dissolve into nothing in fif­
teen years and will be replaced at 
enormous cost with a brand new 
structure. 
An incoming QANT AS flight 
from Tokyo is about to land at 
Mascot/Penri th Airport, Sydney. 
A grey haired, thirty-year-old 
Tokyo executive presses the sen­
sor on the screen in front of his 
seat. 
It is only a one-and-a-half hour 
journey. Not much time to read. 
He presses. A voice and picture 
in front of him in broad Japlish, 
smiling, says, 
"Come and see our disposable 
golf course!" • 
Little Red Riding Hood: The Untold Story 
ONCE UPON A TIME, there 
was a young girl who was nearly 
eaten by a wolf. 
Luckily for her, she was saved 
in the nick of time by a passing 
woodcutter. The townspeople, 
when they learnt of the rescue, 
converged on the scene and pro­
nounced the woodcutter a hero. 
However, at the inquest certain 
facts emerged. 
1 The wolf, prior to his 
execution, had not been 
advised of his rights. 
2 The woodcutter had made no 
warning swings with his axe 
before striking the fatal blow 
and had used unreasonable 
force. 
3 It was stressed that although 
the killing and subsequent 
eating of Grandma may have 
been in bad taste, it was in the 
nature of wolves to do so, 
therefore he was merely doing 
his thing. 
4 The wolf belonged to an 
endangered sub-species. 
5 It was common knowledge 
around the woods that 
Grandma had occasional male 
visitors and may have acted in 
a seductive manner. 
Based on these considerations 
the coroner found the woodcut­
ter guilty of unaggravated assault 
with a deadly weapon and was 
consequently indicted, arrested, 
arraigned, tried, convicted and 
sentenced to 20 years imprison­
ment without parole. 
A touching memorial service 
was held at Grandma's cottage 
the following day in loving 
memory of the misunderstood 
wolf who had bled and died there. 







Advice for the troubled, from 
AustroiK1's most outspoken advice 
columnist, Bufo Morinus. 
Dear Excited fran Ekebin 
I don't feel sony for you, I feel sony 
for the dog. 
Dear Scorched from Kedron 
If you don't do it on the stove, you 
won't get burned. 
Dear Penny fran West End 
If you reolly love the guy, fake it. 
Dear Grossed Out from Darro 
All rednecks pass gas ot the dinner 
table. That's the way they ore. 
Dear Schizo from South Brisbane 
You sound fike o wonderful man. 
You oughto be shot. 
Dear Martin from Wave// Heights 
You're o weenie heod.lrs as simple 
OS that. 
Dear Bil� fran Dutton Park 
A grown man who showers with his 
mother is sick. 
Dear Tecy from Paddington 
That's what you get for putting all 
your eggs in one basket. 
Dear Lonely from Coorporoo 
I hope you're lone� forever 
Dear Fottie from Morburg 
When you brook toilet seats, it's 
definite� time to diet. 
Dear Ecsfrltic from Eventide 
I don't core how exciting it wos, 
electric toothbrushes sure weren't 
mode for that. 
Dear Breezy from Chapel Hill 
There's no �w that says you hove to 
weor underwear. 
Dear Wondering from Wynnum 
Nice girls don't charge for dotes. 
Dear Shocked fran Stafford 
That's whot you get for being the 
on� girl in the hot tub 
Dear Cramped from New Form 
In o Falcon, yes. In o Ni�, no 
Dear Lover from Moorooko 
It may fill you up, but irs not what I 
call dinner 
Dear Homely fran Newmolket 
I don't core what your boyfriend 
says, there ore lots of 13-yeor1lld 
virgins out there 
Dear Caught fran PotXJington 
Tell your mother the truth about her 
hand lotion. She's bound to suspect 
the truth onywoy 
Dear Paul in Iii/mere, 
I sow your picture and I wouldn't 
toke you to o dogf�ht! 
Dear Homemaker in Roinworth, 
The way to o man's heort is NOT 
through his stomach, and anybody 
who says so is stupil! 
Dear Growing up in Gaythome, 
It's pede� notuml. Ask your Dod 
for details! 
Dear Spinster in Carina, 
Tell him they're for your floshfight! 
Dear Mom in South Sydney, 
I'd suggest getting some from o 
friend! • 





1. I om the Green God, whkh hove 
brought you out of the kmd of K­
Mo rt, out of the house cl 
bondage and leather underpants. 
Thou shok hove no otlier political 
offiiK1tions before me. 
2. Green is o registered trademark 
for the opemtion of Planet Earth 
Inc. and shalt not be token in 
vain without the written 
permission of the author. 
3. Keep ho� the weekend for it is 
for trekking in the wilderness. 
4. Thou shok not kill endangered 
species unless they hove cropped 
on your front �wn and/ or eaten 
your dope p�nts. 
5. Don't use steel. 
6. Thou shok not commit adultery 
with the dog unless keeping 
worm or creating bio-diversity. 
7. Honour the Earth Mother and 
DovKI Suzuki. 
8. Thou shok not bear false 
consciousness. 
9. Neither shoUou dump toxk 
wastes under thy ne�hbours 
house or in their swimming pool. 
10 Neither shok thou desire thy 
neighbou�s extravagant energy 
consumption, neither shok thou 
cOYet thy neighbou�s mudbrick 
house, connibis patch, 4 x 4, or 
Redgum album col�ction, or ass, 
or any thing that is thy 
neighbour's. And stop thinking 
about thy ne�hbou� s dog. • 
UNSOLVED 
MYSTERIES 
Welcome to the mysterious and 
fascinating world cl the strange, 
bizarre and unusual where we break 
the boundaries in real� weird 
paranormal research. 
•Halt, Oh No .•• Stcirs!* 
This issue we find out why there wos 
o Pr<fessor d Physics on Gill�on's 
Island who could build cars, fridges 
and mdios out of bomboo and palm 
�aves yet still couldn't fix the boot. 
We also find out how Doleks get up 
and down stairs. 
Black Sock Holes 
We follow a pair of socks from the 
fime they �ave the feet to that 
moment when they enter the 
washing machine and one of them 
vanishes. Our team will follow that 
sock and find out where they go to. 
Clean Drama or Conspiracy? 
We examine the incredible 
phenomenon that drives on enftre 
notion to make rock stars out of 
second rote soopie actors. We will 
also toke a look at what drives o 
te�vision producer to make a second 
rote soopie in the first place. 
The Malevolent Telephone 
We investi�te why it is that the 
te�phone always rings just after you 
get into o nke hot both ... and why 
it stops ringing just as you get to it. 
Continues Page 52 
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I J. t• e: recyc 1ng 1ps 
CANS & STRING 
The cupboards are bursting with 
meticulously cleaned old food 
cans andbitsof string ... valueless 
until now. 
Re-use resolution: Make a low-
energy intercom system. You've 
got enough to have up to 16lines 
to every room with conference 
facilities available. 
Hook up those old pencil stubs 
for fax capability. 
NEWSPRINT 
A pile of old newspapers as big as 
you are accumulates each week 
under the coffee table and behind 
the couch - rapidly filling your 
living space. 
Re-use resolution: Get right to 
the bottom of the problem. Use 
them as toilet paper. 
This Black Butt solution ex-
tends to the youngsters as well ... 
stuff some crumpled pages into a 
plastic supermarket shopping bag, 
whip on a couple of rubber bands 
and voila ... disposable nappies 
by the dumper load. 
DISPOSABLE NAPPIES 
Or cloth ones? The choice is 
personal slavery to baby bowels 
or having the blood of an entire 
ecosystem on your selfish yuppie 
hands. 
Re-use resolution: The heat is 
off this tricky dilemma at last. 
Use the dioxin diapers as ceiling 
insulation. Chuck 'em up there 
and they'll soak up your cooling 
and heating energy consumption. 
NB: Remember to add some 
natural air freshener. 
USED SUMP OIL 
40 barrels of accumulated sump 
oil fill your garage. Too danger-
ous to chuck, too ickky to keep. 
Re-use resolution: Build your 
own cracking plant. Refine it 
again! The savings you make in 
oil purchases will soon start pay-
ing off the $75M loan for the 
petro-chemical equipment. For 
the budget conscious try cooking 
with it. (Use curry paste to cover 
the loathsome flavour like the 
top restaurants do.) 
OLD CAR TYRES 
Those mosquito-breeding old car 
tyres in the yard will never decay. 
Ever. Your kids won't appreciate 
inheriting a hectare heap of old 
rubber and wire. 
Re-use resolution: T yres make an 
ideal, durable modular furniture 
system. A couple of layers make a 
You're as well meaning as anything about the fate of the planet but what 
do you do about all those almost impossible-to-re-use but too-embarrass­
ing-to-throw-away items? 
The Toad Research Labs Staff have been cleaning up around the home & 
office. Now we're back, dirty of body but dean of spirit: to rescue you 
with a resolution to the re-use revolution. 
great bed ... pile up a couch or OLD PANTYHOSE there's about 10,000 for every 
chair or pouf and wallow in mix- It's the old game of slinks and person on the planet to get rid of. 
and-match decor comfort. Tie a ladders with these fickle friends. We'd better get our thinking caps 
stack together for an umbrella They have a half-life of about two on to re-use these deadly dispos-
stand ora really heavy duty clothes hours in public. However, after abies. 
basket. they die they won't fade away. Re-use resolution: Caps? Did you 
T yres make an incredibly long Re-use resolution: Woven, they saycaps?Some leftover telephone 
lasting steering wheel cover. For make very serviceable drift net- string and a bit of thought pro-
travel safety why not try wedging ting to hang under those bobbling duces all the party hats you'll ever 
the kids safely in their seats with bladders. need. Also bras, ear muffs and 
a few pumped up inner tube air condoms. 
bags? APPLIANCE BATTERIES 
Lest we forget the D cell Patrol. COMMODORE 64S, VIC20S 
CIGARETTE BUTTS Spent shells of the consumption Six million obsolete, micro-
Their number is legion, spilling wars have been clutter the kitchen cephalic computers are waiting 
out of saucers, crowding together drawers and leaking unpleasant in DOS houses for a new purpose. 
in potplant dirt. You don't want muck out of rusty sores for more Re-use resolution: A keyboard 
these killers loose in the outside Christmases than you care to re- for every monkey on the planet! 
environment, do you? member. Just wait for exciting new works 
Re,use resolution: There's your Re-use resolution: Under the by Shakespeare to start pouring 
cotton bud supply forever just hose netting, under the bladders, out. There's nothing artificial 
looking up at you from the ash- guess what the sinkers are? The about this intelligence. Every 
tray. And a limitless source of ear final part of the ecologically re- simian will have a literary agent 
plugs and nasal filters to minimise sponsible drift net. to keep it on the bestseller listand 
the effects of a polluted world. off the endangered list. Culture 
You can also combat tinea with BIC LIGHTERS, CFC & conscience in synergy! 
these handy, absorbent toe sepa- CANS, ASBESTOS SHEETS 
rators. Mad, bad and dangerous. You CAR BATTERIES 
don't want to have the psycho- Your garage has gone acid house 
COATHANGERS paths of the rubbish world hang- in a big way. De-zapped clunkers 
All your wardrobes are entangled ing around the house, but could will lead you to despair unless you 
with twisted steel. It looks like you live with yourself if you get rid of them. 
the Somme in there. You're chucked them out and they Re-use resolution: The casings 
fighting a losing battle and it's maimed a small, innocent child? make attractive kitchen cann-
just been proven that they breed Re-use resolution: It's party time isters. Melt the lead down and 
in the dark. and who's got the fireworks? radiation-proof the family and 
Re-use resolution: Untwist your That's right, responsible disposal, pets with a quick dip. 
thinking! Wonder Wire's flex- re-use and family fun go hand in Do it today, you'll be flat out 
ible strength is perfect for surgical hand. Just don't get your fingers with last minute details when the 
applications. In the kitchen, it burnt. Kaboom! warning comes. 
slices, it dices. 
How about weaving security EMPTY TOOTHPASTE TOXIC WASTE 
screens for all your doors and TUBES Up from the ground comes a 
windows? When the locker lizards have bubbling crude... black guk ... 
For light or heavy concrete curled up and died, how can you Kingston tease. 
construction, you've got a rack squeeze more life out of them? Re-use resolution: There's big 
full of reinforcing rods. Re,use resolution: Cap off the savings to be made using your 
party mode with a swag of party ready supply of home grown pes-
CHAMPAGNE CORK whistles. The kids will love it as ticides. Paint it around the skirt-
WIRE they uncurl. Requires strong ing boards and in the kitchen 
After the party-the house is full lungs. cupboards because you don't want 
of shrapnel. Barbed toe traps any nasty little surprises. 
wherever you stumble. In the wild, FUR COATS Keep checking every three 
these twisties can do horrifying Unlessyou enjoy screams ofabuse months though. Cockroaches can 
damage to a koala's oesophagus. in the street and being splattered mutate amazingly fast. 
Re-use resolution: Champagne with fresh blood by the more exu-
wire was born to live again as long berant animal enthusiasts, these ATOMIC WASTE 
line fishing hooks. fluff bunnies need to find a new The television is showing pic-
line of work. tures and the cord isn't even 
WINE CASKS Re-use resolution: Rip the coat plugged in. It's not background 
Recycling cardboard is easy into strips and bingo ... meters of radiation any more, it's taken 
enough. What about your blad- washable, reusable soft toilet pa- centre stage. 
der problem? per substitute. Any tiny leftover Re-use resolution: The kids will 
Re-use resolution: It's a heart- scrap can be glued to a stick to sleep easier with an application 
warming sight for the recycle- make an extra soft toothbrush. of glow in the dark nursery paint. 
conscious to see kilometer long Try it out in the kitchen too, it 
strings of bobbing, born-again may just work on some of those 
bladders stretching across the POLYSTYRENE CUPS strange things that used to be 
Pacific as buoys for drift nets. They're chock full of CFCs and cockroaches. • 
I sephology! Gesundheit 
UST BEFORE THE 
1989 Queensland election, local 
political commentator Peter 
Charlton predicted the Nation­
als would win. So when the 1990 
federal election came around and 
he predicted a Coalition victory, 
they definitely had to be gonners. 
The art of predicting politics 
should never be influenced by 
what you hope might happen, or 
think should happen, or even 
know would be a dead cert in the 
best or worst of all possible worlds. 
And it certainly should never be 
based on what a taxi driver told 
you - all taxi drivers are crazed 
anarchists. 
Political prediction has only 
two possible bases. First you can 
go for extensive, accurate polling 
of the electorate at large, which 
the back-roomers at the Labor 
Party appear to have wired. Then 
there's wild unfounded specula­
tion. 
Labor looks green around 
the gills 
Since the revelation that if 
Labor had run the Liberal cam­
paign in the 1990 election they 
could have thrashed themselves, 
it's pretty tempting to predict that 
Bob Hawke will be Prime Minis­
ter until his death at age 92 which 
will be well into the next millen­
nium. 
But even Bob Hawke isn't that 
silly. He can see the mileage that 
Whitlam and Fraser are getting 
out of swanning about as elder 
The pundits of political prediction gather around elections like blowies around a 
dead sheep, but do they really know anything? Anne Jones reviews the reviewers, 
puns the pundits, analyses the analysts and gives a few of her own tips for the 
future of Australian politics. 
statespeople - all the glory, no 
hassles and a bit of privacy to get 
on with the extracurricular ac­
tivities. 
The trick for Labor will be to 
not only hand over the holy reins 
of the highest office in the land to 
a new leader but to fool the elec­
torate into thinking it's a whole 
new box and dice. 
Eventually voters, even 
Queensland voters, get tired of 
the same old 
Can things get worse for 
the Liberals? Yes! 
Even though Andrew Peacock 
is out now and Dr John Hewson is 
the Leader of the Opposition, 
Andrew will be back. By 1992 Dr 
Hewson's popularity will fall to 
an all time low for Liberal leaders 
of minus 15%, which will "force" 
Andrew to contest the leadership 
once more. 
government,  
same old faces, 




cock will lead 
the Liberals 
into the next 
election. 
clairvoyant claims 
They need to 
feel that they 
are in control, 
that they can 
change chan­
nel any time 
they like. 
• Hewson popularity 
drops to minus J S%! 
• Peacock to lead Libs 
into next J 2 elections! 
His eventual 
defeat at the 




that he has 
been in the se­
cret employ of 
Labor since 
1966 - the year 
So the Labor 
Party will 
change its 
name to the 
Green Labor 
Party and re-
• Sir Job chat show host! 
• Dannii Minogue 
certainty lor PM 
cruitDr Dannii 
Minogue as the next Prime 
Minister 
She'll romp home in the seat 
of Kooyong, finally defeating 
Andrew Peacock once and for all 
- something the Liberals could 
never quite do. 
Dr Minogue will permaculture 
the Lodge, ride to Parliament 
House on a bicycle and ban press 
releases to save paper. Logging 




With the Nationals totally dis­
credited and losing all their seats 
in 1993, the New Conservative 
Party will be formed - gradually 
gaining prominence as Austral­
ia's anti-Labor party. It will sit 
more significantly to the right of 
the former Liberal Party of Aus­
tralia. 
The New Conservatives will 
be called the NEWCs for short 
because someone from the ad 
agency thought it sounded strong 
and tough. The electorate will be 
totally appalled. 
The NEWCs will install 
Michael Kroger as their leader. 
The electorate will be even more 
totally appalled. 
. 
By this time the National Party 
will be only a distant memory, 
although Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen 
will still frequent the chat shows, 
still blaming everyone but him­
self. 
A viable alternative 
By the end of the century, with 
the demise of the Liberal-Na­
tional coalition and the by-then 
total conservatism of the Labor 
Party, the way will be clear for a 
new political force. 
The Environment Lobby, the 
Democrats and all the various 
Green Parties will amalgamate 
into the Greener Than Thou 
Party. Peter Garrett will serve as 
titular head- the real power will 
be with the collective- but he's 
always been a good front man. 
TheGTis willcontestthe 1999 
election with the slogan "A new 
force for a new millennium" and 
the main platforms: stop logging, 
stop mining, stop business and 
eat lentils for breakfast. 
The only other major political 
force will be Grey Power, big in 
numbers but slow on their feet. 
They will contest the election on 
the platform: a little liedown for 
all. 
They will categorically deny 
that they got us into this mess in 





LATE NEWS FLASHES 
Hubble scope searches for 
intelligence 
According to NASA, the Hubble 
Space Telescope is to be redirected 
towards Gregory Termce, Brisbane, 
to probe o puzzling onomo � in the 
·organisation of the universe. The 
te�scope will be used to find out � 
the Queensland Uberol Party was 
serious when it elected o man 
named "Denver Beonlond" os 
leader. 
No content to complaint 
In london today, onimol liberotion­
ists staged o sit-in ot MurcDonolds to 
protest cruelty to animals. A 
spokesperson for the fast food 
empire shrugged off the protest, 
saying, "I don't know what the fuss 
is oil about. We don't hove any 
onimol products in our burgers. • 
Cosmonauts fed up 
An attempt to rescue the stmnded 
Soviet cosmonauts foi�d today 
when they refused to leove their 
orbiting space station. They claimed 
that unfike the USSR, they still hod 
p�nty of food �ft. 
NASA's hit or miss 
West Austmrron grozier Mr. Broce 
Pemb� today foiled in his attempt to 
sue the United States Government 
for do mages to him when htt by o 
folhng piece ci Skylob. At o 
preliminary hearing NASA produced 
video evidence of Mr Pemb� 
repeated� hitting himse� in the face 
with o hammer. 
Green swabs shock 
Shocking revelations ot the Drugs in 
Sport enquiry todoy.lt was 
announced that it was standard 
pmctice, amongst the Australian 
Womens' lawn Bowls Squad, to 
toke two Bex, o nice cup of teo and 
o lie down after every match. 
Karen Carpenter: 
No home run 
The Hoi� home of the late 
Koren Carpenter wos passed in ot 
auction in Bevertt Hilk eorfier todoy. 
This wos the fifth unsuccessful 
attempt to sell the house. When 
asked for a comment, the real estate 
agent replied, "Well who wonts to 
buy o house with no kttchen ?" 
Breathtaking win 
In o shock announcement, it was 
reveo�d toooy tOOt there hod been o 
mix11p in derrveries of equipment to 
the Queensland Police Deportment. 
Apporen� potKe hod received an 
order of computer hardwore meant 
for o casino. Furthennore, a motorist 
arrested �st night for drink-driving 
was toooy released from custody 
and given o �ckpot of $5,500. 
Herold Holt lungs out 
In overseas news, the work! record 
for holding your breath was smashed 
todoy when Horok! Holt walked 
ashore in los Angeh 
Toxic waste missing 
Residents of o Brisbane suburb to<kiy 
were shocked to find absolute� no 
toxic waste buried under their 
houses. The Minister responsib� 
refused to comment. • 
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• seases are 
species too 
The introduction of penicillin by foolish 
scientists has wreaked environmental 
destruction on some of our best loved 
and cherished diseases. Can we allow 
this wanton behaviour to continue? And 
yet few conservationists have heeded 
the cry of the little viruses. Tim Low 
speaks up for germs. 
ONSERV ATIONISTS 
are hypocrites. In private they 
like to accuse their fellow beings 
of 'specism' - of not considering 
the rights of other species. Yet 
they commit the same sin them­
selves. 
Look closely at how their cam­
paigns are fought and you will see 
the biases shining through. 
Greenies fight harder to save 
mammals than birds (we are 
mammals - coincidence?). 
They put birds before reptiles, 
and reptiles before fish. Slugs, 
slime-moulds 
When was the last time they 
marched through the streets on 
behalf of black plague, leprosy, 
whooping cough, syphyllis or 
dental plaque? 
Their press releases never men­
tion hookworms, bed bugs, her­
pes sores or giardiasis. They show 
plenty of concern for singing 
thrushes, but none at all for sting­
ing thrush. 
All this hypocrisy should stop. 
True greenies should step forward 
now and declare their complete 
opposition to Phisohex, flu in-
jections, AIDS 
and scum don't 
rate at all. This 
represents bla­
tant specism. 
Ever heard of 
Streptoglossis 
glossi?ltusedto 
be a very wide­
spread species 
found on most 
c o n t i n e n t s  
throughout the 
globe. It is now 
extinct in the 
wild and sur­





should step foiWard 
now and declare their 










Let's face it, 








they should be 
lined up and 




tories. It was deliberately exter­
minated from its natural haunts 
by humans. But do we hear con­
servationists bemoaning its fate? 
No. 
Why not? - because strepto­




seem to forget that diseases are 
species too. We never hear them 
complaining about the decline in 
natural abundance of Salmonella 
typhi, alias typhoid, or Staphylo­
coccus aureus, golden staph. 
Pete Garrett, 
Bob Brown and Sue Arnold 
should come forward and offer 
themselves as habitat for cholera, 
diptheria, yellow fever, and sca­
bies. 
Green peace should be battling, 
notjust for big things like whales, 
but for little things like germs. 
The World Wildlife Fund should 
mount a Save the Tsetse Fly 
Campaign. 
Or what about a movement to 
protect, not elephants (mere 
mammals), but elephantiasis? 
How about it greenies? • 
ittle soldiers' 
clubhouse 
Uncle nm, is a revolutionary figure at 
the forefront of the New Education. His 
ideas and philosophies have made him a 
leader to millions of children worldwide. 
He is not one of those silly-animal-and· 
nursery-rhyme children's presenters and 
he's here to give the children of today 
the necessary skills to make them the 
firm leaders of tomorrow . 
ELLO TROOPS. THIS 
is your Uncle Tim inviting you to 
join me for a fun filled tour of duty 
in our secret clubhouse. 
Can you tell what I'm doing? 
Ohh ... Silly me This is print. 
You can't see me. That head 
wound In the Lebanon. 
Anyway, what was I doing? I 
was practicing the neck pinch of 
death. Do you know that? Yes. 
Remember, the neck pinch ci 
death can be of great assistance in 
that bad old crisis situation can't 
it. Yes. 
OK little soldiers, let's get 
cracking on our special project. 
Grab your tidy 
Remember to always put down 
your tidy mat when doing any 
work. We dont want to leave any 
messy fingerprints as evidence do 
we? Nooo. 
Now I've got one here that I 
have already completed and it 
looks quite like the real thing. 
Once you have it finished, and do 
wait for the glue to dry, you can go 
out and have all sorts of fun and 
the police will get the blame. 
Have you all got your special 
thinking berets on? That's good 
because today is our very special 
secret day when Uncle Tim gives 
you the code message. 
Now remem­
box and your 
tidy mat. Now 
where were we. 
Of course, we 
were just about 
to place the 
detonation de­
vice into the 
p l u t o n i u m  
core. 
Due to new 
Government 
regulations, requiring 
this magazine to have 
at least seven percent 
bera good code, 
when well used, 
means that you 
can carry on a 
conversation 
with another 
o p e r a t i v e ,  
ooop s ... club­
house chum ... 




course is this 







this is a bit fid­
dlyat first, don't 
ask for a grown 




project" or our 
between pages six and 
fifteen, we are just 
thrilled to bring you 
Uncle Tim's famous 
Clubhouse This will of 
course be of  
great use when 
we go on our "very special 
plan"for world domination, might 
they? No. 
Once our special project is 
armed, it's time to paint it. You 
can go crazy here with lots of 
bright colours. Try putting on a 
few horsies or a clown. That way 
the nice customs man won't take 
any notice when we go on our 
next big trip will he? No. 
Have you made sure all the 
adults are out of the room and 
that the doors are locked. Have 
you checked the walls for bugs? 
Good! 
There's no need for them to 
find out about our special plan for 
worlddomination justyetis there? 
Nooo. 
Okay, It's time for Clubhouse 
crafts, so here's what we need. 
Some scrap pieces ofleather, some 
alfoil or perhaps some milk bottle 
tops, some strong glue, some nice 
firm cardboard and a felt pen. 
Once you have all that together 
we should be able to make a rather 
convincing police identification 
badge. 
secret trip with the suprise Uncle 
Tim helped you build. 
Have you got your crayon and 
code book ready? 
Upon arriving at the "Alba­
tross" proceed immediately to the 
"Roofing Thatch" and wait for 
further instructions from ''Red 
Penguin". 
Then you must go straight to 
the "Smelly Bottom", place the 
"Armpit" in the "Egg Sandwich" 
and set the "Constable" for 20 
minutes. Get back to the "Alba­
tross" right away and catch your 
''Twinkle Winkle" home. 
Did you get it all? Good. 
Now follow the instructions to 
the letter and ifanyofyour family 
suspect anything remember what 
Uncle Tim taught you to do with 
a Stanley knife. 
Oh-Oh, there's a knock at the 
door I had better eat my code 
book. 
See you next time and remem­
ber, until then keep storing those 
non-perishable food items in the 
basement. Bye bye. • 
HELLO SCHOOL, 







Now I'm going to soy tt ogoin for the 
benefit of everyone. Area B is out of 
bounds! I'm telling you this once 
more so ooooe will hove on excuse 
when I catch them ot httle lunch. 
Mr Gree� hos kind� agreed to be on 
hand to dish out appropriate 
punishment. 
Also coukl Mr. Brocethis�e send 
Nigel F�gins to see me ot the end of 
this c�ss os his mother hos died. 
Now tt hos come to my notice that 
several girls in Grode E�ht hove 
been frotemising with Mr. Peterson, 
the P.E. teacher. 
This must stop immediate� os he 
hos o serious ond h�h� communica­
tive disease. 
Some of you may be owore that the 
studen!s in Grode 9 F ore continuing 
with their hunger strike in the 
Manual Ar1s 31Jci.. 
Because of this, there will be o 
longer littJe.lunch tOOn usual tooay to 
allow police to lob tear gas through 
the windows. Ferocious, rabid 
rottweilers will then move in and eat 
what's left of Grode 9F. 
However, this is o normal school 
day. So when you hear the bell, 
move to your next c�ss quickly and 
quie� or you'll be next. 
I'd like to congrotulote all those who 
took port in the wolkothon on 
Monday afternoon. 
Severn I tens of dollars were raised 
for my wife's Flower Gorden fund. 
As for the rest of you slugs and 
dul�rds, there will be o 30 kilometer 
forced morth with full pock, strn�ht 
after rel�ious instrucfioo. 
I rove o message for Koylene 
Kneewormer ci BG. See the nurse. 
Your pregnancy test has been 
coofirmed. 
There will be no. . . repeat no. . . big 
bond rehearsal this afternoon as Mr. 
Wikle, the bond-master, has phoned 
in wtth o drug overdose. 
Now I wont to assure the whole 
school that the sticky b�ck residue 
bubbling up from the ground under 
the home economics wing is not 
dangerous. 
The Education Dept has informed me 
that tesls hove proved beyond doubt 
that tt is just burnt tapioca pudding 
from the cooking c�ss. 
Those studenls in metal-work who 
hove been making reptKo AK-47 
ossouk rifles ond supplying them to 
Kanak resistance fighters in New 
Coledonil, will find there is o man at 
the front desk who wishes to speak 
to you. 
That student who parked his Porsche 
in the Principal's parking spoce this 
morning con pick up the vehicle from 
Happy as larry's Spore Ports, 
Croydon, Victoria, anytime after 
Thursday. 
Thank you. • 
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THE STUPID GROUP 
OF COMPANIES 
Stupid New Idea 
This week in Stupid New Ideo ... 
F�ing Doctoc Beauty reveo� her 
painful post and the mother she 
bore� knew ... 
We lift the tid on Hollywood's new 
street signs ... 
And Prince Wiltlom gives tips to 
reol� rich toddlers on how to survive 
foc less than 500 pounds a week ... 
Why Flo from the comer shop won't 
sen single dgorettes ... 
And the amazing rot, tciu and 
coougoted iron diet ... 
Stupid New Idea, the world's biggest 
seUing magazine for Stupid People 
ANew Mother 
Statistics prove that one in twenty 
young men hove substantial mother 
loss by the age of twentyfive. 
Well, fret no more. Stupid Vending 
hove come to the rescue with a 
who� ronge ci mothers for sole. 
With one of our top of the line 
mothers you con swim, run and be 
OS active OS on the other boys. 
Peop� won't recognise you. Your 
clothes will be deon, you won't hove 
to eot crop, and your room won't 
look like the Momlingo Test Site. 
Don't delcy. Phone now. Send no 
money. Hove a mother for thirty 
doys ·test her out. If you're not 
cocnplete� satisfied you con return 
her, ful� pockoged, to us and incur 
no cost. 
It seems too good to be true. But it's 
not. 
Give Trevoc, our operntor, a call on 
854 1511. Don't de�y. Trev is 
standing by, woifing foc your call. 
Buy a Mother now from Stupid 
Vending, part of the Stupid Group of 
Companies. 
Stupid lnsuranc:e 
It could happen anywhere, any time. 
And there's nothing you con do 
about it. 
But you con do socnething for those 
you core about the most. Because 
you won't be there to help them any 
more. 
So if you're total� sure that your 
loved ones will hove enough money 
and not oove to go begging on the 
streets and selling their bodies to 
cocnplete strangers and eoting scrnps 
from fast food rubbish bins, don't 
get StupMllnsuronce. 
The Stupid Insurance Company, 
making ads that prey upon your 
most primitve feors. 
Stupid Detergent 
You moy think root with the advent 
of new fangled chemicals and things, 
modem detergents ore the best 
things �nee stlced breod. 
You moy wont your soiled clothing 
to emerge frocn the wosh whiter 
than white, brighter than bright, 
smelting nke wild flowers. 
Well, here at Stupid research we 
think that's a load of crop. We 
hoven't changed our formu� for 
300 yeors and n still works ... well 
enough. And n's biodegrndoble ... 
soct of. Whor s wrong with the smell 
of tor soap onywoy? 
Stupid Detergent from the Stupid 
Group of Componies 
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The lift to a new floor 
First things first. We're going 
to start with a chat about your 
pelvic floor. Of course we are re­
ferring to all those poor little hard 
worked muscles around your pu­
bis, that kept baby in for so long. 
Now we all want to return to 
our former radiant, seductive, al­
luringselves as quicklyas possible. 
But, ooh, there's nothing worse 
than a wayward pelvic floor that 
just won't do as it's told. 
Exercise, exercise, exercise. It 
can be fun, girls. I want you to 
pretend you are taking a lift at 
McWhirters's. There you are, 
holding those muscles tight at 
the first floor, now stop, have a 
quick look around for any bar­
gains, then back to the ground 
and let them go. There. Easy. 
Now. If you exercise daily, you 
and hubby will soon feel that fa­
miliar closeness once more. 
However, if you find that even 
after exercisi ng you' re still having 
problems, sorry girls, but your 
pel vic floor may need are-stump­
ing. 
The best idea then, is to consult 
the yellow pages and get a man in 
to have a look. 
Breast-feeding 
The next priority is looking at 
how to avoid nipple fatigue. 
Now, I know some of you think 
the "let-down reflex" refers to that 
desolate feeling inside, sur­
rounded as you are by domestic­
ity, but really it is the signal from 
your brain to "letdown" the milk. 
And did you know that any baby's 
cry can stimulate that reflex, girls? 
Imagine. There you are in 
McWhirters, someone else's lit­
tle bugger cries, and your breasts 
start behaving like a double ver­
sion of The King George Square 
Fountain. Having said that, never 
feel embarrassed to feed in public 
girls, just whack it out and shove 
it in. 
Let's not forget Hubby Hubby 
Hubby. Now let me warn you 
girls about Nipple Envy. Many 
unrest 
men regard their wife's exten­
sions as their playground. But now 
someone else is hogging the 
swings. To keep hubby happy, 
give him the dummy. 
Although breast is best, pro­
longed contact may cause cracks, 
fissures and downright gaping 
holes to that sensitive tissue, a 
condition commonly called, 
Nipple Fatigue. 
I recommend Lanolin myself, 
but if that doesn't work, seek re­
lief with spac-filler. 
Now, if your nipples don't re­
spond to treatment, pack them 
off to a health farm for a well 
earned rest. Of course, you'll have 
to go with them. 
Pump Ettiquette 
Well, by now you are making 
lots of milk for baby-waby, and 
you might even have too much! 
Some babies are born suckers. In 
fact there is one born every 
minute. Supply and demand, 
that's what it's all about girls. 
In these first precious weeks at 
home, with baby, some of you 
girls should consider boosting your 
income, and turning all that ex­
tra milk baby throws up, or refuses, 
into pocket money. 
You can do it girls! You'll soon 
be making your own yoghurt. 
Breast milk cheddar, varicose­
blue vein, or my niece's special, 
PMT sour cream. I'm not joking 
girls. Some women find it a good 
supplementary money spinner. A 
real cottage-cheese industry. 
Now. Back to the reality of 
getting that extra milk out and 
utilizing it. Breast pumps. Lets 
look at the alternatives. You can 
do it by hand, a laborious process, 
by foot, more spectacular, but re­
ally no faster, or with a specially 
designed plastic device, an ex­
pensive item girls and really just a 
sterile bike-pump. 
The best solution, if you're go­
ing into the diary industry, is your 
old domestic vacuum-cleaner. 
Very good for engorged or bulbous 
nipples girls. But don't forget to 
sterilize those bags! You'll never 
sell cheese with carpet-fluff in it. 
One word of caution however. 
If you have the Electroluxplugged 
into one side, don't have baby 
feeding on the other. 
What started as a time saving 
device may end up with baby 
being sucked right through you! 
And you've just been through all 
that! 
House-husbands 
Well, now that you've been 
practising your pelvic floor mus­
cles, we can have a look at where 
hubby fits in. Er ... I mean the role 
of that new invention, The House 
Hubby. 
Single-parenting is still an op­
tion girls, though with these re­
cent welfare cuts, ask yourself, is 
it really worth it? After all, you 
don't need your concession card 
at Hoyts on a Tuesday. 
No, the best thing, girls, once 
your bulge becomes a goo-goo 
gaahing,wee-wee waahingreality, 
is to install a live-in household 
Hubby. But make sure he doesn't 
clash with your drapes, girls! 
One of my girls once made a 
glaring mistake, no matter where 
she put that Household Hubby 
hejust wouldnotco-ordinatewith 
her designer colours. In the end, 
she ripped him off, called Carpet 
Call and had a new man laid 
within hours. 
Doctors, lawyers and other pro­
fessionals, though good for the 
bank balance, do not make very 
good House-Hubbies. Too much 
drive. Also, be wary of Chiro­
practors. They tend to want to 
manipulate you. 
Once you decide to go back to 
work, you need a reliable, placid, 
and not too colourful specimen, 
who will be content to tend and 
nurture whilst you go out there 
and rip people's balls off! 
Stackable, stackable, stackable. 
That's what you need girls. A 
nice fold up House Hubby you 
can put away in the comer and sit 
on when you feel like it. Next 
issue, we'll be looking at baby's 
first solids. How to get baby to eat 
them and how to get you to be 
able to eat again 
This is Sister Mary Later, say­
ing bye for now. • 
Sister Mary's 
Handy Hints # 1 
During those hot months, 
make breast milk ice­
blocks. Simply express 
into sterilized ice-cube 
containers, attach tooth 
pick and freeze. 
Sister Mary's 
Handy Hints #2 
A tip for those unsightly 
stretch marks. Rub over 
with Wool Fat. There's a 
lot of it about at the 
moment. 
Sister Mary's 
Handy Hint #3 
Don't forget those pelvic 
floor exercises. Do them 
over a cuppa at Aromas. 







trout, horses, humans) 
from Tasmania was iust 
the tip of the iceberg. 
Documents since leaked 
to the Cane Toad Times 
from the very inner 
sanctum of the Green 
Movement reveal the 
complete agenda for 
future Green action. 




fits of hilari· 
ty to other 
Australians? Why does 
this poor little island 
reduce staid assemblies 
to paroxysms of mirth? 
We don't think the rea· 
son is particularly com· 
plex. There's probably 
not even a Ph.D. in it. 
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reen and bear it 
TOP SECRET: CIRCU* 
LATE ONLY TO MEMBERS 
WITII AURAS ABOVE 
ORANGE 
1. STRATEGIES FOR 
INDIVIDUAL GREEN 
ACTION 
• Reduce the bushland weed 
problem by spraying the local 
lantana with agent orange. 
• Help feed the wildlife- throw 
your pizza leftovers into the 
bush eco-system. 
• Stop eating beef and lamb -
eat doiphin steaks instead -
catch them andslaughter them 
before they get caught and 
suffer in the driftnets. 
• Advocate nuclear power as a 
way of reducing greenhouse 
emissions. 
• Demonstrate against wood­
chipping in Australia so that 
the Japanese are forced to pulp 
the Asian rainforests instead. 
• Oppose the culling of feral 
donkeys, brumbies and cats 
because it's cruel. 
• Stand for the Senate on behalf 
of the Greens. It doesn'tmatter 
if you are unintelligent, 
inarticulate, unkempt, 
ignorant, or a member of a 
looney marxist organisation. 
During your campaign yell 
obscenities at mainstream 
politicians and write offensive 
letters to newspapers to show 
your concern (and your 
empathy with the wilderness). 
Get all your friends and 
comrades to stand too - the 
more the better. After all, the 
future of the world is in your 
hands. 
• Buy a patch of cleared 
bushland, and after putting up 
your 'Trespassers will be 
Prosecuted' signs, revegetate 
by planting fast growing 
natives such as cootamundra 
wattle, sweet pittosporum, 
golden wreath wattle, coast tea 
tree, etc. Don't let it worry you 
that these trees are being 
planted in the wrong habitats 
in thewrongpartsof Australia, 
and thattheyarefast becoming 
major bushland weeds. 
1. STRATEGIES FOR 
GROUP GREEN ACTION 
• Show how strong the 
environment movement is by 
setting up lot and lots of 
conservation groups (the same 
members can be recycled), 
issue thousands of press releases 
under the names of lots of 
different spokespeople, and 
thoroughly confuse the media 
and public. 
• Set up a big centralised 
bureaucratic conservation 
organisation, staff it  with 
Canberra lobbyists who know 
nothing of the bush, and 
without informingor involving 
your membership, do secret 
telephone deals with the P.M. 
to save a few plum areas of 
wilderness. 
Remember, always act from the 
heart. Conservation is an emo­
tional issue, there is no place in 
the movement for  rational 
thought. 
Don't try to follow the scien­
tific debate- after all, scientists 
and their 'objective' male think­
ing got us into this mess, and its 
only by tuning into the trees and 
dolphins that we will ever get out 
of it. Remember, Gaia loves you, 
amen.• 
asmaniacs overboard 
ESSENTIALLY PEOPLE love a 
good giggle about the Apple Isle 
because, basically, it's a pretty 
funny place 
If you imagine Australia as a 
sheep then Tasmania is a dag 
hanging off its arse, wondering 
where to go next. 
It is the sort of place that makes 
you slap your thigh and guffaw 
uproariously. 
Sure Tasmanians are paranoid 
about being the butts of main­
land jibes - those that can under­
stand what a joke is. 
Like how many Tasmanians 
doesittaketochangea lightbulb? 
The answer: None, because they 
already had the candles ready. 
The Tasmanians contribute to 
the harassment they undergo by 
their unrestrained pursuit of the 
ancient wisdom- the family that 
plays together stays together. 
As the old joke goes- if three 
Victorians are a lobby group and 
three New South Wailers are a 
crime syndicate, then three 
Queenslanders are a street march 
and three T asmanians are related. 
Yes, it's cruel to make fun of 
people with congenital speech 
defects but it is such damn good 
fun. 
The possibilities are endless. 
Picture the tourism promo: 
"COME to the beautiful Apple 
Isle, SEE the remnants of cruel 
penal colonies, ENJOY what is 
left of a once beautiful environ­
ment, MARVEL at these gentle 
hill people as they ply their na­
tive crafts - basket weaving and 
pig sexing, HEAR the little 
squeals of pleasure as their sons 
and daughters make the next 
generation of wonderful T asma­
nians." 
Now the Greenies are running 
the government of the Apple Isle. 
Their main policy is to get the 
Dambusters Squadron out of 
mothballs and return the zillion, 
billion megalitres of water back 
to its natural environment, the 
sea. The only drawback is that 
the rapid influx of wa terwill cause 
the sea to rise and flood Tasma­
nia. Let's not tell the Tasmanians. 
In the interests of world herit­
age, the remaining islands of 
Tasmania should be made a huge 
environmental park to protect 
endangered species, like fun­
loving, gun-toting, in-breeding, 







Welcome to the mysterious ond 
fascinating work! ci the stmnge, 
bizarre ond unusual where we break 
the boundaries in real� weird 
paranormal research. 
Chocolate Survivors 
In this issue we discover why tt is 
!hot there ore always three 
chocolates in any box that no� 
wonts to eat. 
Theme Park Persistence 
We go in search of people who hove 
octoolly been to the LeMons Grand 
Prix Cor Racing Theme Pork on the 
way to the Gokl Coast. Why is tt 
there? Who goes to it? How con 
they stay open? 
Shopping Mall-aise 
We examine why it is that whenever 
you buy on expensive item, 
moments later you walk pest o shop 
with the some ttem on sole, for ho� 
the price 
Pulled to their Deaths? 
We go in seorch of the people who 
leave the skid marks up the safety 
roil on the SoutMost Freeway. 
What force is driving these people up 
the wall? Is tt the magnetic pull of 
the Brisbane River or something 
much more sinister? 
Torment of the Trolleys 
We examine why the trolley you 
pick from hundreds ovoi�ble ot the 
supermarket olwoys hos one wonky 
wheel. We also look ot who put !hot 
trolley there in the first place. 
Justice Metered Out? 
We probe wlft, once you've found o 
parking spot in the city, you oove 
every coin in your pocket except the 
one you need for the meter. And 
why not one pesserby con give you 
coonge. 
Doctor In Space 
We examine why, in lost In Spece, 
the crew d the Jupiter II never left 
the onnCYfing Doctor Smith behind. 
Shifting Caps 
We examine why, when you borrow 
someone's cor and go to fill it up, 
the petrol cop is always on the side 
owoy from the petrol pump. 
A�acent Maniacs 
We find out why the quiet bloke 
next door always turns out to be o 
homicidal manioc who never means 
to murder the neighbours, but does 
anyway. 
Tidal Television 
We find out why, when two good 
shows ore on television, they ore 
olwoys on ot the some time. 
Supermarket manipulators 
We examine why, of all the pockets 
on the supermarket she�, you 
choose the on� one without o price 
marked on tt. 
Tomato ESP 
We examine the incredible 
phenomenon that allows o �r of 
tomato peste to predict when you 
will need to use tt. This allows the 
tomato peste to then form o klyer of 
fungus immediote� prior to the 
event. An amazing survival 
instinct ... or just bod peckoging? 
Continues Page 52 
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CANE TOAD 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Total Memory loss 
Forget anything you've ever seen 
Forget anything you've ever heard 
Forget anything you've ever touched 
Total Memory Loss is happening at a 
theatre near you. We osk.ed a 
random cinema audience wlxlt they 
thought about Total Memory Loss: 
*Movie, whatmovie?* 
*What was the question again?* 
• Memory Loss? Never heard of it* 
Total Memory·Loss. Now �oying 
at ... at... Now where's that hst? I 
hod tt o moment... 
Psychosis sale 
Hello, S�murxl Froud here from 
Townsville's Word Ten, and have I 
got o deal on psychosis for you! 
Yes, for on� $19.99 you con hove 
your own personal� outogrophed, 
permonen� sedated psychosis! 
If you wont to give someone the 
psychosis they've always deserved, 
or� you just wont something bizarre 
done with your own personarrty, 
don't hesttote to call ... 
I'm Sigmurxl Froud and here at 
Word Ten, we're turning loony 
people into business! 
B ig blokes with moustaches 
Gi&:loy, I'm o big bloke with o 
moustache, jeons, and on Akubro 
hot. And if you need the r�ht sort of 
Aussie bloke associated with your 
product, whether you wont a truck 
woterb�sted, crush o con of soft 
drink with my bore hands, model 
some atrocious menswear or just 
wont me to get excned about b� 
lumps of row meat, you'd be stupid 
not to call me now at B� Blokes 
with Moustaches. We're in the 
yellow pages. Under Thitkheads. 
Nutn"brain 
*When I'm out churning up the surf 
orxl pounding the beaches in the 
toughest ironmon competi�on in the 
world, there's one thing I always 
look forward to when I get bock to 
the clubhouse ... 
Yes, a long cool intertesting 
discussion with Grant, Cro� and the 
rest of the guys about the relative 
philosophkol merits of Plato and 
Freud. It sure makes for on 
interesting orxl animated conversa­
tion. You should hy tt: 
Nulribrain. We give ironmen brains. 
Psycho-rent 
S�mund Froud from Townsville's 
Word Ten here again and have I got 
a beauty for you mums and dads! 
How many times, Mum, have you 
soid ... *I could kiD those kids! • or 
1ouch that again and I'll cut your 
arms off!" And, Dod, recall these 
words? *I'll throttle you!" 
Well, here's a chance to hve out 
your wishes! Forjust $19.99 you 
con renl1liJSYchopoth from Froud 
lncorporoted and Word Ten. Don't 
suppress those clesires any longer, 
let a wocko do the job for you! 
Come on, give me a call! 
Remember. .. here at Word Ten, 
we're turning loony people into 
business! • 
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HELLO THERE ALL you puny 
weaklings. This is Hans coming 
to you with fitness tips that will 
change your life. Why not try 
this. Get up out of your chair, go 
into the kitchen, now pick up the 
refrigerator. 
Can't do it? I'm not surprised 
with that body. But there is hope. 
Just spend two hours with Hans 
and I will pump you up. 
Speaking of getting pumped. a 
big hello to all those Sydney 
people who paid a visit to the 
hospital recently after scoffing 
Rock Oysters. Still, I have heard 
that vomiting is good for those 
abdominal muscles,. so make a 
change today. Write to Hans for 
help or I will. 
You know a lot of people these 
days are trying to change the way 
they look. This is a good thing too 
because they are really puny, un­
fit uglies. But if you are going to 
make a change then you must be 
determined. You must be stuck to 
your guns. 
Thatis whyhereatHansHealth 
Studio we have introduced our 
revolutionary "Fitness Con­
tracts". When you sign one of our 
contracts, you must adhere to your 





the death of 
an electrical appliance. 
Consumer Watch Toad has 
been conducting 
extensive investigations 
into what to do when 
your electrical appliance 
goes bung. 
ump me up, /fans 
Welcome to Fitness with Hans where sedentary couch potatoes are turned into 
Masters and Mistresses of the Universe, even if it kills them. Perspire freely, grunt 
in unison,share a kidney belt · all the fun of the Hitler Youth without the social 
stigma. This will take a weight off your mind and distribute it across the upper 
torso and so what if you look like an inverted pyramid? 
workout program and achieve the 
desired result, or we send Karl 
and Jurgen around to see you. 
For example, in the case of our 
WeightLossProgram, ifyou don't 
lose the weight then the boys 
come around and remove it for 
you. In the body building program, 
they just beat you up to remind 
you why you wanted to stop being 
a wimp in the first place. See how 
easy it is? 
So why not come down and see 
us today . . .  because, remember, 
once you start, there's no stopping 
us. 
You know, we muscleguys are 
basically misunderstood. People 
see us as big dumb musclebound 
narcissistic jerks but that's just 
not true. We are all caring and 
sensitive people we just get a lit­
tle frustrated because we can't 
scratch our own noses. 
The good thing about being 
this muscular though is that you 
can always threaten some puny 
guy to get him to scratch it for 
you. 
People ask how I became so 
muscular. I tell them, "Hell, I 
come from Germany. We all look 
like this, even the women." 
For those of you who are not 
German there is still some hope. 
Listen to Hans now because I'm 
going to pump you tJp without 
even coming near the gym. 
Still using a jack to change the 
tyre on your car? Forget it, start 
doing it without one. 
Sure, it will be hard at first but 
your body will soon adapt by 
gi ving you big big muscles. Repeat 
this as often as possible, even if 
you don't have a flat. Remember, 
it's doing you good. 
Check out our ad in the yellow 
pages: "Hans Health Studio." Just 
look for the big bicep with a smiley 
face on it. Meanwhile, keep lift­
ing those heavy things. 
I've been copping a lot of flak 
about my theory that lifting heavy 
things is good for you. So-called 
experts are claiming that by fol­
lowing my adviceyouare laying a 
foundation for back-problems. 
This is utmost crap. I'll be lay­
ing a foundation for any of those 
so-called experts I come across, I 
can assure you. 
I think that anybodywho hurts 
their back lifting heavy things is 
either not doing it correctly or a 
complete wimp. Sure there is a 
right way to lift heavy things. 
This is of course to dress in tom 
singlets and shout very loud. 
In fact why not come down to 
"Hans Health Studio" and see 
some real musclefolks doing a bit 
of grunting and shouting. 
While you're there, make sure 
youpickuponeofour"HERNIAS 
ARE FOR WIMPS" T -shirts. 
Remember, as I always say, "No 
pain, not enough weight." 
Oh and just before I go. All this 
week we have a special ladies 
offer at "Hans Health Studio". 
Every guy that joins gets one free. 
Well actually it's the same lady, 
my sister Helga who has just ar­
rived from Germany. She will be 
starting work at "Hans Health 
Studio" soon. 
Helga is a qualified chiropractor 
and an amateur shot putter and 
will also be conducting a series of 
lectures on steroids. 
She is the one on steroids. I 
don't know what the lectures will 
be about. 
That's all from Hans today, but 
remember those immortal words 
spokenby AmoldSchwarznegger, 
"Son of a bitch! Don't you have 
any larger sizes in this colour?" • 
eath of an appliance 
IT HAPPENS TO EVERYONE 
and always at the worst possible 
moment. 
Think how the last time you 
had a really important dinner 
party, your guests were arriving 
and you took out the blender to 
give the final touches to the 
vichysoisse. 
You turned on the blender and 
smoke came out. 
Your electrical appliance had 
gone bung. 
If you thought that was a terri­
ble experience, try to get it fixed. 
There are three basic ways the 
repair of an electrical appliance 
. can ruin your life. 
Number one - You take your 
appliance to the repair shop and 
they won't accept it. 
Number two- They take your 
appliance, but you never see it 
again. 
Number three-They fix your 
appliance, but it still doesn't work. 
There's pain and there's hard­
ship but rarely any joy. 
The world is full of electrical 
appliances, and most of them 
don't work. Trust me, it's better 
to throw them away. 
Not convinced? Still want to 
get that food processor fixed? 
Consumer WatchToad has 
been on the road for a long time 
with a broken appliance. 
These are some of the responses 
we got - only the names have 
been changed to protect us from 
needless law suits: 
Repair Person A "Oh, that 
model eh? I haven't seen one of 
those for years. Tum it on did 
you, and smoke came out? They 
all did that" 
Repair Person B "It's more than 
my job's worth to open those up, 
I'm sorry. Look at the back of it. 
Moulded plastic. I'd have to break 
the back off it." 
Repair Person C "Hey, you 
haven't opened this up yourself 
have you?" 
Repair Person D "I've got five 
of those out the back and we're 
still waiting for the parts." 
All four repair shops refused to 
take our appliance. But things 
only got worse when one did. 
We left our appliance with 
Repair Person X. 
ONE WEEK LATER: 
Repair Person X "Sorry luv, I 
just called our shop at Waco! and 
they can't seem to find it. I think 
itmust have beensent toSydney." 
ANOTHER WEEK LATER: 
Repair Person X " Yours was the 
one that had to be sent to Sydney 
wasn't it? 
I'm afraid it's gone to Japan. 
It'll be three months before it's 
even back in the country." 
THREE MONTHS LATER: 
Repair Person X "It's back from 
Japan all right, but I don't think 
they touched it. I'll take a look at 
it next week." 
ANOTHER WEEK LATER: 
Repair Person X "That proces­
sor that came back from Japan, 
wasn't it? I took the back of it, and 
you should have seen what was 
inside .. .  " 
Yes, they had taken five months 
to find out that it was broken, and 
they finally found out they 
couldn't fix it. 
Finally, in desperation, Con­
sumer WatchToad took the ap­
pliance to Repair Person Q who 
agreed to fix it. This is what hap­
pened: 
Repair Person Q "Gidday luv, 
got that processor for you. Work­
ing like a beauty now. that'll be 
two hour labour at $35 an hour 
and $40 for parts. $110 alto­
gether." 
The appliance had only cost 
$80, three years ago. 
But it was fixed. 
I took it home, tested it a cou­
ple of times. Then I was having a 
really importantdinner party, my 
your guests were arriving and I 
took out the blender to give the 
final touches to the vichysoisse. 
I turned on the blender and 
smoke came out. • 
... FOR THOSE WHO MISSED THE TRAIN .. . 
They SOJ !:fOU on/!1 get one lucky breCik in lif'e .. . 
;f you're lucky, that /s . . . hut ftghf fans 
the world over are wondering if' a f/fle 
shot against the notorious EJRAINBREAK£11. 
BAKER is a lucky hreak or just another 
'Well Moe, Greei!J is lucky to have 
survived fhis l'ar / Baker has been 
unahle to dCimage Greely� head . .. his 
manager has turned on an illegal 
smoke machine... thaf 
could mean only 
one thing! bad hreak, another nail in the � 
f(Jn for KILLER. GREELY •• • 
• . .  NOW READ ON/ 
What ·s fhaf, :Toe? 
... er I mean, yes ... 
You mean . . . Baker /s 
gonna apply the . .. 
ap/'0 the ... 





THE SILENCE 15 INTERRUPT£!) BY A 
PIERCING SCREAM FROM THE CROWD •. . 
What fhe . . . ?! 8aker 
is fak/ng someflun' ... 
outta hiS trunks! /- --
THE CROWD FALLS SILENT 
AS THE SMOKE BEGINS TO 
CLEAR, EVEN MOE ANO JOE 
ARE SPEECHLESS. 
LUCKILY (FOR BRA!# BREAKER. 
8AffER) TfiE REF 00£5N'T 
5POT Ttl/5 ILLEGAL MOVE .. 
.. , BUT M Oi//..DY D 0£ S / 
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MOULDY CRAWLS UNDER.­




that man's ... 
AN ENTIRE POL ICE SQUAD, AFTER 
A TIP-OFF, ENTERS THE STADIUM.* 
!LL€R GREEt-Y,ONE OF WORLPS MOST WANTED 
TERRIBLE PUNISHMENT 
CONTINUES, BUT MIRACULOUSLY, THE 
BR.A!NBREA K£ R HAS L1 TTL E EFFECT! 
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• • . BUT HE MISCALCULATES 
AND INSTEAt> OF !fiLLER. 
GREELY, BRAIN8.R.£AtrEA. 







Nohodys gonna sfop fhe 
tdle f'tght! No f even ... 
THE LAW/ 
AND THEN ... 
THE BELL GOES 
FOR THE ENO 
MAT, /'10ULDY 5 TARTS CUTTING 
FOR !fiLLER. GREELY • • •  
Ladies and Gentlemen. 
Under the rules of the 
Fedesrat/on, which reFers 
to who is Jeff standing 
at the end of' the 
. ··:· . ·: . .  
final round ... (fAvsE) .. 
... Although the judges have Baker (PAusE) .. . ahead by 200 points 
to zero .. . (EXTR.EMELY LONG ?AusE) ... but hecau5e of' Baker /s 
now ahsenf from the r/ng ... (PAUSE ... {HESITATION) . .. DELAY ... ) 
KILLER GORILLA GREELY. .. 
I ANNOUNCE --------............ 
YOU ... (PAUSE) WORLD 
HEAVYWEIGHT 
CHAMPION OF ... 
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LATE NEWS FLASH 
Learning to Pay 
Mr K. Martin, Dean d the 
Commercial T ood University, the 
world's first commercK!I moil order 
university ooo Gokl Coast real estate 
canol development, today 
announced the university's motto: 
·vou'llleom what we teach you, 
ooo you'll dam well pay for tt. • 
!leon Martin also announced the 
suspension d the University's MBA 
course. 
Heovy demands from the Notional 
Companies and Securities 
Commission ooo unscheduled 
overseas sobbotko� ·�11 things blow 
over· hove forced the concelklfion of 
the popuklr degree. 
The course will recommence os 
soon os suffkient staff ore ovoilob�. 
"In about three years with good 
behaviour,• Dean Martin estimated. 
Meanwhile the Mastery of 
Business Assetts faculty Swiss 
account will continue to opemte for 
students on the usual number or 
through Mr Yokuzomoto, Behind the 
Fmng Cabinet, Three short knocks, 
One long knock, Shop 6, The Ginzo 
Tokyo. • 
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oxious pests & 
biological controls 
UMANS AS A GROUP 
and on the individual level are 
never satisfied with the statusquo. 
A pimple must be squeezed, a can 
must be kicked, a Rolls Royce 
must be scratched. 
And so it is in humanity's re­
lationship with nature. 
If you're troubled by a pest, 
poison it. 
But eventually, we had to move 
on from the idea of chemical pest 
controls because we had become 
attached to the idea of children 
having a traditional arrangement 
of limbs and heads. 
Earlier this century the humble 
cane beetle was munching into 
cane farmers' profits. 
This hardy little bugger proved 
immune to the pesticides of the 
day so the cry went out- import 
the cane toad from Hawaii to eat 
the cane beetle and the problem 
is solved. 
Unfortunately someone forgot 
to inform the cane toads of this 
plan and upon arrival they pro­
ceeded to eat everything in sight 
except the cane beetle. 
They also proceeded to mate 
with the vigour of rabbits on Ec-
It seems like a good idea to stop putting toxic wastes and poisons in our food and 
use clean biological methods of pest control. But we can't help remembering once 
upon a time it seemed like a good idea to introduce cane toads. So with due caution 
here's the clean manifesto for making one set of beasties kill another annoying set 
of beasties without us having to get our hands dirty. 
stasy and before long this wide, 
brown land was awash with fat, 
ugly cane toads. 
This episode is one of the most 
spectacular failures in humanity's 
attempts to harness biological 
controls against the onset of a 
noxious species. 
In honour of this proud tradi­
tion of Australian foresight and 
ingenuity, the Cane Toad Times 
is publishing a list of the current 
crop of noxious species and their 
biological controls. 
Whilst it may seem cruel to 
some to sic savage crocodiles on 
American tourists, think of the 
alternative ... 
E·•ery National Park and tour­
ist attraction would be over-run 
by middle-aged couples with 
names like Dwayne and Mary­
Lou dressed in matching floral 
shirts and carrying 50 ki'los of 
camera and video equipment. 
It is doubtful whether the fragile 
Australian eco-system could sur­
vive such an onslaught. 
What follows are the problems 
and the solutions. Only time will 
tell if we have the moral courage 
to apply them. 
SOAP OPERAS 
A raised school leaving age and 
better education standards would 
reduce the number of potential 
human hosts for these parasites. 
NATIONAL VOTERS 
An epidemic of National Party 
voters- immune to political re­
straints such as rationality and 
reality awareness - are still a 
problem. Releasing large numbers 
of neutered white-shoed yes-men 
into sites of parliamentary infec­
tion causes the hive leaders to 
engage in exaggerated dominance 
displays and toattackother group 
members. 
GRAHAM KENNEDY 
A bacteria that eats methane and 
cures farting should see this pest 
starving from lack of suitable 
material. 
CLIVE ROBERTSON 
Steve Vizard is a natural and per­
sistent competitor to Smugus 
Selfrighteousii and seems to have 
no other discernable biological 
purpose. 
ROCK STARS 
With sufficient mind-altering 
drugs and sufficiently poor psy­
chiatric attention, crazy fans can 
be fatal. Just think of John 
Hinckley. 
HAT DRIVERS 
It's time we got them before they 
get us. Distributing free snake­
skin hatbands containing live 
poisonous snakes is certainly 
worth a try. 
MORMONS ON BICYCLES 
No-one has found a way to get rid 
of these pests yet. Hat drivers 
(who escape the biological con­
trol above) in charge of 2 tonne 
trucks may take care of the prob­
lem. 
STDs 
A colony of CSIRO bio-engi­
neered slugs that thrive in human 
underwear reduced the frequency 
of dangerous sexual contacts 
among the test subjects. Scientists 
are still tryingto discoverwhy the 
slugs have this effect. 
ROLLING STONES 
Though resistant to twenty years 
of toxic chemical exposure, a 
number of wives and girlfriends, 
released into their environment 
recently, promise to bring them 
under control. 
AD EXECUTIVES 
These slimy-skinned members of 
the chameleon family have 
proved difficult to cull in suffi­
cient numbers by the traditional 
method of shooting at BMWs. 
Modified salmonella bacteria 
which live only in boutique beers 
are required. 
DANDRUFF 
Flocks of dandruff, the flat white 
larval stage of toe jam, now have 
almost total resistance to chemi­
cal control. Regular exposure to 
meat based shampoos makes them 
irresistable snacks to a ferret. Keep 
it under your hat. 
AMERICAN TOURISTS 
Hungry, angry crocodiles have 
quite a penchant for the occa­
sional US snack attack. The in­
troduction of crocs into all na­
tional parks is a priority. Key sites 
of infestation such as Surfers 
Paradise and the Sydney Opera 
house will follow. 
TV EVANGELISTS 
These airwave dwelling parasites 
have fallen prey to the introduc­
tion of loose women, alcohol and 
proper accounting practises. 
FLUFFY CAR DICE 
Genetic modification of Garfield 
car window dolls, already present 
in the target environment, would 
create the ideal control predator. 
Genetic modification of fluffy car 
dice to attack Garfield dolls would 
close the food cycle. 
SLY STALLONE ET AL 
Blow flies attracted to shiny gym 
equipment, laying eggs that pro­
duce steroid seeking maggots 
should solve the problem. 
BRIDGET NEILSEN ET AL 
Good results should be obtained 
with a silicon consuming boring 
beetle able to survive the extreme 
pressures in the target food-zones. 
CELEBRITIES 
A fungus that lives on flashbulb 
light and makeup and produces 
rotten egg gas would bring the 
celebrity explosion under con­
trol. 
HARE KRISHNAS 
Let's tum j uvenile-deliquents-on­
PCP loose on a mission for good. 
Behavior modification could train 
them to run amok when con­
fronted by tinkling bells, incense 
and the colour orange. • 
SYCHOLOGISTS have 
noted that the modem obses­
sion with dolphins is creating 
a psychosis amongst humanity 
that they have labelled the 
"dolphin identity crisis". 
Unfortunate victims of this 
dreaded condition have diffi­
culty establishing a consistent 
sense of self as humans. They 
begin to identify with dolphins, 
listening for hours to record­
ings of dolphin chatter and 
eating nothing but fish. 
Soon the fully fledged mad­
ness takes hold. Chronic pa­
tients delude themselves into 
to thinking that they are dol­
phins. In lay terms they have 
flipped out. 
This in itself would be no 
great tragedy. What's a few 
more maniacs to an already 
overburdened health system? 
The problem is that ever in­
creasing numbers of people are 
diving through hoola-hoops, 
swimming in front of ships and 
overdosing on anchovies when 
they should be engineering 
foreign takeovers. It is eco­
nomic madness. It's sending 
this country to the knackers. 
And it is spreading rapidly. 
I'm afraid. Bluntly, I'm terri­
fied. Something must be 
done!!! Our society is in real 
danger of becoming lost at sea. 
Without leadership we could 
all end up beached in a mi­
asma of wet economics. 
But don't worry. Kerry 
Packer has kicked in a cool 
billion to fund a campaign to 
bring the community to its 
senses. So far we've convinced 
Kerry that community medi­
cine is a more efficacious ap­
proach than going around 
banging people on the head 
with polo mallets. 
To aid in the campaign 
against Dolphin Identity Cri­
sis (D.I.C.), the Cane Toad 
Times presents the definitive 
determinant of your 
dolphinality. 
This self-realisation program 
was developed at the Seaworld 
Marine Research Think Tank 
in conjunction with the Ex­
ploitation Institute of the Bond 
University on Queensland's 
Gold Coast and further refined 
at places of dense outbreaks of 
D.I.C. such as Nimbin and 
Mullumbimby. 
Do this quiz now and if it 
reveals that you have certain 
cetacean propensities, then 
you should seek professional 
medical help immediately ... 
before Kerry comes around and 































What's your favourite 
movie? 
Day of the Dolphin 
Scales of Justice 
Bi� Blue 
Sp ash 
Jaws I, II, Ill, IV etc. 
Your sex hfe is ••• 
Moist and well lubricated 
Kinky with black fishnets 
Falling off because of pilchard 
breath 
Amphibious -I like it both ways 
Who can think of sex when there's 
things to eat? 
What do you do for fun? 
Jump through hula-hoops 
Pull the wings off flying fish 
Watch Ripper over and over and 
over 
Play shark and freak out surfers 
Monkey around with a beachside 
encounter group. 
What did you have for 
breakfast? 





What do you believe in? 
A porpoise in life -In cod we trusl 
Free will and free krill 
Private schools 
Leboyer underwater birthing 
Big fish eat little fish (and 
anything else that gets in the 
way). 
6 What's yourfavourite 
drug? 
A Anything that gets dumped 
overboard when customs arrive 
B Angelfish dust 
( Drugs are not part of the holistic 
lifestyle but I've heard 
Blackmores do fermented 
pilchards that give a natural high 
D Seaweed 
E Po�p Coral Pieces (PCP). 
1 Where do you go on 
hohdays? 
A Atlantis 
B Seaworld's Blue Water lime Share 
Tanks 
( Swim down the Franklin to the sea 
D WhHe water rolfing 
E Anywhere but Japall 
8 Your favourite TV viewing 
is ••• 
A Old Esther Williams movies 
B Miami Vice - nice boats 
( Ripper 
D Surf report 
E A Current Affair. 
9 Yoar favourite book is ••• 
A The Joy of Squeaks 
B Cannery Row 
( The Holy Bubble 
D fiSher-Price Bathtime Book 
E I Do Uke to Be Beside the 
Seaside. 
1 0 Who's your favourite 
author? 
A Salmon Rushdie 
B Adolphin HHier 
( The Prince of Wales 
D John West, or is that Morris West? 
E Amy WhHing. 
11 When you communkate, 
you ••• 
A Rub up against the thigh of the 
guys with the pilchards 
B Sonar ... and yet so far 
( EmH dicks and squeaks and rub 
snouts 
D Speak Rnnish 
E A toothy grin usually works. 
12 Your best friend is ••• 
A Harold Holt 
B Marine Boy 
( In the drift net 
D In a can 
E In a Japanese restaurant. 
13 Why do you go to the 
Gold Coast? 
A . To be a kiddie ride in the Black 
Dolphin Arcade 
B To do a gig at Seaworld 
( To tongue kiss bungee jumpers 
D To nuzzle plastic bottles 
E To play chicken with jet-skis. 
14 What do 'drift nets' mean 
to you? 
A The buoys are back in town 
B h really meshes up the 
neighbourhood 
( The chance for some water polo 
D A lot more room but no fish 
E A yen for tuna futures. 
15 Wllat is your star sign? 
A Aquarius 
B Pisces 
( Sirius, and thanks for all the 
pilchards 
D I think I got Cancer 
E Grant Kenny's autograph. 
TOA 
R.U.A DOLPHIN QUIZ 
SCORING SYSTEM 
Give yourself one point for each (A) 
answer, two points for each (B), 
three points for((), four points 
for (D) and five points for (E). 
Now add 'em up. 
EVALUATION 
If you answered "squeak" to all the 
questions then you probably are a 
dolphin ... or a rusty hinge. If you 
didn't then you have got a 
problem, haven't you? EHher you 
have a serious case of D.I.C. or 
you are a normal human who will 
never be a dolphin. 
1-14 Everyone knows that dolphins 
can't count. You've got H bad. 
Your answers reveal that you are 
a Tasmanian wishing to attain 
dolphiness. We can only offer our 
sympathy and hope that the 
second-head removal operation is 
a success. 
15-29 You are a dolphin trying to 
become a human. Forget h! Our 
ancestors tried that caper 
hundreds of thousands of years 
ago by crawling out of the 
primeval slop and look where that 
got us- a society where Craig 
Mclachlan is a big star and Volvo 
drivers are allowed to drive 
anywhere and anytime they like. 
3G-44 You are just a regular human 
who likes swimming and seafood. 
Just take it easy, resist all 
temptation to breathe out of the 
middle of your back and you 
probably won't need expensive 
medical attention or polo mallet 
therapy. 
45-59 Your worst enemy is Vic 
Hislop, your skin is grey and 
abrasive. You are a shark. Yes, 
you always wanted to be a 
loveable dolphin but now you 
must face reaiHy, stop worrying 
and learn to love the taste of skeg 
alfresco off the board. 
6G-74 You are a long-line, drift 
netting tuna fisherperson and a 
scumbag. You should find a 'job 
with some ethical standards ike a 
slum lord, mafia hHperson or 
gossip columnist. 
7�Airight, you are a dolphin ... and 
a smart one at that. You aught to 
get yourself an agent and start 
attending audHions. There are 
very few dolphin odors around 
these days who can read a script 
let alone the Cane Toad limes. • 
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11 QUEENSLAND ISSUE 
GETTING BACK 
TO THE ISSUES 
Literary gems to 
last a lifetime ••• 
IT'S THE NINETIES ALREADY AND HAVE YOU GOT THAT WAll OF LEATHER­
BOUND BOOKS IN THE STUDY THAT YOU DREAMT YOU'D HAVE BY NOW? 
NO? 
WEll FORGET All THAT AND, FOR AN ASTOUNDINGLY LOW STOCK­
CLEARANCE PRICE, GET YOUR OWN IMPRESSIVE COllECTION OF CANE 
TOAD TIMES BACK ISSUES NOW, OR GET THEM FOR FRIENDS AS A GIFT 
THAT Will lAST THROUGH THE YEARS, DECADES AND CENTURIES. 
THIS IS A GENUINE OFFER AND OUR OPERATORS ARE STANDING BY THE 
MAIL BOX TO COllECT YOUR ORDERS NOW. 
YUPPIES WITH SOMETHING TO PROVE CAN PHONE'N'CHARGECARD IT. 
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13 SEX LEISURE & TECHNOLOGY 
ISSUE PRICE #OF COPIES 
#1 SOLD OUT 
#2 S10 ................ 
#3 $10 ................ 
#4 $5 ................ 
#5 $5 . ............... 
#6 $5 ................ 
#] $5 ................ 
#8 SOLD OUT 
#9 $5 ................ 
#10 $5 ................ 
#11 $5 ................ 
#12 $5 ................ 
#13 $5 ................ 
#14 $5 ................ 
#15 $5 ................ 
14 FOOD & CORRUPTION 
eCIIIE� TOAD� 
tt�<lcJ � c C>'f(� p+� 
---- •�ve 
# Qld Corruption List# Cuisine Survey 
# Urban Myths Explained 
# Game: Berome Mce Comnissioner 
I Quiz: RU o Video Artist?# Trivia Quiz 
I Coasting# Suzie & Tim's sago 
I Invasion of the HvM•·rmrlfl!k 
A LARGE SCALE COLOUR 
MOCK·UP OF THE TINY 
BLACK AND WHITE COVER 
IMAGE THAT WILL GRACE 
THIS BOX NEXT ISSUE IS 
AVAILABLE FOR YOUR 
PERUSAL ON THE FRONT OF 
THE VERY MAGAZINE YOU 
ARE NOW READING. 
NOW THAT'S SERVICE! 
# Recyct!ng tips# Killer Gree� fight 
# Green television conspiracy 
# Corrot & Bonono photostory 
The no-fuss back 
issues order form. 
NAME •.••••••••.•...•.•...••.•••..• ..•••..••••..•••••..•••.••••••.•••.•.••.••••••••••••..••••...•.•••.••.• 
ADDRESS •••..•.••••..••••.••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•.•••••.•.••..••.••.••••.•.•...•.•••.•••...•..•...••• 
PHONE: HOME ................................... WORK ........................................ .. 
INCLUDE CHEQUE/MONEY ORDER TO CANE TOAD TIMES OR PAY BY CARD 
0 BANK 0 VISA 0 MASTER CARDNUMBER ....................................... . 
SIGNATURE ........................................ EXPIRY DATE .•••••••••.••••.•.•...•••.•••.••• 
POST TO: CANE TOAD TIMES PO BOX 151 FORTITUDE VAUEY 4006 
CARD ORDERS AND PHONE ENQUIRIES TO: 07 254 1511 
TOTAL PAYMENT S ................. PRICE INCLUDES POSTAGE & HANDLING. P.S. PHOTOCOPY THIS FORM. 
"  .. :.�· 
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IF THEY'D BEEN OLDER AND WISER, or just not so scagged out, 
Slops and Dingo would have wondered why their luck had 
changed. 
Slops and Dingo were junkies. They rode with the Black 
Assassins, the ugliest bike gang in town. While the Assassins 
generally favoured a diet of beer and speed, Slops and Dingo had 
earned their place in the gang by riding fast and despite their 
pathetic personal habits. 
The boys worked on building sites around town and lived in a 
bed sitter, down around the back of a Highgate Hi II doss house. As 
long as they helped out with the occasional eviction, the manage­
ment didn't mind them taking their bikes into the room or how 
many Radiators p<>sters they stuck to the walls. 
When they returned home that morning, they were calm and 
confident. The whole world was going their way. They didn't even 
do a cursory check of the cars in the street. 
They were looking forward to that feeling of power they would 
have when the smack was laid out before them. Six thousand 
dollars worth. Power and influence. Soon it would be worth 
twelve thousand dollars. 
The miracle was that they had got the lot with a thousand dollar 
deposit. The Big Falaffel's people were usually as tight as a fish's 
arsehole but today the big man had been there himself and he had 
been in a very expansive mood. He demanded to see their bikes 
and then he climbed all over them. He went on and on about the 
thrill of speed and insisted on showing them his power boat. 
"Faster than anything Customs would have," Slops observed. 
The Big Falaffel laughed and slapped them on the backs. "I like 
you guys. I make you rich guys," he said as he fondled the leather 
and chrome of their Harleys. "Soon you'll have a string of 
manicure shops all across the state just I ike me." He didn't actually 
have to force the stuff onto them but Slops and Dingo were 
surprised that a simple five gram pick-up had turned into a six 
grand deal. 
Right now, Slops and Dingo were looking forward to the ritual. 
They would take the two ounces of 95% pure heroin and mix it 
with an equal quantity of glucose and then wrap it, gram by gram, 
in little twists of aluminium foil. Its value would double, as if by 
magic. 




FROM CliFFORD CI.AWBACK'S 
FORTHCOMING NOVEL ABOUT 
QUEENSLAND COPS AND THE 
DARK, SEAMY UNDERSIDE OF 
THE SUNSHINE STATE. 
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One or two nights around the traps and they would have a 
healthy profit or enough smack left over to keep them in oblivion 
for a month. 
As usual they drove their bikes right to the door. They dis­
mounted and Slops had the key in the door when they heard the 
word. It was a word that they would rather not have heard. 
"Freeze," came the shout from what could only have been a 
policeman's throat. 
Slops didn't wait to think. He had the door open and Dingo 
inside before the cop could even finish the word. 'We better drop 
it down the dunny," he said and Dingo didn't 
have to be told twice. 
"It's Task Force here," the cops outside were 
futile against the cops. They would make it look bad in court the 
next day. 
Dingo came awake and leapt from the couch with baseball bat 
flailing. 
"You're dead meat, scumsucker," he screamed as he closed on 
the second cop. The second cop calmly grabbed Dingo's right 
wrist, stepped inside the arc of the bat and head butted Dingo on 
the nose. The Liverpool Kiss caused Dingo to crumple to the 
ground in silence. 
"Well, what the fuck do you wanW Slops demanded. 
"You've been a naughty boy then," the cop on 
his chest said while the other returned to system­
atically smashing up the flat. "You haven't been 
shouting, "and if this door isn't open in two 
seconds we'll blow it away." He put the jaws 
paying your bills on time." 
"What's it to you?" Slops demanded. Again the 
fist slammed into his face. 
of the bolt cutters 
around the finger, 
"What's it to us?" the cop on his chest said. 
"Well, let's just say a mutual acquaintance of 
yours and mine asked us to drop around to give 
you a little reminder." 
"Fuck you, pig coppers," Slops said. He could 
see Dingo tipping that wonderful white powder 
down the toilet. He jumped behind the couch. A 
fusillade of shots drowned the sound of the toilet 
flushing. The door swung open and the cops 
entered carefully expecting the worse. Dingo 
was smirking broadly, still with his finger on the between the first and button. 
"He'll have the money as soon as I've got it," 
Slops said, wondering at the Big Falaffel's con­
nections in the police force if he used them as 
messenger boys. "The sewer," the beefiest cop shouted, "get the 
drain." 
"Is there a problem officer?" Slops said rising 
from behind the couch with his hands held high. 
"Yes and it's all yours," the cop said bringing a 
gun down on his head. 
As it turned out Slops and Dingo avoided the 
worst. The cop's raid had come to nothing. After 
second knuckles. 
"I think you're 
about to have a 
"Oh, he knows that. He just wanted us to 
emphasize that you should get it sooner rather 
than later." 
an hour of poking around in the sewer, they had k l d o o " no evidence, no charges, no hassles. wor -re ate InJUry. 
"Fair enough. Point made. Next week for sure." 
"Nextweek will be just fineand we'll leaveyou 
with a little reminder. You got the cutters, mate?" 
the cop on his chest said to his companion who 
was still busy finding things to smash. 
"Yeah, yeah," his mate said, produdng a pair 
of bolt cutters as he came over to Slops' bed. Sure, there was still the problem of five gees for 
the Lebanese but he was going to get his money 
eventually. Of course, he had given them a two 
week deadline that was now well and truly past but, as they had 
explained to the Big Falaffel himself, no amount of aggravation 
was going to make the money appear any faster. 
At least they thought they had explained it, until late one night 
when the door to the flat burst open. 
It had only just been fixed after it was blown away in the police 
raid but the extra strength lock didn't stand a chance against the 
two giants who were now stalking through the dark of their bed­
sitter, breaking anything that they touched. 
'What the fuck is going on?" Slops demanded, sitting up in his 
bed. 
"Police," one of them said pushing Slops back onto the bed and 
kneeling on his chest. He smashed his fist into Slops face a couple 
of times to emphasize the point. Slops knew that resistance was 
"Just a little reminder, okay'' the kneeling cop 
said. His off-sider grabbed Slops' right index 
finger and gave it a wrench. They all heard it pop. He put the jaws 
of the bolt cutters around Slops' finger, between the first and 
second knuckles. 
"I think you're about to have a work-related injury," the off-sider 
said with genuine humour. Slops screamed as the metal bit into his 
flesh. 
The cops pulled back lest they get covered with blood. Slops 
held up his hand and blood pulsed from it. 
"I'd seek urgent medical attention iff was you," the one with the 
bolt cutters said. 
"And tell your little Dingo mate that his dick will get the same 
treatment if our Lebanese friend isn't paid quick," the other said. 
"Fuck you," Slops said when he was sure they were out of 
earshot. Now he wondered why his luck had changed. • 
"OH, NO!" SHE MOANED. "Not again." 
As if to rub it in, her muttered complaint was echoed by another 
series of joyous grunts, muffled by the screens in the open plan 
office. 
She walked to her director's office. 
"Honestly David, I can't stand it any more. He's at it again. 
Putting those screens around him has only made him worse!" 
Her director sighed. He knew it was indefensible to let staff 
masturbate freely at work but he didn't know what to do about it. 
If he didn't do something soon, someone would go to the union 
and there would be all hell to pay. 
He knew he had to steel himself to talk to Warren. 
"Yeah, yeah, Cathy. This is awful. .. Wish me luck. I'm going in 
to confront him." 
He approached the two screens on either side of Warren's desk. 
They had been put there on the pretext that Warren was working 
on confidential documents. 
The ideal solution was, of course, to give Warren his own office. 
But staff were crammed on top of each other already. There were 
no spare offices anywhere in the building. 
Unfortunately, Warren was a good worker, a master of the 
complexities of supernumerary work practices, productivity and 
employment. Apart from his public sexual habits, the others in his 
section quite liked him. 
David stood pondering. He couldn't rush in. What if Warren 
hadn't finished? Just as well his staff were hand 
picked. Unlike other sections he had known, 
And to make matters worse, Warren hadn't stopped. Everyone 
now understood the reason for muffled grunts and moans at odd 
times of the day. 
Of course, Warren didn't know his private peccadillos were 
common knowledge. After all, Susie had promised. So - he 
thought- it couldn't be that. 
His only otherthoughts aboutwhy David had asked him to lunch 
were that: 
a) There had been complaints about his work. 
b) David was worried about the progress of his work. 
c) That maybe, just maybe, he had found a friend. 
Speculation circled in his brain until lunchtime. David, on the 
other hand, assiduously avoided thinking about what he had to 
say. So successfu I was he that when he stepped out of his office at 
12.30 he was surprised to find Warren hovering outside. Then he 
remembered. 
The bistro was was lit to give a perpetual twilight-zone feel. The 
food was adequate, the prices weren't too high. Pub fare by a 
fancier name. To Warren it was quite sophisticated. He was used 
to a sandwich in the park with the pigeons. 
For David the place had pleasant memories of long lunches. 
Celebrations of promotions. Drunken farewells to colleagues. It 
was probably more familiar than his living room at home. He 
prepared to broach the topic with Warren. "Look, mate, I know the 
work you're doing is pretty dry. Is it getting you down at all?" 
Warren stuttered. "Um ... um ... Why? Have 
there been any complaints?" 
they didn't play cruel tricks on the person who 
didn't fit in-such as leaving cakes of I ifebuoy on 
the desk of a person with chronic BO. But even 
his staff had limits. He had to face Warren. 
"Honestly I can't "Not at all. Quite the opposite, in fact. I was just thinking you've been doing the same thing 
for- what is it- two years now?" 
"Gidday Warren," David said as he pushed 
past the screens. "How are things going?" 
stand it any more. ''Three years and two months." David then began the long process of drawing 
Warren out. Getting him to put into words what 
he really felt about his work. Not what he thought 
he should say to keep David happy. And the 
more beers he fed Warren, the more the man's 
deep-rooted depression became apparent. 
Warren looked up, smiling ingratiatingly. 
He wore a toupee of black hair that never 
seemed to sit quite on the top of his head. One 
day he wore one a shorter dark brown toupee and 
asked his work mates what they thought of his 
new haircut. No one had the heart to disillusion 
him. His clothes were a hodgepodge- not even 
popular in their heyday - like platform· shoes 
and the type of pants that always slipped down 
around his bum. 
He� at it again. 
Putting those 
screens around 
The beer was working on both parties, of 
course and instead of broachingthe real subject, 
David became more intent on the task at hand: 
how could he make Warren happy at work? 
What else could he get Warren to do? More 
importantly, who else could possibly do what 
Warren was doing? The work was boring. But he 
did it so efficiently, meticulously. 
him has only made 
David's resolve faltered. He said: "Look, mate, 
it's ages since we had a chance to talk. How about 
coming with me to the bistro for lunch?" 
him worse!" 
Warren's surprise showed on his face. Why did 
David want to have lunch with him? He racked his brains. He had 
just finished giving the old boy a clean out and had put it away. 
Could this have something to do with it? No, that wasn't possible, 
it couldn't be. Only one person knew about this ... pastime. 
One day Susie, the office girl (well, really a woman- she was 
SO), had caught him. She was shocked. He was mortified. The old 
boy withering at the speed of light. 
Susie thudded into a nearby chair, mouth agape. In tears Warren 
blabbed out an apology and zipped himself up. Susie continued 
to gape. Warren blubbered. He had no idea how long this went on. 
To him it was a lifetime. 
Eventually Susie's mouth closed. He stood up, still blubbering. 
He began to pack his personal possessions into his briefcase. He 
was determined to leave and never come back. 
He must get Warren more involved. He would 
take him to departmental happy hours. Yes. And 
there was a vacancy going a couple of grades up. Warren should 
apply. It was a bit out of his range. Never mind, with David's 
support it should be a cinch. And David would even help Warren 
write his application. Warren's career was assured. 
By the time the two men got back to the office they were both 
more than a touch happy. It was around 3pm. David set Warren to 
work on writing his application and immediately turned around 
and went to catch a bus home. He would read the application 
tomorrow morning. 
David's wife had to wake him to get him ready for going out that 
night. The occasion was opera- well, Gilbert and Sullivan. 
While the stirring chorus of: "He polished the brass so carefully, 
now he is the ruler of the King's Navy" was sung, David though of 
Warren and smiled. The song seemed to fit the day well. • 
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WE SEE THE PETER PRINCIPLE 
AT WORK AND PLAY. 
Susie quietly asked him why he had been doing ... that. Warren 
collapsed, sobbing. He told her how lonely he was. He had no 
friends. He had moved to the city he had moved to 1 3 years ago 
because it provided him with a job, but 13 years had only provided 
nodding acquaintances at the office. Women didn't seem to like 
him. He'd been doing it for years and no one had ever caught him 
before. His life was a ruin. He was going to leave, forever. 
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"Please, Warren, don't leave because of me," Susie said. "It's just 
that it gave me such a shock. Here I am, on my way to the 
photocopy machine and ... It's not a usual sort of thing you know. 
Just promise me you'll never do it again and I won't tell anyone." 
Her voice trembled. She was not only shocked but upset by the 
catastrophe of this other human's life. She was a mother of three, 
had a good husband and friends. She'd never really noticed 
Warren except as a quiet, non-offensive person at the office. 
The burden of Susie's knowledge, however, was too much for 
her to bear. So of course she confided in a work mate. Of course, 
the work mate saw how funny the whole thing was. It would be the 
source of a thousand dinner conversations. Soon the whole 
section knew. 
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BY RUSSELL EDWARDS 
WHERE YUPPIES 
COLUDE, A FRIEND 
IN NEED IS NO 
FRIEND AT ALL 
Page 26 Issue# 15 Winter '90 
THE PUMPKIN SOUP came to the 
boil and larry called out: "Places 
everyone." Dutifully Graeme, 
Jennifer and Rosemary moved to 
the dining room table, glasses of 
sparkling white in hand. 
larry slopped the soup into the bowls by the ladleful and placed 
one in front of each person. 
Silently Graeme pondered whether he would ever attend a 
dinner party in Newtown without being initially assaulted with a 
bowl of pumpkin soup, then drowned the sprig of parsley which 
delicately floated on the surface with his first spoonful. 
Jennifer, true to the advertising code by which she earned her 
living, made the first favourable review of larry's effort. 
"This is wonderful, larry." Murmurs of agreement carne forth 
from Rosemary and Graeme a split second after Jennifer's slogan 
of approval. larry began to relax about the pumpkin soup and 
started to worry about the second course. 
Having only eaten cajun style food once before, larry was not 
completely certain whether the jambalaya he had in store would 
taste as it should. However none of his friends had made it to the 
Cajun Kitchen, so he needn't have worried. It was a restaurant that 
many had raved about but few had been to. 
"Anyway, as I was saying before I was so rudely interrupted by 
this bowl of soup, leon rang me and said: 'look Jennifer, I need 
some fast stuff urgently', because he has to finish the storyboards 
for this, umm, new margarine commercial that he's doing." 
Jennifer continued as Graeme wondered who leon was. As he 
wondered he knew that knowing would be of limited benefit. The 
leons came and went with such rapidity that there was no real 
desire to catch up on who the latest was. 
Graeme had been one, as had larry. He remembered the 
morning after he had first slept with Jennifer. She enquired whether 
his reputation for woman ising was justified. Slightly flattered he 
said that he supposed that it was. A fast slide from slightly flattered 
to slightly horrified occurred when she followed up with the more 
direct question of: "How long has it been since you've slept with 
someone?" While he considered this and counted the days until 
they spilled into weeks, Jennifer smiled. Her teeth shone a dull 
yellow. Graeme examined her top gums which were also visible. 
If he was uneasy with her question, the sight of her gums repulsed 
him and Graeme decided he would not sleep with her again. He 
did of course, within the half hour. Graeme occasionally consoled 
himself with the fact that unlike a lot of the leons, he had got away 
before jennifer was finished fucking him. 
" ... so anyway, I put the speed in the courier envelope and GO­
FAST delivered the go-fast for me. An hour later my private line 
buzzed again and I knew it would be leon. He was laughing so 
hard. Said he'd never received drugs in such an official fashion 
before. So anyway, he said he'd probably finish the storyboards by 
about eleven, twelve and that he'd come around. So you'll all get 
to meet him. He's got a new Saab. It's really comfortable but a bit 
hard to have a snog in. Gearstick keeps getting in the way." 
larry picked up the bowls, and Rosemary looked at Graeme. 
Graeme rolled his eyes to the ceiling. Rosemary was glad she was 
not the only one who felt this way about Jennifer's ravings. She 
smiled nervously and her eyelids involuntarily fluttered as she 
listened. She found Jennifer a trifle grating at times, and it was 
unfortunate that this was one of those times. There was no need for 
such explicit detai I. No one wanted to hear it, except Jennifer. She 
did owe Jennifer things though. Jennifer had been such a comfort 
when Rosemarywas deciding to leave her husband. It hurt to think 
of him sometimes but it felt better to hurt by remembering Geoff 
than to hurt from the bruises he had inflicted on her. 
larry's hair bristled on the back of his neck, just enough to alert 
himself to the idea that he may have been jealous of Jennifer's 
absent companion. He and Jennifer had been a flash in the pan and 
larry had known it before, during and after it had happened. 
Jennifer had been one of the few people to tell larry how good 
looking he was. As he served up the jambalaya larry considered 
the debatable truth of Jennifer's remark. He wanted to believe her. 
larry then recalled, with painful memory, Jennifer's field of 
employment. Advertising with a capital A. He felt, consequently, 
that her statement had been automatically disproven. 
"What is it?" ventured Rosemary. 
"Well frankly Scarlett, the mayne course is awfully well known 
roun' these southern parts." 
• 
"No doubt," replied Jennifer, "but the key question sti II remains, 
my favourite gentleman caller. What is it?". 
"My fair southern belle did you never listen to Jerry lee lewis 
sing 'Jambalaya'?" larry said with a smile. 
"Are we going to feast on it, or is it going to croon to us?" taunted 
Graeme. 
"Why eat it of course," countered larry losing neither his dignity 
or his semblance of an accent. 
As they ate, approval was launched for larry's foray into the 
world of cajun cuisine and the drinking continued heavily to the 
more serious red wine reserved for the main meal. larry became 
more and more boisterous with each glass, as he related the story 
of how he came by the recipe. 
It was one of larry's fantasies of when he travelled the world. No 
one was ever sure how much of these tales larry span was reality 
and how much was ... well ... crap. However he told them 
beautifully, and if you had heard it before, then no matter, the story 
had been polished since last it was told, and you would enjoy it 
anew. 
This one was a Kerouac inspired piece of larry's hitching a lift 
out of "Nawlins" and being picked up by three black people in a 
rusty Chevrolet. There was a man who went by the name of 
Champion, who drove, and his lady, Annabelle and his ex-lady 
lolita with whom larry had sat in the back seat. 
The story went that as soon as larry had got in the car they all 
began to ask him how much money he had. Upon his telling them 
that he had little, they informed him they could offer him a special 
discount for the pussy they had to sell. Confused and a wee bit 
frightened larry soon found himself standing on the outskirts of 
New Orleans. Before he had left the car however, lolita pressed 
the recipe for jambalaya into his hand, telling him, with a grin, that 
it contained something to keep him warm on cold, cold nights. 
larry had told the story well and convincingly. He let the tale 
stretch for the rest of the meal, allowing the others to eat and I isten. 
However when he finished the story he realised his own un­
touched meal had gone cold. larry let the conversation flow from 
him with this realisation. He gathered the plates, took them to the 
kitchen and began to pick at the somewhat warmer pot of 
remaining jambalaya that had been sitting covered on the stove. 
His meal was soon interrupted as Graeme called from the dining 
area. "Hurry up larry! We're just about to start a post-dinner joint." 
"What about dessert?" larry protested. 
"Fuck the dessert." came the reply. 
The immediate response to the joint was a period of introspec­
tion. Much staring into space and little speech or activity. After 
some time larry began to fidget, became quite chatty and the 
others followed his mood. All commenced to laugh and converse 
again and larry suggested something that was inevitable, or at 
least inevitable for one of his dinner parties. 
"How about we play a game called 'Kill'?" 
Graeme groaned. "Not the stupid game where you blink at 
someone and they have to pretend to die." 
"No. Not that one. This is more of an exercise in urban 
sophistication." 
Graeme remained sceptical but in the interests of urban sophis­
tication decided not to hold back. He dreaded these gauche games 
but usually enjoyed them more than anyone else. 
"Well? How do we play?" enquired Jennifer. 
larry leaned back with a satisfied smile. He had envisaged some 
initial problems with coaxing them into the game, but he could see 
now that he had them hooked. 
"Okay. We all have to choose one prominent person in the 
country, or in the world if you like. No, let's just make it Australia. 
We writetheir name on a piece of paper and put it into a hat or bag 
or something. Then each of us selects a name from the bag. The 
object is that we have to write down the name of someone whom 
we think the world, our world, would be better 
Jennifer told herself that the dope had made her paranoid, but it 
didn't matter. The fact of the piece of paper was stronger than the 
dope. 
TOA 
The doorbell rang and Jennifer prayed that it would be Leon. 
Larry answered the door and the person introduced himself as 
Leon. Jennifer sprang from the chair when he 
entered the room and hugged him as if he were 
life itself. 
off without. A politician, Kerry Packer, anyone. 
But when you pick out the name, you have to 
explain to us all, without divulging the person's 
name, the person's good points and why they are 
entitled to live. It doesn't matter if you pick out 
the name you put in. You still have to defend 
them. The other condition is that you can't wimp 
out and say that it's not right to sentence another 
human being to death. This is for keeps. 
''There are no winners remember. It's just an 
exercise. If any of us can convince the others that 
the person should live, then it's interesting to see 
the good points of people we don't like." 
Larry got up and grabbed some pens, a small 
pad of paper and a brown paper bag. Jennifer, 
Rosemary and Graeme looked at each other with 
a touch of trepidation, but no one said they 
weren't going to play. Larry distributed a sheet 
and a biro to each person. They all thought about 
their choice and within a couple of moments the 
names were on the paper, folded and placed !n 
the paper bag in the centre of the table. 
'Who's going to go first?" Larry said. 
"I will" volunteered Jennifer and Larry picked 
up the bag and offered it to her. 
Graeme lit a cigarette and glanced at Rose­
mary. She was staring into space, he thought, but 
Rosemary watched the bag with an unerring, 
direct gaze, like a seagull swooping on a fish. 
Jennifer unfolded the piece of paper. She read 
it and then folded it again. She looked around the 
table and wondered. 
"Do I have to specify whether it is a man or a 
woman?" 
"No" answered Larry laconically. 
She fumbled with one of Graeme's cigarettes. 
"How about 
we play 'Kill'?" 
Graeme groaned. 
"Not the stupid 
game where you 
blink at someone 
and they have to 
d d. " preten to le. 
"No. Not that one. 
This is more of an 
exercise in urban 
sophistication." 
She whispered to him: "Can we leave?" 
Leon didn't catch the fear in her voice, but 
sensed the urgency in her tone and assumed she 
wanted to rush to her place for sex. He agreed to 
depart. 
"We're going to leave now" announced Jennifer. 
She spoke boldly but her voice was tinged with 
nervousness. 
Larry protested on the grounds that he had not 
yet served dessert. Rosemary pointed out that 
they had not completed the game. 
"You can't leave us hanging. Justtell us who the 
person was that you had to defend." Rosemary 
smiled as she spoke and her voice lilted slightly 
as if she were singing. 
Jennifer stared blankly at Rosemary and asked: 
"Don't you know?" Rosemary shook her head. 
jennifer hugged Rosemary and kissed her as she 
did so. Rosemary gave a reciprocal kiss but 
Jennifer missed it as she withdrew. 
Taking Leon by her right hand jennifer turned 
to leave. In her left hand she still gripped the 
crumpled note. Leon offered a polite 'goodnight' 
to all present, as he followed Jennifer out the 
door. 
The remaining three of them were silent for a 
moment and then Larry renewed his offer for 
dessert. Graeme replied that it was late and 
Rosemary had asked for him to drive her home. 
Larry realised that his dinner party was over. 
Graeme and Rosemary gathered their posses­
sions and Larry saw them to the door. After they 
had gone, Larry picked up the remaining plates, 
emptied the glasses that still held alcohol down 
''This person has a lot of friends and occasionally does work for 
charity." 
the sink, and looked at the brown paper bag that had been used for 
the evening's game. 
There was an impulse to just screw it up and throw it away, but 
temptation was strong and Larry wanted to give in. He shook the 
bag and three slips of paper floated to the table. Larry looked at 
each of them. The first was in jennifer's handwriting. The name 
was the Reverend Fred Nile. The other two had the same name he 
had written, but neither had his handwriting, his simple block 
The other three laughed. Jennifer waited for their mirth to fade 
before continuing. 
"This person is not rich, but is known to all of us. I think all of us 
here would agree with the person's politics. They are a member of 
the Labor Party but do not agree with all of their policies. For 
instance, they have attended rallies against uranium mining and 
protested against the destruction of Australia's rainforests. The 
person lives in Sydney and owns their own house." 
The others each looked puzzled, but then Graeme's eyes lit up 
with recognition. 
''This person is not aware that anyone could dislike them so 
intensely that someone would actually want them to die." 
lettered style. • 
Graeme's expression changed. Jennifer could see he was about 
to make a joke. 
. .$. \\'{; $ $0 'Kt: 
'Well, that counts Bob Hawke out. He thinks he's so important 
that he should be number one on a series of assassination lists." 
jennifer didn't laugh. 
''This person has a brother who works in the same field as they 
do. In fact, they both at one stage worked for their father's 
company." 
jennifer paused and unfolded the piece of paper. She read it once 
more. She looked at the handwriting. It was printed in block letters 
and she could not ascertain whose handwriting it was. It could 
have been male or female. 
''This person likes to laugh. To enjoy themselves. To relax with 
friends. They like a good joke but do not like to be made fun of. 
Especially if there is any vindictiveness involved. 
She examined the eyes of her companions around the table. 
Each returned her look with a steely gaze. They seemed lost in their 
thoughts butjennifer knew one of her friends had to know who she 
was talking about. 
''This person thought they were well thought of. They work hard 
at their job, which is a tough job. They put a large amount of effort 
into their friendships ... " 
Jennifer paused to sniff slightly. She wanted to continue talking 
but couldn't. Her mouth had frozen. She looked at the piece of 
paper in her hand and read it again with increasing disbelief. In 
plain blue ink was her name: Jennifer Piercy. She wondered which 
one of her friends could be so cruel. Hadn't she done so much for 
them? 
jennifer crumpled the small piece of paper, slowly, in a vain 
attempt to wipe th� accusing note from her mind. 
"yYhere's Leon?" asked Jennifer suddenly. The others exchanged 
looks while Jennifer thought about Leon arriving in his Saab and 
taking her away from all this. It tumbled through her mind that this 
was just a joke, and she was supposed to be laughing. She tried 
hard to see the humourous side but it proved to be elusive. There 
was no clue to the whereabouts of this cryptic joke. No one around 
the table was smiling. No one at all. She hoped Leon would come 
soon, but the fear that he would not arrive at all began to grow. 
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ANOTHER EPISODE 
IN ROBERT WHYTE'S 
HOPPALONG CAUSITY 
SAGA OF PROBABLY THE 
WORLD'S FAVOURITE 
MARSUIPIAL DETECTIVE 
Page 28lssue#l5 Winter '90 
The story so far: 
AFTER BEING TRANSFORMED INTO A KANGAROO, 
ace private eye Donald Timothy Quixote is hot on the 
trail of the naughty people who did this to him. 
He and his new friend Brenda have just escaped from 
a department store after testing Brenda's theory that the 
brains of teenagers are being put into store dummies. 
Their next stop is Lady jane Beach to see 
whether the de-brained bodies are being 
used to lure tourists to nudist resorts. On 
Now hop right in: 
INSIDE THE PYRAMID, HORTENSE WAS THE PERFECT, gracious 
hostess. She led us through the rooms of this cavernous folly of 
over-the-top Gold Coast Architecture-and that's saying some­
thing- with obvious pride, demonstrating possessions gathered 
over a lifetime of dirty business deals and leeching scummery in 
the corridors of power. 
Here were Etruscan treasures, there, ancient Greek· freezers. 
Elsewhere, tiny rooms filled with miniature torture equipment-
exact rep I i cas of t he ones in Walt Disney's estate. 
Patios led on to rumpus rooms, onto statue­
the way Brenda lights up a big joint to 
calm her savage breast. Quixote doesn't 
smoke marihuana, but the car windows 
are up and his mind becomes clouded. 
The fishennan 
filled courtyards, onto bathrooms, onto patios. 
And every room had an en suite. Even the bath­
rooms. 
claims he is a taxi-
He staggers down to the beach and 
meets a short, swarthy, oily, rotund, 
crumpled looking fisherman with a Luger 
packing German war criminal on his 
shoulders. Whenever the fisherman 
catches sight of a fish in the waves he 
tells the old Nazi to fire. Not a method 
recommended by Angler's Digest. This 
fisherman is in fact Quixote's partner 
Sancho but poor Quixote doesn't realise 
it. He accepts the fisherman's wildly 
ridiculous story. 
The tour took some time. As we returned to the 
main lounge room, where sofas were barely 
visible above the nap of the llama hair shag pile, 
I admitted to feeling a little peckish. diver, a trade which "How very remiss of me," Hortense tittered, 
cupping her fragile hands demurely in front of 
involves diving in the her face as though about to catch a small atom 
bomb hit in her direction. "Of course, you must 
ocean for sunken be starved." As if in response to some invisible signal, a 
servant-a miserable downtrodden specimen of 
taxis. This sounds a the proletariat-appeared at the door, all kitted 
out in stupid livery which did not conceal his 
plump contented belly and his smirking counte­
nance. bit extravagant to 
Quixote , but he 
"Milady, dinner is served." 
We trouped into the dining room. One of 
several, no doubt. The fisherman claims he is a taxi-diver; 
a trade which involves diving in the 
ocean for sunken taxis. This sounds a bit 
extravagant to Quixote, but he doesn't 
want to stop the flow of information. 
"Eat, drink, and be merry, for tomorrow you 
doesn't want to stop die," Hortense said cheerfully. 
She wasn't joking. 
Their subsequent conversation confirms 
Brenda's suspicion that nude bodies are 
being used as lures on the beach. But is 
this the reason rich tourists flock to nude 
the flow of Oh well. As long as there were expensive wines, rich food and thought provoking discus­
sions, questions of mortality could wait. 
infonnation. The taxi-diver seemed to be in his element. A 
flock of servants approached him and took his 
orders for cocktails. He suggested a round of 
beaches, as Brenda had suggested? The 
aesthetic appeal of the nude was all very well, but there 
were a few unanswered questions. 
The rich and powerful would have to be a degraded 
bunch of people if they were attracted to bimbos with 
no brains just because their bodies were young and 
beautiful and completely pliant and unresisting to the 
worst imaginable perversions. 
An interesting theory. However, Quixote doesn't have 
long to ponder the situation, because just then Hortense 
Nudeckster, evil genius of the New Right and her 
boyfriend Adolfo Panza - Sancho's mad chemist 
father-arrive in a submarine, capture Quixote and the 
taxi-diver and take them to Hortense's palatial home on 
the Gold Coast, where they are planning to suck out 
Quixote's vital fluids, in order to analyse the kangaroo 
serum. 
As evening falls, they reach Hortense's villa on Para­
dise Waters Canal estate in the heart of the Cucci 
Archipelago. 
Her house, fitted w all mod cons, ww cpts, handy 
shops & transport, is a solid gold, diamond encrusted 
life-size replica of the pyramid of Cheops. I& 
martinis using one of the more flavoursome 
Dutch gins-and No illy Prat vermouth of course; 
Campari and soda; a range of single malt whiskies; a bottle of 
Fernet Branca for his blood and several kilos of assorted canapes. 
The rest of us were satisfied with a dry sherry. 
It is always a danger to eat too much of the hors' d'oeuvres, I 
think, so I restricted myself to the oysters, by keeping the plate in 
front of me. 
We then proceeded to a Swiss Auslese to accompany the soup. 
It was a delicious extract of animal. Adolfo had dressed for dinner, 
his black and white attire making him look like a penguin. 
Hortense had refreshed herself and changed also. She was now 
clad in several diaphanous eveninggowns worn over each other­
the effect was opaque. The taxi-diver and I were still in the clothes 
we had been captured in. Clothes. Oh dear, what a time to realise 
one wasn't dressed. Thank goodness for fur. 
I blushed to cover my embarrassment as I asked Hortense to pass 
me the cress. 
"Hortense," I queried, munching on my greens. "I don't suppose 
I could persuade you to renounce the New Right and become a 
nice person again so we can all go home and forget this ever 
happened?" 
"What a suggestion!" Hortense said, "I'm perfectly nice the way 
I am. What has politics got to do with it?" 
"For a start, you've said poor people deserve what they get." 
"A person in power doesn't have any responsibility to help the 
disadvantaged, Quixote. The only way the disadvantaged will be 
satisfied is if they help themselves. If I help them, they'll be ruined." 
r 
"But they're fairly well ruined now. Surely they wouldn't be any 
worse off with money and power, travelling the world hob­
nobbing with the rich and famous?" 
"If you don't like the cards dealt to you, change them," Hortense 
demurred. "Don't complain." 
"But aren't you stacking the deck?" 
"Of course, what else is it for? The problem with you bleeding­
heart socialists is that you don't take opportunities. Would I be 
where I am today if I hadn't taken the opportunity 
to scoop the froth off the till or a bribe here and 
"Don't tell me," I said. "I know how you intend to use nuclear 
fall-out to make the kangaroos bald, then make a fortune selling 
them hair tonic made from Adolfo's extract of wild goose. What 
about all those geese you provoke and then slaughter? Don't geese 
have feelings to?" 
"Do they?" Hortense mused. 
"And I don't think much of your plans for power on the kangaroo 
vote. I'm not going to vote for you." 
"Of course you won't vote for me, you're being 
culled tomorrow." 
"Culled?" 
"V ' • ,.}"" � ou can t JUutSe "Why yes, you don't think you' II be going very far without you vital fluids, do you?" 
there to sweeten a deal? It's a game. Learn the 
rules and then work around them. Use the the old 
boys' network. If you kick heads - just make 
sure they're the right ones. 
"Is that all it takes? Kicking heads, using influ- any of these actions 
ence and picking up any spare incentives that 
happens to be be offered under the counter?" 
"I wanted to talk to you about that," I said, 
negotiating my way across a portion of pork 
which had just been placed in front of me. "Can't 
you just take a few drops? I'm perfectly wi II ing to 
bleed for the cause, but I don't want to be 
completely ex-sanguinated." 
"Quixote, it goes a lot deeper than that. You 
can't really succeed unless you sell your soul. 
And your corporeal charms if you have them. 
in isolation. 
I wouldn't bother "A change of heart, Quixote? I didn't realise the 
threat of losing your life would have such a 
profound affect on your political principles. 
However, I sympathise with your concern. 
Adolfo?" 
"So it helps being a woman?" 
"In some ways," she said coyly. "But there are 
sacrifices. It is difficult having a family and a 
career in international politics. You have to keep 
so many things going at once.l couldn't. So I had 
the children put down." 
turning people into 
kangaroos if it "We'll need the lot, I'm afraid," he said. 
"There you are," Hortense said. "A small price 
to pay, really." "Wasn't that heartless?" 
"It was the most humane solution, given the 
situation. I wasn't always fabulously wealthy, 
you know. When I was young, I realised that I 
couldn't be with my children and still go to all the 
parties one has to attend if one is to meet the right 
people. It would be the worst indignity to have to 
send the little ones to a Daycare Centre instead 
of having a nanny. So that was that." 
wasn't to going to "That's me taken care of, I suppose. But what 
about him?" 
lead to a situation "Who do you mean?" 
''This innocent bystander you kid napped along 
with me. All he was doing was fishing there, with 
his Nazi. He's perfectly harmless. Why have you 
brought him along?" 
where I could 
"Not a feminist, huh?" the taxi-diver asked. 
Hortense smiled wistfully. "I don't understand 
control the world." "I wonder about you, Quixote," said Hortense, gazing at me with unmasked incredulity. "Are 
you really a detective?" 
the new woman. I'm happy to be a powerful 
woman among men, but I don't think of myself as 
an honorary man," she tittered. "Feminism and affirmative action 
are silly and perhaps dangerous. It's merely reverse discrimina­
tion." 
"Discrimination, but not the right type?" 
"Yes, Quixote. You know, it' will be a pity to lose you tomorrow. 
You're a perfect dinner guest. That's the butter knife you've got 
there, by the way." 
We were attacking the fish-fillets of sole in puff pastry. 
"I beg your pardon." 
"It's nothing." 
I swallpwed. "But Hortense, don't you think that what you are 
doing is wrong?" 
'What on earth do you mean, darling?" 
'Well, in your efforts to further the ends of the New Right, you 
have destroyed the minds of thousands of young people." 
''That is an exaggeration, Quixote," Adolfo interjected. 11Those 
young people entered into our arrangement voluntarily, as you 
know. And their brains aren't destroyed, they are merely removed 
and put somewhere where they won't cause any trouble." 
'Well, okay, but what about turning people into kangaroos?" 
"Being a kangaroo isn't so bad, Quixote," Hortense said. "As a 
life form, the kangaroo is ideally suited to this country." 
"So you wouldn't mind being a kangaroo yourself?" 
"Don't be impertinent. Would you like some more wine?" 
"Thank you," I accepted, proffering my glass. 
"And besides," Hortense continued, "You can't judge any of 
these actions in isolation. I wouldn't bother turning people into 
kangaroos if it wasn't to going to lead to a situation where I could 
control the world." 
"What do you mean?" 
"Let me put it this way. Did you ever solve a 
case?" 
"Just tell me what your getting at." 
Hortense pointed at the taxi-diver with her coffee spoon. 
"Just who do you think this innocent bystander is, Quixote?" 
"I don't know who he is. Why should I? He said he was a taxi-
diver. He dives for taxis in the ocean. He looks for martians. He was 
just a guy on the beach, fishing with a Nazi war criminal on his 
shoulders." 
But even as I said it I thought it lacked a certain something. 
Hortense was laughing. 
"You're a delight, Quixote," she said. "I'm going to miss you. Let 
me introduce you to your partner-Sancho Panza." 
"Sancho? Where is he?" 
"Right here, you moron. The taxi-diver, alias-Sancho Panza" 
The taxi diver? I looked at him. Could it be? It was! Sancho! And 
amazingly, he wasn't even disguised. I really should have recog­
nised him. I'd been through a lot. 
"Oh dear," I said. 
Adolfo looked up. 
"Sancho?" 
"Hi Dad." 
Hortense fixed Adolfo with vicious look. 
"Sorry my sweet," Adolfo said. He turned to Sancho. "You ought 
to have known better than to get mixed up in this, son." 
Good try, Adolfo, I thought. It was obvious that Adolfo hadn't 
recognized Sancho either. And he'd known him a lot longer than 
I had. Now he was pretending he'd recognised him, but he's 
clearly rattled. And no wonder. Now he's going to have to de-juice 
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IT WAS ON THE SECOND DAY out of Sydney 
when they found the wombat. Lizzie had spotted 
it nestled amongst the bushes where the truck's 
impact had sent it and instantly set up a roaring, 
whooping cacophony· loud enough to broach 
the combination of broken exhaust and music that had, up until 
now, made communication impossible. 
Grant, hearing the raucous appeals, turned to see Lizzie, who 
was obviously still under the influence of breakfast, attempting to 
exit the car at 140kph. He quickly sent the convertible into the 
spinning cloud of dirt and burnt rubber that typified his style of 
braking. 
After reversing back down the road (an act that offered a great 
deal of surprise and closely avoided tragedy to the oncoming 
traffic) the pair leapt from the car and went to inspect the huddled 
form of the inert marsupial. 
It appeared to have attained Allah's grace quickly and relatively 
cleanly. Apart from a nasty contusion to the side of the head and 
some minor flesh wounds it was as much intact in death as in it's 
all too brief life. Brushing off the dirt, twigs and a number of 
opportunistic ants, Grant and Lizzie dragged the still dripping 
corpse to the car and, with much excited giggling, loaded it into 
the boot. 
The plan was for Grant to boil down the remains and use the 
skeleton to make the small toys and machines of his hobby but not 
before acquiring a pram and some baby clothes and, passing the 
wombat off as their son, claim the Federal government's family 
rebate. "After all," said Lizzie as she slammed the boot I id onto an 
unfeeling paw, "no bloody child of mine will live in poverty." 
The convertible slewed back onto the bitumen and accelerated 
away with the happy couple arguing cheerfully over names and 
who should change the nappies when the fluids of their firstborn's 
decomposition became the embarrassed gossip of Newtown. 
However, three days laterthey were still on the road with no end 
to their real mission in sight and the heat, coupled with the 
stagnant conditions of the boot had produced a dramatic down­
turn in the wombat's already poor condition. 
The inhabitants of the small towns they passed through were 
bemused enough by the bizarre spectacle of the couple them­
selves. Lizzie with her hair, now dyed jet black, whipping around 
her face as she yelled and shrieked while Grant, with his look of 
casually restrained mania put tape after tape of loud rock into the 
pink convertible's deck. 
But the locals became increasingly nervous at the sight of the 
swarm of flies that would settle on the boot lid whenever they 
stopped. Even more alarming was the way the town's dog popu­
lation, heedless of their master's calls, would chase the car down 
through main streets before returning with looks of hungry disap­
pointment. When a motel owner refused to offer them a room 
unless they explain the smell and the ensuing fracas resulted in the 
enraged and bleeding man barricading himself in his office to call 
the police, the couple came to the conclusion that, after a suitable 
going-away party, it was time their son made his own way into the 
world. 
So it was that the following morning the publican of the 
Commercial Hotel was horrified to find slumped on the doorway, 
a dead wombat surrounded by empty beer cans, its child's party 
hat set on a rakish angle, an evil brown fluid soaking through its 
'Gulgong Demons RLFC' and a still smouldering cigarette clenched 
firmly between its bloodless lips. 
As the convertible raced off through the dawn, Lizzie bravely 
dried her tears and set her mind to the task that lay before her. As 
a freelance literary agent it was her job to convince recalcitrant 
authors of the benefits of placing their works in the hands of 
whichever particular publishing house had commissioned her. 
In the two years since she had accepted her first brief her 
inimitable style and 100% success rate had elevated her to a lofty, 
if somewhat notorious peak and the now time honoured format of 
flattery, bribery, coercion and violence assured her and Grant not 
only a steady flow of work but the universal fear and hatred of the 
writing community. 
Now, bouncing and weaving across the plains, they were on 
what would prove to be their toughest assignment yet. The 
disreputable, but appallingly wealthy publisher of 'Siugg Maga-
zine', Brian Slugg Ill had commissioned the team to 
track down an eccentric and violent poet known only 
as Athol and to convince him 'with extreme preju­
dice' to sign over the entire publishing rights to his 
work and to retrieve any previously unpublished material. 
As Lizzie opened the brief that Slugg had given them, she knew 
that getting Athol's signature on the contract would tax her 
professional skills to the utmost. A thyroidal giant with a fondness 
for handguns and a pathological disregard for human life, he had 
arrived from New Zealand some seven years ago already deranged 
by hubris and the effects of the dreaded cactus enema, a hall uci­
natory drug so powerful that it made Datura look like leaf'n'tip by 
comparison and caused even Grant to shudder at its mention. 
It was not long after reaching Sydney that Athol's general 
demeanour and his carefree application of lead piping to innocent 
bystanders found him languishing in the confines of the Hospital 
for the Criminally lnsane.lt was there, at the insistence of the Chief 
Psychologist, that he found an outlet for his aggressions in poetry. 
Such was the violence of the work and the hitherto unequalled 
expression of mental dysfunction that before long his poems were 
being included in psychological papers around the country and 
the Chief Psychologist was supplementing his income by perform­
ing lecture tours devoted solely to his prize patient. All this 
attention could not be kept from the general public and after one 
of Athol's works was mistakenly placed in the Poet's Corner 
section of 'ECT Monthly', the ominously circling shapes of the 
Balmain Critics swooped down on the hospital like a pack of be­
gelled and be-jewelled vultures. 
The Critics danced for joy and shouted happy cries of 'Post­
modern' and 'Aesthetically Arcane' and, following their ancient 
tradition that anything unintelligible to the common person is the 
height of artistic genius, proclaimed Athol 'Poet Laureate' and 
demanded that he be let out to perform in public. 
The Chief Psychologist was only too aware of Athol's previous 
encounters with 'the public' but after the insertions of both a 
considerable sum into his bank account and a nimble-fingered 
Balmai n Princess into his consulting room, he relented and agreed 
to allow a suitable restrained Athol to give a once-only reading at 
that temple of egoism, 'Writers in the Park'. 
It was there, half way through the recitation of his seminal work, 
'Kill, Blood, Hate' that Athol broke free of his chains and disap­
peared into the night, but not before delivering unto the crowd of 
gathered acolytes a destruction of such Biblical violence that for 
months afterwards the cafes and Real Ale Pubs of Balmain and 
Paddington played host to the proud bearers of scars of Athol's 
reading. Lizzie closed the file and opened the glove box to check 
the rest of the tools of her trade. The drugs, the. 45 and the ball-pen 
hammer were all in place, packed neatly around the wads of 
freshly forged $100 notes. She had already checked the boot and 
knew that Grant's toy, the AK-47, was still safely wedged between 
the ammunition cases and the canisters of CS gas. 
She leaned forward to turn the 'Pixies' tape up full and then 
settled back into the seat, drifting off to the sleep of a confident 
professional. 
She awoke to the sickening lurch and screech of brakes that told 
her Grant was parking the car. Grant cut the engine and, rubbing 
the dust from his reflective Lennon glasses, turned to Lizzie. 
"This is the place." 
Lizzie looked around and took in the scene of such appalling 
rustic poverty that she was briefly reminded of the small country 
town of her youth. 
The broken and pitted bitumen that passed for the main street 
was covered in fine, red dust. The same ruddy dirt billowed over 
the cracked footpaths to wash against rows of mostly closed shops. 
The peeling and barely legible shopfronts advertised a paltry range 
of ancient goods that, fossilised behind the grimy windows, were 
thick with a dustiness of the more greyish, household colour. 
Sickly, inbred children picked sullenly at their scabs or threw 
rocks at their equally malnourished canine counterparts while 
their fathers patiently drank their next unemployment cheques 
and discussed the latest crop failure. The women sat inside their 
mean, poor houses wondering whether they should commit 
themselves to dinner or suicide. 
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IN WHICH THE DISREPUTABLE, 
BUT APPALLINGLY WEALTHY 
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"Shit! Are you sure?" 
Grant said nothing but pointed across the road to the dilapidated 
building with it's faded red sign. 
'Bugerra Post Office 2666' 
Lizzie's mood brightened immediately at the sight of her lucky 
Q number. "Ha. I like it already. Let's go and get pissed and see what we can find out." fl The town of Bugerra was remarkable for two things. The first was, that for the past twenty years it had the dubious honour of 
iiJ 
being named the poorest community in the state. An achieve­
ment that had given rise to that famous rural consolation, 'It 
could be worse, you could be in Bugerra'. The 
second, and more recent, was that over the past 
next to this was a huge record collection and Lizzie was shocked 
to see, amongst the old socks and dirty blue shirtsthat were thrown 
over them, such band names as Dinosaur Jr., Mudhoney, Nick 
Cave and the Bad Seeds and, oddest of all, Zodiac Mindwarp and 
the Love Reaction. 
The constable lowered himself into a chair and looked hard at 
the couple. 
1/You guys carrying any drugs? Coke, smack, speed, dope?" 
Grant reacted instantly, "Ah, no." 
The constable's face broke into a grin as he reached under his 
desk. 
"That's alright, I've got plenty. Grab a seat." 
Within minutes the highly polished desk was 
covered with a fine white dust infinitely more 
expensive than the ochre detritus that coated the few months, a number of the district's farm 
animals had been attacked in a manner of such 
intimidating ferocity that the Sydney tabloid 
press had put it down to the work of a satanic 
cult. For once, the paper's useof theterm 'beaten 
to a pulp' was a literal description of the extent 
"I'm glad you knifed rest of the town. At length the policeman laid 
down his finely crafted, solid gold straw and, as 
that fucker in the 
he packed a hand carved, soapstone chillum 
with careful pinches of the aromatic Thai, began 
to tell his story to the amazed, and highly coked 
couple. of the wounds and the local vet was at a loss to 
describe the exact cause of death except to write 
in his report, 'repeated blows to the entire body 
from some blunt instrument such as a lead pipe'. 
pub. He� a bad His name was, tragically, Steven Plod,(" As you 
can imagine, joining the Force is a family tradi­
tion.") and, ever si nee the old sergeant drunkenly 
mistook a bottle of Liquid Draino for vodka, 
Steve had become, at twenty-five years of age, 
the sole representative of Law and Order in the 
Bugerra district. 
piece of misogyny 
The scene in the Empire Hotel was one of grim 
despair. Everything, even the drinkers, was cov­
ered in the inevitable dust. The only sign of 
animation was the steady, clockwork rise of the 
patrons' arms which first reminded Lizzie of a 
field of oilwells but then, after seeing the blank, 
mindless looks on the faces around her, realised 
that the crowd more resembled a flock of those 
ridiculous glass drinking-birds that were popular 
back in the seventies. 
wrapped· around a 
two inch prick and "I was all set to do a Chemistry degree at 
Sydney Uni when Dad told me that if I didn't join 
up he'd bust me for everything he'd ever found in 
my room. Next thing I know I'm sitting in Bourke 
St. Police Academy being told what a drug user 
looks like and how to use the Yellow Pages 
without leaving marks. 
I've been looking 
As the couple moved towards the bar, one of 
the locals, shaken out of his torpor by the sight of 
a woman he had not yet had the pleasure of 
demeaning, leant forward and grabbed Lizzie's 
blouse at the chest and pulled her towards him. 
for an excuse to 
nail the bastard "When I graduated they sent me to Goulburn St. Station and it was there that I realised that Dad 
had done the right thing by me after all. All my 
friends got 24 hours warning before a bust and, 
as a cop, I knew that I'd never have to worry "Gidday, girlie. Why don't you get rid of that 
poofter a' come and drink with a real man?" 
since I got here. " 
In one swift movement Lizzie pulled her 
switchblade from its concealed sheath and 
pi unged it into the man's forearm. Ash is eyes wide ned in shock she 
removed the knife and, bending the man backwards over the bar, 
held the flat of the blade against his lips. 
"If you ever call me 'girlie' again I'll gut out your fucking tongue 
and make you eat it." · 
A few of the fellow drinkers rose to aid their companion when 
a loud explosion, followed by a light rain of plaster and rotten 
wood, quickly obliged them to reclaim their seats. Grant lowered 
the. 45 to chest level and grinned happily at the barman. 
11Two cans of VB, thanks." 
The barman nervously bent to fetch the order and was placing 
the cans on the bar when a tall, thin figure wearing the ominous 
blue shirt and badge of a NSW Police Constable wandered 
through the front door, a service revolver dangling languidly from 
his hand. 
"All right you clowns, what the fuck is it this time?" 
Lizzie released the man and stepped back from the bar, quickly 
resheathing the knife while Grant used an alarmingly realistic fit 
of racking coughs as a cover while he put the. 45 back in it's 
shoulder holster. 
The local stood up and, waving his bloodied hand under the 
constable's face, cried, "Jesus Christ, mate. This bloody little city 
bitch just knifed me. You better lock the slut up or I'll tear her to 
fuckin' pieces." 
The constable stared down at the flecks of red that had appeared 
on his shirt and then, returning his gaze to the still gesticulating 
local said in a bored voice, "Oh, shut up," and, raising the revolver, 
shot the man in the foot. 
Turning to the rest of the crowd, he pointed at Grant and Lizzie. 
"You and you, come with me. As for the rest of you, anyone who 
walks out that door in the next hour gets a bullet in the hoof as 
well." 
As it was, the patrons rarely needed any encouragement not to 
leave the confines of the pub and as the constable led Grant and 
Lizzie across the street to the Station House they turned back to 
their drinks, carefully avoiding the screaming, bleeding figure that 
writhed on the floor beneath them. 
As the trio made their way across the hot bitumen, Lizzie eyed 
the convertible, trying to think of an excuse to get to the stash of 
$100 notes, or, if things turned bad, the AK-47. However, these 
thoughts were forgotten when she entered the station and was 
confronted by a scene of such dislocated weirdness that both she 
and Grant glanced back out the window to make sure they were 
still in Bugerra. 
The Station House walls were covered with Sydney pub posters 
advertising gigs for various underground bands. Elsewhere were 
numerous police-issue drug warning posters and leaflets but with 
the rhetoric cropped away to leave only the photographs, which 
were clad in expensive black frames. Against one wall was a high 
quality sound system, dwarfed by a bank of speakers more suited 
to an outdoor concert than a small room. Stacked haphazardly 
about those dreaded blue lights ever again. But 
the best part was when a mate got himself 
transferred to Nimbin and I inherited a duplicate 
key to the Narc's holding room. Shit, talk about Christmas on a 
stick. Any of my friends who did manage to get busted got their 
stash back with interest and as for me," he waved the gold straw 
at the sound system, "the money I saved from no longer having to 
buy drugs, I put toward the finer things in life." 
"My one downfall was that I never read the noticeboard so I 
never found out about the big inspection tour. So, there I was 
rummaging around for a few odds and ends to take to a party when 
I turn around to see the Minister, the Commissioner and an ocean 
of blue shirts all staring at me like they'd just walked into a strip 
joint to find their grandparents doing a double act on the stage. 
"Well, they couldn't throw me out because of the family name 
so the whole thing was hushed up and I found myself on a bus 
bound for this Bugerra. It can get pretty grim out here but 
fortunately, there was more than one spare key and the monthly 
aid packages from my friends back at Goulburn St. help me get by. 
I tend to ignore a lot of the petty shit that goes on here and the 
rustics have gotten used to the music but I must say I'm glad you 
knifed that fucker in the pub. He's a bad piece of misogyny 
wrapped around a two inch prick and I've been looking for an 
excuse to nail the bastard since I got here. 
"So, what are a couple of intelligent people like you doing in an 
ashtray like this? Don't tell me it's for the lifestyle 'cause these clods 
wouldn't know a recreational drug unless it came out of a keg and 
I still haven't had the heart to tell them Elvis is dead." 
During their time in the station Lizzie had ventured out to the car 
to fetch the cassettes and some samples of their own formidable 
range of Class A Prohibited Substances. She carefully dusted some 
excess Bolivian off Athol's file before passing across a hospital 
records photograph. 
"We're looking for this guy." 
Steve's face drained of blood until it reached the same shade of 
white as the small mountain of powder he had started cutting on 
the desk. He handed the photo back to Lizzie with shaking hands. 
"That mad bastard! What the hell do you want with him?" 
Grant passed the chillum to Lizzie before answering. 
"We're literary agents. Our client needs his signature on a few 
papers." 
"Shit, forge it then. That crazy fucker's done more damage to this 
town in a year than three generations of metho addiction. I rang 
Sydney about him when he started zapping the livestock and all 
they could recommend was that I napalm the entire area and kill 
all the newborn males in case he'd gotten to the women. One of 
the local boys went out a couple of months ago to shoot the guy 
and crawled back into town three days later with the gun up his 
arse. We had a town meeting a while back and the best solution 
we could find was to draw straws once a week and the loser drives 
the truck up to his house, dumps a few head of cattle on the lawn 
and then gets the fuck out. There's only one man alive who can get 
close to Athol without getting his head torn off and that's Chessell." 
Lizzie lifted her head from the straw. 
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'What's so special about this Chessell guy?" 
Steve shrugged, "He's just as loopy as Athol. Professional 
camaraderie, I guess." 
"Can you take us to him." 
"Sure, but there's one thing. When he introduces you to his 
girlfriend, Flossie, try to act natural." 
An hour later, the couple were back in the convertible, following 
Steve's police car to a ramshackle farmhouse at the edge of town. 
They waved goodbye as Steve turned the car around and as he 
drew up alongside them he leaned out the window. 
"Chessell'll be back soon.Justtell him I sent you and everything' II 
be fine. Remember, as soon as you get Athol's thumbprint on the 
contract, shoot the living shit out of the mad bastard! You'll 
probably end up with a police citation and the local's grandkids 
will still be telling stories about you in fifty years. Good luck!" 
Then, with a cheery wink briefly hiding a wildly dilated pupil, 
Steve powered the car out through the gate and back towards 
town. 
Lizzie idly scratched the sku li-n-crossbones tattoo above her left 
breast and turned to contemplate the farmhouse. Its advanced 
state of poverty was in keeping with the rest of the town except for 
two glaring anomalies. The first was a 30 foot high neon sign 
occupying most of the front yard which read, complete with a 
series of downward pointing arrows, 'Chessell's Towing Service'. 
The second was the sight of 20 acres of disused 
farmland covered up to four and five deep with 
the rusting hulks of thousands of wrecked cars. 
earrings and necklace were covered with the dirt and as it stopped 
beside Chessell it excreted a steaming turd into the dust. 
"Flossie, this is Grant and Lizzie, two friends of Steve's. Folks, 
this here's the little woman. Come on, let's go put the billy on." 
Inside, the house was a curious mixture of domestic cleanliness 
and porcine filth. The mantlepieces were lined with ornamental 
crockery, trophies and sculptures made from old car parts. Hung 
around the walls were neatly framed photos of the happy couple, 
one of which appeared to have been taken at what could only be 
the Bugerra Show, with Chessell and Flossie (in a trotter-length 
evening dress) about to enter the Tunnel of Love while a crowd of 
bemused and slightly out of focus onlookers gathered in the 
background. However, anything below snout level resembled, 
naturally enough under the circumstances, a pig sty and the floor 
was covered with half eaten, rotting food and turds in various 
stages of dessication. 
Soon, the little group was seated at the large dining table and as 
three of them discussed business, the fourth, lying on a raised 
pallet, noisily devoured a bowl of cream buns and milk. 
"So you see, Mr. Chessell, if we don't get Athol's signature on 
those papers right away the Department of Health will have every 
legal right to remove his mother's brain and use it for tests." 
"But that's terrible, Lizzie. All because the poor woman made a 
mistake on a Medicare claim?" 
Grant leant across the table, ignoring the spilt 
milk and soggy buns of Flossie's repast. 
"They're a hard bunch of bastards, Mr. Chessell. 
Grant whistled as he surveyed the scene, "Shit, 
you wouldn't think a town like this would have The man played the 
They took three of my brother's major organs for 
transplants just because he forgot his tax file 
number." so many accidents. I wonder if I can pick up a 
new air filter for the car." 
Before Lizzie could answer, their attention was 
turned by a deafening roar somewhere behind 
them. Heading towards the gate at breakneck 
speed was a large truck, towing what appeared to 
be a late model Holden with a slight dent above 
the rear mudguard. 
flames over the area "Shit!To thinklused to work for the bastards." 
Chessell had told them that he used to drive for 
The pair leapt aside as the ensemble sped past 
them and they caught a brief glimpse of the 
truck's occupants -a wild eyed man with a face 
until at least ten of 
the cars were well 
and truly ablaze. 
like a tyre tread and what appeared to be a Then, cutting off the 
woman of such awe-inspiring ugliness that Lizzie 
Big Vinnie Makowski, the diminutive Minister 
for Planning who ruled from behind the Pre­
mier's throne with a fist of steel. "But I don't 
know. I'd love to help you out but every time we 
go over there Athol tries to get on to my Flossie." 
Grant looked over to Lizzie who reached into 
her handbag and placed a wad of notes on the 
table. 
first mistook her for her Great Aunt Ethel. 
The weird caravan clattered past the farm­
house and continued, unchecked toward the 
wall of rotting cars. Just when disaster seemed 
inevitable, the driver reached out the window 
and pulled a large red lever attached to the door. 
The tow-lines released automatically and the 
truck, free of its burden, swung away to stop in a 
cloud of dust. The Holden, meanwhile, carried 
on along the path the momentum had mapped 
out for it and slammed into the assembly of its 
more dilapidated kin at approximately 80kph. 
"If there's anything you need." 
Chessell looked at the pile of grey notes as they 
dampened in the pool of milk. 
flamethrower, gave a "Money! 1 got a whole shit-load of that but, ah, 
I sure do think Flossie would look damn cute in 
Before the dust and cars had a chance to settle, 
the si I houette of the driver, struggling with what 
looked like a large backpack, appeared through 
the clouds. He pointed a thick hose at where the 
Holden, now considerably more damaged, lay 
buried beneath the other wrecks and suddenly a 
stream of I iquid orange leapt out and covered the 
car with fire. 
The man played the flames over the area until 
at least ten of the cars were well and truly ablaze. 
Then, cutting off the flamethrower, gave a satis­
fied nod and walked over to the astonished 
couple, flinching only slightly as the Holden's 
fuel tank exploded with a hollow 'whump'. 
satis.fied nod and 
walked over to the 
astonished couple, 
flinching only 
slightly as the 
Holden's fuel tank 
exploded with a 
hollow 'whump '. 
"Afternoon, folks. 
"Afternoon, folks. Chessell's the name, what Chessell's the name, 
can I do for you?" 
Grant, visibly impressed with the man's per­
formance, offered his hand. 
"Gidday. My name's Grantand this is my friend 
and business partner, Lizzie. We're looking for 
an old friend and Constable Steve told us you 
might be able to help." 
Lizzie, professionally awe-struck by the scene 
of devastation Chessell had caused, turned to 
what can I 
do for you?" 
discreet." 
those earrings of yours." 
Lizzie instantly removed her black coral ear­
rings and, putting them on top of the now soggy 
notes, pushed the bundle through the milk to 
Chessell's side of the table. 
"Keep the money, Mr. Chessell. Buy Flossie a 
new dress." 
Chessell picked up the earrings and held them 
to Flossie who sniffed them once, and realising 
they weren't edible, went back to her meal. 
Grinning broadly he cried, "She likes them! I'll 
do it," and, turning to Grant, whispered con­
spiratorially, "Flossie ain't much at keeping house 
but she's hotter 'n hell in the sack." 
Later, back in the front yard, Grant was loading 
the magazine of the AK-47 when Chessell ap­
peared, carrying a large wooden crate and some­
thing wriggling inside a hessian sack. Setting 
them down, he called the couple over to discuss 
tactics. 
"We'll come in up-wind and stop just outside 
the gate. You two stay behind your car and I'll go 
in and see if I can get him to talk to you. I've 
brought these along, just in case." Stepping back 
he opened the crate to reveal a dozen Army issue 
hand grenades. Inside the sack was a trussed 
chicken. 
He looked at Grant and Lizzie earnestly, 
"Whatever you do, stay quiet and don't move 'til 
I give you the signal. Athol can't see for shit but 
if he gets spooked we're all goners." 
"Don't worry, Mr. Chessell." said Grant as he 
slapped the '47's clip into place, "We'll be very 
find him eyeing the convertible and fingering the trigger of the still 
smoking flamethrower in a distinctly worrying way. 
"Ah, perhaps we could go inside and chat for a minute, Mr. 
Chessell." 
"Huh ... oh yes, of course. Hang on and I'll just go get the little 
lady," and, moving a few paces back, called out in the direction of 
the truck, "Flossie darling, we've got company. Come and help me 
put the kettle on.". 
Twenty minutes later they were away. Chessell and Flossie, 
wearing matching camouflage fatigues, bouncing along in the 
tow-truck while Lizzie and Grant trailed in the convertible. They 
followed a main road for about ten kilometres before turning off 
onto a dirt track that quickly devolved into little more than a strip 
of ploughed scrub. 
Even though she'd been warned, Lizzie couldn't help uttering a 
muted "Jesus Fucking Christ" as Flossie emerged from the cabin of 
the truck. A fully grown Wessex Saddleback sow nuzzled open the 
door and sauntered towards them. It looked like an ordinary pig 
except for the fact that it was clad in a tight, Lycra miniskirt and 
matching top. 
Just when Grant was beginning to think that the car could take 
no more punishment, they crested a hill and there, below them, lay 
Athol's farm. They rolled to the gate and cut the engines. Lizzie 
held a 'Souvenir of Bugerra' teaspoon to her nose and then dipped 
it back into the antique snuff box on her lap before passing it to 
Grant. 





As it grew closer, Lizzie noticed that its eyes were rimmed by 
mascara and its mouth was smeared with red lipstick. Its pearl 
Chessell and the pig emerged from the cabin of the truck and, 
tossing a bag of cream buns, he whispered to Flossie, "Now you 
_> 





keep that little pink arse right here, honey. I'll be back before you 
can day 'dinner'." 
Lizzie was about to comment to Grant that, considering Flossie's 
level of articulation, that could mean anything, but remembered 
Chessell's instructions and remained silent. 
Grant nudged Lizzie and nodded silently at the canister of CS 
that lay on the front seat of the car. She nodded back and opened 
the passenger door with the barest 'click'. 
"Uh, oh." 
Lizzie looked up at the sound of Grant's voice and saw Athol 




horrified Chessell looked wildly around him and 
began to shout when Athol gave a terrifying roar, 
backhanded him off the verandah and raised the 
gun. The yard and most of the area around where 
iJ 
the couple crouched, resembled a charnel­
house. Shredded pieces of meat and hide 
rotted against piles of bone and the verandah 
was covered with dried blood and lined with 
the extensively damaged skulls of at least a 
dozen head of cattle. 
Chessell picked his way through the gore until 
he was about ten metres from the house and then, 
lifting the nervously clucking chicken above his 
head, threw it at the door where it landed with a 
feathery 'thud'. 
The seconds passed slowly and, just when it 
seemed that Chessell was about to turn and bolt 
for the cars, the door cracked open about a foot 
and an enormous hairy paw reached out and 
dragged the dazed chook into the darkened 
room. 
There was a loud, painful squawk followed by 
the sound of teari ng flesh and then a hellish basso 
voice boomed out across the yard. 
"They're a hard 
bunch of bastards, 
Mr. Chessell. 
They took three of 
my brother's major 
organs for 
transplants just 
because he forgot 
There was a thunderous report and a small 
sapling next to the car shattered into a thousand 
pieces. Athol walked back to the door, turning to 
fire two more wild shots that fortunately proved 
more hazardous to flora than fauna. 
He had just reached the doorway when Grant, 
flicking the '47's switch to 'auto', stood and 
pulled the trigger. 
The burst of fire raked across the verandah, 
ripping out the windows and sending pieces of 
skull and splintered woodwork flying in all direc­
tions. Discarded shells bounced off the car's 
bonnet and the air was filled with noise and 
cordite. 
Lizzie smiled to herself as she noticed the look 
of glee on her lover's face. As she fired the .45 at 
the house, something off to her right caught her 
eye and she turned to see Flossie, undeterred by 
the chaos, moving on to her next meal. 
"Chess-ell!!!" his tax file number." 
The door flung open and Athol lurched onto 
Suddenly there was silence and Grant ducked 
back behind the car saying, ''That ought to fix the 
fuc ... " when three more shots rang out from the 
house, followed by a wail of anguished pain. the verandah. 
He was over seven foot tall and was clad only 
in a loincloth of untanned cowhide. His face and chest were 
covered in blood and feathers and in his right he held a long object 
that Grant's trained eye identified as a. 357 Magnum. 
The huge figure squinted myopically in the sunlight and then 
spotted Chessell cowering in the yard. 
"Ahhh, Chess-ell." 
Chessell edged forward with outstretched palms. 
"Gidday Athol. I was just passing and thought I'd drop in." 
"Flos-sie? ?" 
"Ah, yeah. She's here, um, just out by the truck, ah, powdering 
her nose. Mind if I have a word with you for a bit?" 
"Ahhh. Word?" 
"Yeah, yeah. Just for a minute." Then, glancing back toward the 
cars, he walked up to the verandah. 
Back behind the convertible, Grant eased the safety of the AK-
47 to 'off' while Lizzie pulled back the hammer of the. 45. They 
both peered over the car and watched Chessell talking hurriedly 
to the towering Athol. 
Out of the corner of his eye Grant noticed that Flossie had 
finished the cream buns and was now wandering away to snuffle 
through a pile of offal. 
Lizzie carefully looked up to see Chessell still 
cowering, unhurt, in the yard. Puzzled, she thought for a moment 
and the, with grim realisation, turned to her right. 
Flossie died as she had lived- messily. The hollow nosed slug 
had fragmented on impact, relieving her of most of her intestinal 
tract and she lay, twitching slightly in a pool of blood and partly 
digested food, a piece of rotting carcass still protruding from her 
mouth. 
"Flossie? No!!!" 
Chessell leapt to his feet and ran to the disemboweled porker, 
ignoring the occasional shot that flew from the house. As Lizzie 
and Grant gave covering fire he slid to Flossie's side and cradled 
the rapidly cooling head in his lap. 
"Don't worry baby, you'll be alright. We'll get you to a hospital. 
Medic!! Just hand in there honey, don't move. Medic!! I told you 
to stay in the chopper Flossbaby you can't die on me baby you 
can't Mediiccc!!! don't leave me baby those fuckin' VC. .. " 
From behind the car, Grant and Lizzie watched the tragic scene 
with appalled fascination. 
"Must have been in the war." 
"That'd explain an awful lot." 
The gunfire from the farm erupted with renewed vigour and the 
couple's attention was returned to the business at hand. 
Lizzie was loading a canister of CS into the launcher when she 
saw Chessell sprint across the yard and throw himself through the 
side door of the house. On instind she turned and saw the open 
box of grenades. 
Lizzie just had time to pull Grant down behind the car when the 
farmhouse blew up. The ground shook and the air seemed to fi!l 
with flames. They huddled together as pieces of wood and 
corrugated iron rained about them. Smoke and dust obscured 
everything. 
When it was over the couple stood and surveyed the damage. 
Chessell had carried ten grenades into the house and now there 
was nothing left but a blackened hole surrounded by smoking 
wreckage. Floating down over the scene were thousands of pieces 
of scorched paper. 
Grant picked one up. 
In a remarkable fluid hand was written one of Athol's unpub­
lished works. A thing now all the more valuable considering the 
author's recently imposed posthumous state. 
Grant smiled broadly at Lizzie, "Well, at least the day hasn't 
been a total loss." 
The couple cheerfully collected as much of the paper as they 
could find and loaded the bundles into the boot of the miracu­
lously undamaged convertible. Then, after hurriedly forgingAthol's 
signature on the relevant contracts, drove back to Bugerra to 
celebrate with Steve. 
Weeks later, back in the relative safety of their Newtown terrace, 
the couple received two letters. One was the commission cheque 
from Brian Slugg Ill, enclosed with a personal note of thanks and 
a twelve month subscription to 'Siugg Magazine', an honour 
previously unheard of in the industry. 
The other bore the letterhead of the Police Commissioner of the 
NSW Police Force and read, 
"To Elizabeth Salome Lawson and Grant Dylan Thomas. A 
citation in recognition of their display of civilian bravery and 
selfless courage in the face of extreme danger." 
Lizzie smiled as she lit the edge of the letter with a match and 
though of the satisfadion to be found in the pursuit of an honest 
career. • 
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PROFESSOR BENOIT MANDELBROT, world famous physicist 
and expert on Chaos theory is tied to a chair. Before him a strange 
machine hums to life. lights twinkle, wheels turn. 
"No, no," Professor Mandelbrot cries. "You don't know what 
you're doing. You could setoff a nuclear holocaust, you could set 
off a run on the stock exchange, you could create another Abba 
revival!" 
There's maniacal laughter as the final switch is flicked. 
The scene changes to a dark alley somewhere in a big city. Agent 
13 emerges from a dirty, dank hole deep in the alley. Agent 13 
hates survei I lance. He is always hiding away in small holes in dark 
alleys. 
"I'm gonna get a burger," Agent 13 says as he starts to walk 
defiantly down the alley. He steps on some 
discarded bubblegum and is busy detaching it 
from his shoe when he looks up. 
The Chief looks perplexed, then remembers his purpose. "Max, 
99, this is the most important mission I have ever given you. You 
must find the Professor and capture the machine before they 
change the balance of power." 
"Aww, come on Chief, the cold war is over. This is the era of 
Glasnost and Gorbymania. No one wants to change the balance 
of power." 
"We are not dealing with wimpy commie scum this time," 99 
remarks. 
"That's right, it's do or die against the most psychotic bunch of 
mercenary bloodsuckers in the business," says the Chief. 
"Oh no, it's not the CIA-trained Salvadorean Death Squads?" 
Max says with serious concern. 
"Much worse," says the Chief. 
"Not the CIA-trained Cuban exiles Special 
Forces?" says 99 
"Arghh, what's that," he shouts as a huge 
cloud of butterflies descends on him. He kicks 
and struggles but falls to the ground, smothered 
by the winged horde. 
"The balance of "Much worse," the Chief explains. "It's that bunch of ham actors the CIA fried in their early 
mind control experiments with LSD." 
The theme music comes on strong as Maxwell 
Smart pu II s up outside headquarters. He catches 
the telephone booth down to the long corridor 
where the doors open automatically as Max 
world power is 
depending on you, 
"That must have been before they discovered 
mind control with Dallas re-runs," Max ob­
serves. 
walksalong. He exudes the confidence of a man Max. Willoughby in 
who knows his contribution to keeping the 
"Max, it's your old arch-enemy, Siegfried and 
the entire KAOS team with the ultimate chaos 
weapon. You job is to neutralise them." 
"What was that about the tractor? Was that a 
job with the Parks Department? I think I need 
some time out in the fresh air." 
world stable and safe for democracy. 
lnside the Chief's Office,Agent 99 is applying Research has come 
The Chief puts a mysterious case on his desk. an ice pack to the boss's head. 
"looks like a bad case of water on the brain, 
Chief," Max says in a jocular way. 
"Things are bad, Max," Agent 99 begins to 
explain. "We've lost a dozen of our best agents." 
"Shhh," Max and the Chief say together. Max 
gives way and the Chief goes on: "We must have 
the Cones." 
up with this Chaos 
Detector. Take it, 
find Professor 
"Max, all my best agents are gone except you and 
99. The balance of world power is depending on 
you. Willoughby in Research has come up with 
this Chaos Detector. Take it, find Professor 
Mandelbrotand his machineand savethe world." 
"No thanks," says Max. "I had a couple of 
cones before I came in to the office." Mandelbrot and his 
"Gee, thanks Chief," says Max. "A Chaos de­
tector will come in real handy. We can get rid of 
a whole lot of boring narrative conventions and 
dumb plot structure and get straight to the reso­
lution." "No, he just means the Cone of Silence," 
Agent 99 sighs. 
The Cones come down on Max and the Chief 
as 99 looks on in disbelief. 
machine and save ••• 
'We've lost a dozen of our best agents," says 
the Chief. · 
the world. " 
Meanwhile, at KAOS headquarters Siefried 
and Staerker are torturing Professor Mandelbrot 
by showing him old Elvis movies until he tells his 
captors how to focus the Combabulator. Max looks puzzled. "What's that Chief? You've 
got a cousin with breast cancer?" he says. 
99 translates: 'We've lost a dozen of our best agents." 
'What is the connecting factor?" Max asks, displaying an 
unusual level of intelligence. 
"Why do you want a confectionary tractor?" the Chief asks. 
"He doesn't want a tractor," 99 explains, "He wants to know 
what is the connecting factor." 
"This is even more ridiculous than usual," the Chief says as he 
presses the button to raise the Cones. 
"I wouldn't mind a tractor," Max says, now totally confused. 
The Chief chooses to ignore him. "The connecting factor is that 
all the agents were searching for Professor Mandelbrot. .. " 
"Not Professor Mandelbrot, the world famous physicist?" says 
99. 
"The expert on Chaos Theory who developed fractal geom-
etry?" says Max. 
"You know him?" asks the Chief. 
"No, but we've-read the book," Max and 99 chime together. 
'Well now he has disappeared and we suspect a blood-thirsty 
bunch of mercenary maniacs have kidnapped him and his Fractal 
Effects Conbobulator," explains the Chief. 
"Not the incredibly top secret Fractal Effects Conbobulator that 
can change the balance of world power with the flick of a switch?" 
asks Max. 
"Exactly. Was that in the book?" asks the Chief. 
"No, it was just a random guess," answers Max. 
"Come on liebersmilchen, all you have to do is 
give us the co-ordinates of the Strange Attractor and you won't 
have to suffer Scmelvis Pelvis any more." 
"Oh boy, oh boy, oh boy," blurts Staerker. "He can't take many 
more repeats of Blue Hawaii and then he will tell us how to 
blleaghhhh the balance of world power." 
"Staerker, ve don't blleaghhhhh the balance of world power in 
KAOS, ve leave that to the experts in International Monetary Fund. 
Ve create chaos so they pay us a lot of money to stop." 
• •• 
Meanwhile, Max arrives back at his apartment with the Chaos 
Detector. There is a mess of sawdust and building materials 
everywhere and his faithful robot, Hymie, hammers away amongst 
it all. 
"Hymie, what are you doing. I just asked you to clean up the 
house and make my bed." 
"That's right, Max. First I cleaned the house and then I bought a 
lot of timber and power tools on your credit card so I could make 
you another bed. Though what was wrong with the other one I'll 
never know ... " 
"That's enough, Hymie. The Balance of World Power is at stake 
and you've got to help me crack this case," Max says as he puts the 
Chaos Detector on Hymie's bench. 
Hymie pulls out a large hammer and smashes the Chaos 
Detector to its fractal constituents. He smiles at Max. 
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"Your case is cracked now, Max." 
"That's it, Hymie." Max is angry. "You're scrap 
metal. I'm gonna have you recycled into a food 
processor or something even funnier.". 
"Flirting with a foreign agent is a no-no, Max," 
says 99, more than a little miffed. 
"We could turn this "I was just gathering information, dear." 
Max's shoe phone rings. "Hi chief, you're not 
gonna believe this. You know that handy plot 
device, yes, the Chaos Detector. Well, you're not 
going to believe this but it is smashed beyond 
repair ... Yes, I know it's the only one in the 
world ... No you can't take it out of my pay ... " 
The door bell rings. 
case around in a 
minute, if an 
incredibly beautiful 
"Will you answer the door, Hymie," Max asks 
politely. foreign agent came 
"Why, Max? It didn't say anything," replies 
Hymie. 
"Just get the door, Hymie!" Max explodes. He to my door with the 
returns to the Chief. "Alright, Chief ... Yes I know 
it is a set back ... no, I wouldn't call it an unmiti-
gated disaster ... It is only middle-order catastro-
location of KAOS 
phe. We could turn this case around in a minute, 
if an incredibly beautiful foreign agent came to headquarters, willing 
my door with the location of KAOS headquar­
ters, willing to trade the information for my 
affections ... No chief, a brunette would do." 
Hymie returns with the door. "Here Max I got 
the door and wouldn't you know it but t here's this 
blonde foreign agent here with vital information. 
Max is still talking to the Chief. "Gee Chief, she 
is a blonde." 
"I must have your affections, Mr Smart," says 
the foreign agent. 
to trade the 
information for my 
.n. . " aJJectwns ... 
"I don't believe you, Max." 
"Would you believe, I was checking to see if 
she was bugged?" 
"No, Max." 
"How about, I was giving her mouth-to-ear 
resuscitation?" 
"Very likely, Max·:'' 
"Hey, what about me? What am I, chopped 
liver? I only ever get dumb blonde walk-ons and 
now you pair have forgotten I'm here. I'm the one 
who knows where they're holding Mandelbrot 
and how to solve this case." 
"That's right, Max - give the girl a break," 99 
says forcefully . 
"It is all very simple," she says. "Chaos theory 
allows us to break down the barriers between 
dimensions, so I can tell you up front that this is 
only a TV show and Mandelbrot is being held in 
the studio next door." 
She leads them through the door. 
Max is perturbed. "This is more like semiotic 
deconstruction than chaotic exposition," he says. 
"Cut the socio-philosophical discourse, I want 
to get to the car chase," 99 replies. 
Siegfried and Stareker are surprised by this 
sudden intrusion, but they start to randomly push 
buttons. "Get away from our Cornburbulator," 
Staerker cries. 
"Chief, I'll get right back to you. I think I'm on top of this case." 
"Where's Professor Mandelbrot?" Max demands. 
"I am sworn to secrecy, Mr Smart," she says breathlessly. 
"Secrecy won't keep you warm at night sweetheart" Max says, 
"This machine belongs to all!" the blonde agent says. 
"Betrayed by an albino bubble-head," Siegfried crieS. 
Max and 99 release Professor Mandelbrot as Siegfried and 
Staerker continue to push buttons. 
taking the initiative. "Perhaps we need to establish a deeper 
relationship where you can learn to trust me." Max makes his 
move. "You wouldn't want me to blow in your ear, would you?" 
"You can blow wherever you want to honey, but I can't tell you 
anything." 
"We'll see about that," Max says as he puckers up and blows. 
Just then, 99 walks in. 
"It's gonna blow!" Mandelbrot screams as he runs for the door. 
Max and 99 follow as a huge chicken descends and crushes the 
Confabulator and the KAOS crew. The blonde spy leaps to safety 
in a flurry of feathers, demanding political asylum. 
"How does that machine work?" Max asks Mandelbrot as the 
feathers settle. 
"Luck," the professor admits. • 
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Simple Simon 
Simple Simon met a pieman going to the fair. Said Simple Simon 
to the pieman, "That looks like a fascinating career, do you have 
a vacancy for a likely lad with lots of potential?" 
The pieman replied, "It just so happens I do. But I'm going to 
have to ask you a few questions." 
Having gone through school learning new math, new reading, 
new writing and a new teacher every three weeks, Simple Simon 
was fundamentally illiterate. 
"Question one. What's your name?" 
"Phew! I thought you were going to ask something really hard 
like 'What's the capital of North Dakota?'." 
"No, no. What's your name?" 
"Easy. Simon." 
"Is that your first or second name?" 
"My second name." 
'What's your first name?" 
"Simple." 
"Yes, it is an easy question." 
"Yes it is." 
"So answer it." 
"I already told you." 
"You told me your second name. I want your first." 
"Simple." 




'Why do you want to be a pieman?" 
"I need the dough." 
The pieman's final question was, "Have you ever thought of a 
career as a tent?" 
Simon replied, "I tried that but there was no privacy. Could you 
sign this so I can show them at the CES?" 
And the moral is ... Some people just don't want to work. 
The old man and the sea 
Once upon a time a terrible storm battered a tinyfishing boat. For 
hour after hour an old sailor fought to keep his vessel afloat, but a 
huge wave finally dumped him in the sea. His little boat sank like 
a stone, leaving him grasping to the wreckage and contemplating 
his gloomy fate. 
"By Jingo, I'm for it! I should commit suicide right now! Get it 
over and done with. I'll not be torn apart by sharks," he said. 
Then in the wind-swept distance, he saw a dog paddling through 
the 20-metre 50 waves! It was Lassie! 
"Great Scott! How did she find me all the way out here! Good 
girl, Lassie, good girl! I don't know how you found me but I'm glad 
you did. Which is the way home, old girl? Hold on! Sharks! Get 
them, Lassie! No, no! Don't herd them up! No, you stupid dog! 
Good grief, she's driving them this way! No! Go back! Get behind, 
you mangy animal!" 
The man screamed as his legs were chomped off. 
Then Lassie gave her final yelp as she was bitten in two, too. 
And the moral of this story is ... when it comes to rescue at sea, 
Lassie is out of her depth. 
Hansel and Gretel 2 
Once a upon a time, a small boy called Hansel had a dream. 
"Mum, I want to own a 12-metre racing yacht." 
'Well, son, you must become rich to afford one of those." 
"How rich?" 
"Very rich." 
"How very rich?" 
"Very, very rich." 
"I know!" the boy said, "I'll get into real estate in Western 
Australia!" 
Which he did and as the boy grew into a man, so did his wealth. 
Until finally he had $52 million. He bought a 12-metre yacht and 
called her Gretel 2. 
He then sailed off into the woods and became quite lost. He 
came upon a cottage made of sweets and gingerbread and was 
immediately captured by a wicked witch, who thrust him into an 
oven. He cried to Gretel to run for help, to no avail, the witch 
cooked and ate him. 
And the moral of this story is ... Don't pin your hopes on a 12-
metre yacht. It has little in common with Skippy. 
Sleeping "Beauty 
Once, in a place beyond imagination where everyone was 
beautiful and as clever as all get out, a child was born. They called 
her Beauty because that's what people invariably said when they 
saw her: "Jings! What a beauty!" 
Because of this, she grew up to be the most conceited little 
arsehole in the whole kingdom. 
One day, a handsome prince rode into the valley and saw 
Beauty, whereupon the inevitable happened. They made furious, 
passionate love all night long. 
In the morning, he was gone. There was a note ... 
"Dear Beauty, I happen to like dogs. Goodbye forever. PS: Sorry 
about the serious social disease." 
Somehow the press got a hold of the story. Beauty couldn't cope, 
fell into a depression, then into a deep coma. Finally she was a 
sleeping beauty! 
The kingdom bureaucrats laid her in a glass coffin and turned her 
into a theme park. 
And the moral is ... use a condom. 
The boy who cried Hinch 
Once a young boy living on the outskirts of the city asked his father 
for a BMX bicycle. B ut the father had to deny ther small, incredibly 
cute boy's request: "Since your mother shot through, I'm flat out 
buying a beer" 
The boy was despondent. He desperately wanted to ride his bike 
recklessly through traffic and to piss off I ittle old ladies taking their 
shopping home in those vinyl carts on wheels. Until a light bulb 
appeared above his head and in a quaintly illiterate style, the boy 
scrawled a note to the Almighty. It read: 
"Deer Mista Hintch, 
The doctors say I have a pain in my brain and it hurts. I want a 
BMX before I'm dead." 
And the Almighty read the note and remarked to his producer, 
"I've seen it before, another space cadet." 
The Almighty devoted Wednesday's shame file to this sorry 
plight. The next day, a BMX bike arrived at the boy's house and 
then another every hour for the next three days. 
Buoyed up by success, the boy wrote another note with his left 
hand (to avoid detection). The note explained the cancerous state 
of his digestive system. 
"I've seen it before, I'll see it again ... another space cadet," 
remarked Hinch. 
And soon a procession of home computers graced the boy's 
humble abode. 
Later that year, the same boy began to get dizzy spells and sharp 
pain behind his right eye. He was taken to the doctor, who found 
a malignant growth on the anterior lobe of his brain. Soon the boy 
was blind, bedridden and in agony. His father wrote to the 
Almighty in a desperate search for money to pay the medical bills. 
"I've said it before, I'll say it again. This program is not about 
paying people's bills. It is a serious journalistic endeavour," was 
Hinch's comment. 
And the moral of this story: Shame doesn't pay 
Beauty and the toad 
One day, as a beautiful young girl sat by a billabong under the 
shade of a coolibah tree, there sprang up from the murky water an 
ugly creature. It sat down on a stone beside her and told a sad tale. 
"Once, I was handsome, did you know that?" 
Not suprisingly the girl said, "No." 
"Yes ... I was rich once too." 
'Were you?" 
"I had a Porsche and a two-bedroom apartment in the same 
building as Stefan. Impressive, huh?" the toad boasted. 
"Yes ... Very." the girl agreed. 
The toad pressed on, "Good. So I'll pick you up around eight. 
You're not vegetarian, are you? I was thinking of blowflys al 
fresco ... " 
But the girl said, "I can't go out with you. I've already got a date 
with a handsome prince, and you're a cane toad ... " 
"Ah yes, but I used to be handsome, I used to be rich, I used to 
have shares in Bell Resources ... Look, kiss me and the evil spell 
shall fall from me and my looks and my wealth will be restored." 
wheedled the toad. 
So the beautiful girl took pity upon the hapless creature. She 
-kissed the toad and got a nasty case of oral herpes for her trouble. 




ISN11T PECULIAR HOW FOlK 
MYTHS AND lEGENDS, 
HANDED DOWN FROM 
GENERATION TO GENERATION, 
ARE STill STRANGElY TElliNG 
IN THE MODERN WORlD. 
THE ANCIENT STORIES TOlD 
AROUND THE FIREPlACE STill 
HAVE TRENCHANT AND PITHY 
MEANING FOR A GENERATION 
TESTED B Y  THE TUBE. 
Cane Toad Times Page 37 
o�eTT 
My fellow Australians- ond you too 
nttle Johnny Button- om toke tt 
easy, Dr Ede�tein ... wotch the 
fomi� �we� mote. 
Anyway, I just got this letter from 
a close personal friend of mine, 
Ronold Reogon, and he wrote ... 
·oear Mr Hawke, I can't tell you 
how I feel about your recent 
phosphate operotion. Of course our 
farmers over here have been using 
superphosphate for some time, and 
I'm sure your Aussie ronchers would 
benefit from it. What's that Nancy, 
prostcJte operation? Oh no thanks, 
I've already had one. This has been 
RoooKJ Reagan, preskient of the 
United States. What's that Nancy, 
I'm not the president anymore? 
Ohh. • 
Am Ronnie, what a great actor, 
orxl close personol friend. So my 
fellow AustrotKJns, good news. I hod 
o ltttle talk with Paul and from next 
budget oil prostote operofions wiD be 
free, but I've got some work to do 
on spinal tronsp�nts before I call on 
elecfion about tt. 
8()8111111/ttE 
-fPI/ML TAPCIItfl(}, CMBERRtt 
o�eTT 




Whatever you do, don't top donee. 
.111,1( ,1( tf M/11.1 vii R 
o�eTT 




Nothing compares to my head, not 
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A POPULARmisconception of 
Hell is that everybody thinks its 
like a painting only hotter, where 
you can meet all sorts of inter­
esting people. Not only your 
old friends but people like Sta­
lin and Louis the Fourteenth. 
The rest of eternity could be 
pleasantly whiled away dis­
cussing the intricades of revo­
lutionary policy or finding out 
first hand how good a dancer 
Salom� was without having to 
mess about with the head of 
john the Baptist. 
Ok, there are plenty of tor­
mented souls crying piteously 
but anyone who has been to a 
Collingwood grand final in the 
last thirty years is well used to 
that. Even the horrific half-man, 
half-dog type creatures with 
their entrails spilling out upon 
the ground are somewhat jad­
ed after the alien in Alien. 
Indeed, if one didn't have to 
spend too much time listening 
to Ferdinand Marcos tell you 
about his last kidney job and 
could instead chat amicably 
with Marie Antoinette about 
18th century baking techniques, 
then clearly this is the place to 
go. 
For a start. let's look at the 
alternatives. Limbo, Purgatory 
and Heaven. Taking Limbo first. 
(for all those heathens Limbo is 
where unbaptised souls are sent 
for ever). For instance all those 
people with groovy parents 
who were brought up without 
a true faith, and then sent them 
to hippy school so they could 
learn how to express them­
selves as genuine individuals, 
will be there. Fortunately for 
them,asmost peoplewho went 
to hippy school can neither 
count nor read, they won't re­
alise how badly off they are. Of 
course if the anti-abortionists 
are right and life does begin at 
conception then they are going 
to have an awful lot of compa­
ny. 
Purgatory is full of people not 
evil enough to be sent to hell 
and not good enough for heav­
en. Everyone's brother-in-law 
is in Purgatory. And any place 
full of boring shits with beards 
talking about their mortgages 
and how dever their kids are is 
no place to be. Espedally when 
you know what they were like 
before they married your sister. 
Heaven is hardly worth con­
sidering. An institution that has 
those entrance requirements 
and history's greatest crier be­
fore Bob Hawke on the door is 
deddedly dubious. The decor 
is probably like the new Parlia­
ment House and the atrium will 
be full of hymn singing angels 
who are so exquisitely beauti­
ful that it breaks your heart just 
to look at them. And you know 
for certain all the ones who fuck 
have long since gone to Hell. 
So it looks more and more 
like Hell is that place to go after 
the Great Race is dedded be­
tween your fat-clogged arteries 
and your engorged swollen liv­
er as to which will kill you first. 
Of course if s within your power 
to lead a healthy life style but 
what's the point? You'll only 
live long enough to die instead 
from some nasty virus or a 
malignant tumor caused by 
growth additives used illegally 
on your allegedly organically 
grown carrots. 
As you can see I've given 
these matters quite a deal of 
thought, and I can truly say that 
I've been living my lifestyle ac­
cordingly. Until the other day. 
Then I had a dream. More 
accurately, a nightmare. In 
earlier times it might have been 
called a premonition or a visi­
tation. 
So you won't think I've been 
instructed to rip the heart from 
my firstborn son or lead the 
Chosen Race from the Wilder­
ness or something really wacky, 
let's just call it a dream. 
I think I was on QF006 (or was 
it LH770) somewhere over the 
Persian Gulf and they were 
showing one of those movies 
that they only show in aero­
planes. One of those execrable 
mindnumbing pieces of drivel 
that you only watch because 
you can't leave. 
The three blind Arabs sitting 
behind me had thankfully gone 
off to sleep and I turned my 
attention to the group of Finn­
ish businessmen some rows in 
front. 
They were having a great time 
singing all those old time fa­
vourite Finnish folk songs we 
know and love so well since the 
quaint Finnish custom is to sing 
at maximum volume and drink 
copious amounts of high­
strength alcohol. 
I mused that a display of that 
great Finnish pastime, projec­
tile vomiting, would inevitably 
follow. I was not disappointed 
in the subsequent display-only 
in its direction. A lapful of par-
. tially digested pickled herring 
will have a corrosive effect on 
the most hardy fabric. 
Why my lap was chosen is 
but a quirk of Finnish logic. The 
donor of course continued to 
laugh and sing and staggered 
back in the general direction of 
his seat when an ominous vi­
bration shook the plane. 
A shot rang out and the Finn 
was disemboweled before my 
very eyes. For a moment I didn't 
understand and thought the 
blind Arabs had leapt to my 
defence by produdng a con­
cealed weapon and blown the 
fucker away but the ever in­
creasing volley of shots meant 
it had to be an Uzi at the very 
least... 
Of course I was completely 
mistaken, in my confusion I had 
overlooked the blindingly ob­
vious, that the No. 2 engine 
main fan had picked this mo­
ment to shed its full compli­
ment of rotor blades. 
These titanium babies, all their 
angular momentum conserved, 
were ripping through the cabin 
and Finn alike as if they weren't 
there. 
I can dearly remember think­
ing, "this could really do some 
damage". 
I was not to be disappointed 
and at that very instant an en­
tire wall and floor segment of 
the fuselage began to tear away, 
the cracks propagating at the 
speed of sound. 
With a wild screaming mael­
stom of pure noise the entire 
party of Finns were sucked into 
the void. 
But the void did not hold 
them for long. Such was their 
fate and trajectory that they 
plunged straight into the whirl­
ing intake of the No. 3 engine 
and were ground in nanosec­
onds in to the dust from whence 
they came. 
For reasons that are too tech­
nical to go into here, 747s are 
extremely difficult to fly with 
No O/Je Jets info 
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two engines out and a hole the 
size of a garage door in Busi­
ness Class. We were in deep, 
deep trouble and as I fought for 
the oxygen mask I experienced 
true blind fear. The only amus­
ing part of it is that such a 
violent decompression has 
other weirder effects. It de­
mands the instant equalization 
of the remaining passengers' 
internal body pressure with the 
planes interior. To experience 
400 people farting as one is 
unique. 
As the crew fought for con­
trol we knew we were going to 
die in one of those cartwheel­
ing Infernos of molten alumin­
ium and jet fuel, a most de­
pressingly simple way of 
making the evening news. 
Many people wept, some 
wrote last messages to their 
loved ones and everybody 
prayed, but not me. I defiantly 
denied the very existence of 
not only Heaven but Hell also. 
Comforted by physics I knew 
that after the crash my atoms 
would redrculate comfortably 
within the biosphere. I was not 
afraid. And when the universe 
collapses in the eons ahead 
maybe in some other universe I 
would be reborn. 
This reverie was broken when 
I realised the crew's quest for 
control was hopeless. The plane 
was drding. drding. No con­
trol, no hope. And through the 
debris the hostesses began to 
serve lunch. And everyone ate 
their last meal. 
The plane flew on ... 
And then only two hours lat­
er they served dinner, and you 
couldn't get out of your seat. 
And the plane flew on ... 
Hours passed and my legs 
ached and throbbed, trapped 
in the leg space suitable only 
for midgets, this flight was nev­
er going to end. 
The circulation in my legs had 
stopped long ago and I could 
feel a blood dot growing in my 
legs. 
Sitting stupid and helpless I 
could feel it detach itself and go 
floating up into my brain and 
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Somewhere. there are peo­
ple who love even the most 
dispirited tract of desert, sim­
ply because it is the only known 
habitat of the stinking frog-rat. 
orsome other awful little animal. 
The Umberto Ecosystem is 
one of these hectarages of 
muck,andwhile therearesome 
who think it has no Ecological 
value whatsoever, there are 
others who can't stop talking 
about it. 
You bought the book. You 
didn't read it, but you saw the 
movie. 
You know all there is to know 
about the Umberto Ecosystem 
except for one thing. What is 
the name of the rose? 
The truth is. there are no roses 
in the Umberto Ecosystem. 
None at all. 
So you can't call them any­
thing. can you? I mean, what 
would be the point? Having a 
name for  something that 
doesn't exist. God, what a stu­
pid thing to do. 
OK- no roses. But let me 
ask you this. If, In this Umberto 
Ecosystem. there are no roses 
(nameless or otherwise) then 
why are you so worried about 
It? 
Why do you want to keep this 
Ecosystem in its natural state­
safe from the blue pend! of a 
good sub-editor-maintained 
as a so-called IMng treasure? 
��;tJ. 
The fact is, the Umberto Eco­
system has become a cause 
celebre for conversationalists 
world-wide. It is, they daim, a 
unique Ecosystem and there 
isn't another one like it. As well 
as that. it's the only one of its 
kind. 
A lot of people are saying, 
well yes, it might be the only 
one of its kind. but the fact is 
that it's cold, dark and dirty. 
And there are no roses. So who 
wants it? It's a bunch of dirty 
cobblestones, barrels of blood, 
weird herbs. missing monks and 
burning libraries. It has no Eco­
logical value whatsoever. 
Well, this criticism has its 
points. But according to con­
versationalists, the argument is 
at best. semi-logical. 
Contained in the dirty cob­
blestones, barrels of blood, 
weird herbs,missingmonksand 
burning libraries are secret signs 
which link the dirty cobble­
stones, barrels of blood, weird 
herbs, missing monks and 
burning libraries to a deeper 
meaning, something which can 
reveal the true nature of dirty 
cobblestones, barrels of blood, 
weird herbs, missing monks and 
burning libraries. 
And the key to these signs 
is-Sean Connery. 
Once himself thought to be 
an endangered species, Sean 
Connery has made somewhat 
of a comeback and can now be 
considered a noxious pest, 
cropping up in all sorts of un­
likely environments. 
Like the most voradous of 
theintroduced spedes, he soon 
rises to the top of the food 
chain, with star billing and a big 
slice of the profits. Women of 
all ages murmuring "Isn't he 
gorgeous ... " And all the while 
he retains that distinguishing­
but hardly distinguished­
characteristic, the inappropriate 
Scottish accent. Och aye laddie, 




Let's have a doser look at the 
Umberto Ecosystem through 
the eyes of one of its most 
prolific species-the dead 
monk. This spedes abounds in 
the Ecosystem, being found al­
most everywhere. Some of its 
favourite habitats are burnt li­
braries, barrels, on the spikes of 
a nearby fence or just lying on 
the dirty cobblestones. 
To a dead monk, the Ecosys­
tem isn't such a bad place. Cru­
el but fair. The fact that it's cold 
and dark doesn't worry them. 
Burning libraries? See ifwe care. 
But deep down inside the 
bloody barrel of life, is there 
anything inherently, intrinsical­
ly, insistently, indubitably valu­
able about a dead monk? Should 
we preserve the Umberto Eco­
system simply because of its 
unusual proliferation of dead 
monks? 
Z'ead � fd«4 ... 
Yes! say the conversational­
ists. The dead monk is more 
than a dead monk. It is a sym­
bol. A symbol of deadness and 
monkness, an amalgam of dea­
dity and monkosity bound into 
one whole integer, an integral 
icon of monkfulness and dead­
ish ness until  we have. 
through-so to speak-the 
marriage of sign. referent, ref­
erence and the thing itself, vi­
delidt, ergo, ad hoc, ipso fac­
to ... a dead monk. 
Yes, but so what? Dead 
monks, dead schmonks. Who 
cares?The important things are 
the roses. And let's face it. Let's 
really face it. Let's look this one 
right in the eye. Let's put our 
mouths where our metaphors 
are. The point is, and this really 
is the point: there are no roses. 
By the way, why doesn't 
Benny Alias use his real name? 
What has he got to be ashamed 
of? 
It there was a rose. its name 
would probably be Elspeth. • 
o�err 
Don't tell orrybW{, but I've done 
g�s in South Mrico. And by the woy, 
I did shoot the deputy! 
ER!t {}Mf'TZJ/1 
o�err 
You missed o greot one in the moll 
�st n�ht. There wos this whole 
buslood of guys from o footy dub 
gmnd fino! porty on o pub crow!. 
They were obout hoW-woy down the 
moll when they come across this 
juggler making balloon onimols. 
A couple of them stopped to oove 
o vomit in his hot so he mode fun of 
them. 
Then things got real� ug� 'co use 
they decided to moke o balloon 
onimol out c:l him. He's still there 
today, octuol� there's this big crowd 
oround him 'co use they think it's o 
sculpture. 
Then we went ond oogged 
outside the dubs. We hod real fun 
opening cors up ond shifting their 
parking spots. Them pissed Bevans 
look real dicky when they come out 
ond think their cors've been nicked. 
'Cept there wos this one red 
BMW which hod some new kinoo 
lock thing on it. 
None c:l us knew how to do it, so 
we rong the pros ond they ripped it 
off in o tmiler. Teach him to be o 
smortilrse. 
ttE/1/If(TIIEffREfftt/0 
II EAR THE ,#AU, ltr A Mr trEAR rtJfl 
o�err 
I'm real� glod I ood my prostate 
unblocked because now I con listen 
clearly to my ministl'f. 
B()B 111111/ttE 
lf.&fii([J THE .f-Bliff), {/M'BERRtf 
o�err 
Hi. This is Gioo. Ken the Street Kid's 
kid. An' Mum ond me just wont him 
to come home. His dinne(s still on 
the stove. Been there eveiY n�ht 
since he left six yeors ogo. We mode 
o compost heap out of them. Grew 
some pretty flowers. Mum used the 
flour in o coke. We ole the coke ond 




This one will moke your fingernails 
foil off. This shirt wos vel'f creased ... 
ond the Fobulon wos finished ... I bet 
I could get more out of the con if I 
sltl bbed it with these scissors. 
B�mmo! I nearly got stiffed. 
viWETELfll .f/(}/1-WE/1/ER 
11/ARP 1J, !IIJ!PITAL flJR THE 
PAmct�tARtr .flliPIP 
PS Alr(wrr{, the creases ore gone. 
-
Cane Toad Times Page 39 
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These so called children are 
mindless messengers of the 
moguls of madness: the pro­
nuclear lobby! 
Yes, the Teenage Ninja Mu­
tant Turtles are the servants of 
the forces of evil everywhere. 
Don't laugh! They laughed 
when ltold themthat rock'n'roll 
music was satan worship. With 
that beat pounding... pound­
ing ... pounding ... Oh my God! 
They got Charles Manson. 
Then they were sorry. 
O.K. So I was wrong about 
hoola hoops causing infertility 
in women. 
But I know what's what when 
it comes to those Mutant Ninja 
Turtle types. 
There's a lot of naive types in 
the Green movement. 
They just want to think nice 
thoughts and radiate positive 
karma and stuff. 
Meanwhile reality slips be­
hind their backs. 
It's people llkethatwho don't 
recognize the threat and think 
that the Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtles are an innocent bunch of 
pizza swilling greenbacks. 
But, dear friends, when it 
comes to the Turtles. green 
doesn't mean Green. 
It's not just a matter of poor 
diet. The Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtles is another step in the 
process that has been going on 
largely unnoticed in most dr­
des. The process of making the 
threat of nuclear radiation into a 




When they first split the atom 
everyone was told it would be 
a good thing. Hadn't it just won 
the war? And wasn't it going to 
provide a cheap source of 
"dean" energyThe promises of 
the pro-nuclear folk had every­
body dreaming of a better 
world. 
It wasn't long. though, be-: 
fore everybody realized that 
they'd been led down the gar­
den path by techno-freak sd­
entists yet again. 
Their bombs might have 
saved dvilization once, but 
couldn't do it again, not with­
out taking civilization with it. 
The plants they built could 
destroy dvilization if anything 
much went wrong. 
And even if something minor 
went wrong, it spelt death by 
radiation poisoning for a hell of 
a lot of things and people. And 
what about the waste pro­
duced? 
So a lot of people wised up. 
Most of them stopped trusting 
most of what they were told. 
Espedally by sdentists. 
Most of them tried to stop 
thinking about nuclear radia­
tion and dedded that it was 
best forgotten. 
And it has been pretty much 
forgotten. But not everywhere. 
�� �� 
Deep in the heart of comic­
dom roam a bunch of maraud-
ing writers, inkers, pencillers, 
and who knows what other sort 
of people who are all hell bent 
on telling the children of this 
western world that radiation is 
their friend. 
Oh sure, there are still crazy 
bastards around who would like 
to build enough nuclear reac­
tors to ensure that disaster 
would be total and we would 
all be irradiated into oblivion. 
But it isn't these sort of peo­
ple that are the problem. 
The problem is that there are 
a lot of people have grown up 
with the post-nuclear comics 
peddled by the propagandists 
of pro-nuclear politics. 
People who have a more 
ambivalent attitude to the 
whole thing. 
Anybody who has read a 
comic since Batman and Super­
man has to recognize this. 
Comics deal with extensions 
of the real world, and if that 
means the world after they split 
the atom, then that's what it 
means. 
Nuclear power exists in the 
comic world. It is part of the 
world of those who read those 
comics. 
It's been a part of almost eve­
ry comic book that the Marvel 
house has produced since the 
sixties. 
�ad,� 
The TMNTurtles is just anoth-
er very successful step in a long 
process. 
When the turtles became hu­
manised as a result of contact 
with radioactive material it was 
the Qeginning. 
When they were taught mar­
tial arts by a person who had 
been rat-ized in a similar man­
ner the pieces fell into place. 
The formula was back. Expo­
sure to radiation created he­
roes, not monsters. 
Who can forget the transfor­
mation of mild Peter Parker into 
the Spectacular Spider man was 
as a result of a bite from a 
radioactive spider? 
Or that it was exposure to 
excessive doses of cosmic radi­
ation that caused four intrepid 
astronauts to become the 
world-famous Fantastic Four? 
Or that the bounding behe­
moth known as the Incredible 
Hulk is really sdentist Dr Bruce 
Banner, whose experiments 
with gamma radiation went a 
little awry? 
And was it not radiation that 
was the cause of both the blind­
ness and supra-human capad­
ties of Daredevil "The Man 
without Fear" A.K.A Matt Mur­
doch? 
The list goes on. 
And it just wouldn't be com­
plete without a mention of the 
Uncanny X-Men, all of whom 
are mutants. 
And a lot of the people they 
fight are products of exposure 
to radiation. 
But they're not the grotesque 
sort of mutants. Like the heroes 
they battle; these mutants are 
better than normal. 
Sometimes they refer to 
themselves as homo superior. 
� �  
Sure most kids aren't stupid 
and so they know about all the 
problems associated with nu­
clear radiation. But there is more 
to it than that. 
The heroes of these comic 
books are as a result of a world 
changed by radiation. Some of 
the changes have been bad, 
but some of them have been 
good. 
Nuclear power is both a devil 
and an angel. Bringing sodal 
problems. ecological disasters 
and even super-villains; but it 
furnishes the heroes who can 
resolve those problems. 
It's not the sort of world that 
appeals to everyone. Especial­
ly not the Greenies. For them 
the world will be a nicer, quiet­
er, greener sort of place and the 
comic world a thing of twisted 
fantasy. 
As the children will keep 
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I used to like lizards. That is 
until my son began to collect 
them. 
It started very slowly. One 
lizard, a bearded dragon, was 
brought home from the golf 
course. 
You can pat him dad. So I did. 
It was like patting a brillo pad. 
Nice, I lied. 
See dad he's friendly, he 




Mum always said, you gotta 
eat your greens. I didn't mind 
the broccoli, but peas ... I al­
ways hated them. All green 
and slimy. Turn to mush on the 
back of your fork, and then you 
have to taste them. They're not 
so bad eaten whole, when they 
just kind of slide down ... 
That was in the days when 
most often they came in plastic 
packets, frozen and they got 
boiled up in a saucepan and 
squished into the mashed 
pumpkin. Sometimes, on real­
ly bad days, there were fresh 
ones. I always got the job of 
trying to prise the little buggers 
out of their pods. They always 
knew, though. Kept trying to 
escape. It took half the after-
\ �on't bel·1eve 
t-he. ed\Jtllho"' 
$':)�h..... lead� 
\'o c..onforfYii �� 
He didn't bite me, but Whip­
lash, (as he was called), did bite 
my daughter. 
She came running up the back 
stairs sobbing, Whiplash bit me. 
We bathed her finger and 
warned her of the danger in 
patting lizards. 
This became more and more 
difficult to Police, as by the next 
week, my son collected fifteen 
lizards, and formed a dub. the 
F. C. C. (Frilly Catchers Oub). 
To join the dub you had to 
catch five lizards. 
To keep the reptiles. my son 
and his friends built an enor­
mous tin tank in the back gar­
den. 
You'll have to feed those liz­
ards, I said. 
They eat grasshoppers. 
I thought this would dim the 
enthusiasm of the F. C. C. dub. 
But No. 
My son and his mates pooled 
their pocket money and, bought 
5 kilos of mince meat. 
noon crawling around the 
kitchen to get them all into the 
pot. A bit of kitchen floor fluff 
never hurt anyone, did it? 
Someone must have been 
putting some hexperimental 
jeans on them since then. Now, 
Green peas come in rubber suits 
on surf-boards, kayaks or dol­
phins and play chicken with 
nudear warships. 
In the olden days, they used 
to play with the chicken Mary­
land. What's the world coming 
to? 
Then again, the modern ver­
sion just might be a bit more 
fun. When I was young I wasn't 
even allowed to chase the 
neighbour's cat around the 
yard, let alone whales and Jap­
anese fishermen half way 
around the world. They do have 
pretty coloured ships. And 
frogmen and bombs and F rench 
spies - it might be just like a 
James Bond movie on the high 
seas, fighting evil enviro-bad­
dies and the G-spot ... or is it O­
zone? I wonder if Sean Connery 
is a member? 
MHey, we've got the fishing 
fleet cornered. Let's just sneak 
up behind them. I'm bored with 
lis�ning to whale song on the 
Walkperson and eating sushi. 
Load the for'ard torpedo 
The lizards loved it. 
Soon there were kids every­
where. dimbing trees, walking 
in the bush, all looking for fril­
lies. 
Which unfortunately they 
found. 
My yard soon began to re­
semble the local dump. 
Kids came from everywhere, 
carrying boxes, tree limbs, bits 
of tin, mince meat. and worst of 
all more lizards. 
Soon the endosure wasn't 
big enough. so more tin arrived 
to house the reptiles. 
By now I had no back garden, 
loads of lizards and kids every­
where. 
Although I nearly lost one ... 
a kid that is. 
He got stuck up one of my 
trees, trying to catch a runaway 
frilly. 
The child got his foot stuck in 
the fork of a tree. 
He was trapped there for over 
two hours. 
tubes... the 25mm Birdseye 
frozens I think. Free Nelson 
Mandela." 
Chopping holes in drift nets 
might be almost as much fun as 
throwing rocks at the neigh­
bour's windows. 
Maybe not as much fun as 
flicking peas at my brotherwhen 
mum wasn't looking. That was 
good fun, and definitely better 
than eating them . 
lfyou had a really bendy knife, 
you could splat them right on 
the wall. Sorta like modern art. 
I don't know if I like the idea 
of spending too much time in 
Antarctica though. Greenpeas 
seem to go there a lot. What's 
down there to save anyway? 
Ice, ice and more ice. 
That'd get a bit cold and J' d 
look lousy in a snowsuit and a 
frostbitten nose. Why can 't they 
have a 'Save the Suntan' cam­
paign?l wouldn'tmindso much 
lazing on a rainbow ship off 
Port Douglas. 
Maybe I won't join Green­
peas. The rainbow ships proba­
bly don't fit through the Me­
Donalds Drive-Thru, I never 
could eat that Japanese raw fish 
stuff, and what if ... what if they 
made you eat your peas every 
night? 
Oh yuck. • 
When we found him, he was 
covered in mosquito bites and 
had hurt his leg. 
Serves him right, I thought. 
This will end the nonsense. 
But did it? 
NO. 
The next day they were all 
back again. 
This time with a tortoise who 
spent the night banging around 
in my bathtub. 
We're taking turns to look 
after him , said my son. 
Tomorrow the F. C. C. is going 
to trap a goanna which I have 
been told is over a metre long. 
This morning my sleep was 
interrupted by an urgent re­
quest. 
Quick dad, can I have a tow­
el. 
We are having babies. 
I have been told that lizards 
can lay up to dozen eggs. 
If they all hatch, there will be 
plenty of room in the house for 
the lizards, as I'm leaving. • 
Oeare7T 
.;.;.;.;.; ::: 
People of Australia everywhere, Ws 
time l tokl you the truth. Spaghetti is 
o frutt, wood is mode from fish, 
Barry Jones is a cross dresser, and 
the economy is on the up and up. 
Whars more, walnuts are birds, 
g�ss is made by melting socks, 
pendls are dolphins and trve 
underground, and the latest polls 




When my government was 
elected, we promised to deon up the 
corruption that hod been eoting into 
the very flesh of Queens�nd 
Society. 
And then along come you Cone 
Toad people. I'm afraid Ws going to 
toke o little longer than we thought. 
Do you hove a spore four year 
term you're not using? 
11/lf/lll E �tJ& 
11/itf)tlfE fRE!ERIIE, �E0,87E .fTmT 
Oeare7T 
Hey Buddy, can you spore a bilfion? 
JtJ/111 Mill 
CN!No Rwr4tE, lfoNTC C�Rtf) 
Oeare7T 
Bring bock Reogon! Bring bock 
Reogon! 
THE BROCOW 
From MKldle America 
Oeare7T 
Hello, I'm Wayne Goss. No 
government and no individual alone 
can repair the devastation the Cone 
Toad has wrought, but as o 
community we can help rebuild 
sholtered fives. 
By working together, we can 
meet the choUenge these Toads 
present. The Queens�nd Govern­
ment is making tens of millions of 
dol�rs available: but that's not 
enough, and that's my appeol to 
you. 
Give whatever you can, dig a tittle 
deeper, make that extm effort for 
people who hove been affected by 
the flood of Toads. 
Donations can be lodged at any 
bank or posted direcftt to me at 
Brown Bog, PorfKJment House, 
George St Brisbane. 
/VIf/IIIE�tJ& 
lfTT11E Et!JIIfJtfff ... 
T11E &JOEtJt iTffl).f . . •  
lfTT11E vtl!CETP�ININ� &HOOt. 
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3. ''I'm here my dearest," repBed Banana, "but keep 
your voice down · rou know the laws prohibiting 
the interbreeding o fruit and vegetables!" 
6. SBg_htly winded by the fall, he was tryin_g to catch 
his breath to declare his love for Carrot when he felt 
a prickling on his backside. 
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1. One day Banana looked down from his tree to see 
the most beautiful carrot he had ever seen smiling 
at him from the ground • 
. 
4. "Yes, and I don't give a damn!" said Carrot in her 
sexiest voice. "Come down here and show me what 
you're made of big boy!" 
7. "Help me!!!" he screamed as he was set upon by a 
ruthless gang of fruit ants, but Carrot was power­
less to dO anything but smile. 
2. She called to him: "Banana! Banana! Wherefore art 
thou Banana?" 
S. Although normally very cautious, the love-struck 
banana leapt out of his skill and landed with a soft 
plop at Carrot's side. 
8. She watched in horror as the ants reduced Banana 
to a sickly pool in front of her. The course of true love 
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(fN!Ir'( fREt!) REW!liEP Br/)OPE�R�ER 
( REPRIIr'ffl) fl'fJ� TliE REtlltJtE!J ,1/0R!r'lltf 
llaALP, 20 Ocr 2050.) 
This must be one of the most 
exdting books I've reviewed 
this year. The pages are firm 
and grainy and there's a mar­
vellous rough edge to the bind­
ing. In some chapters the tex­
ture's uneven but a matt finish 
to the cover sets the whole 
thing off nicely. 
Clystal Forest was one of the 
finest gum-leaf players of our 
time. In her prime she per­
formed in arboretums through­
out the land. 
In 2046, following a suc­
cessful Eucalyptus tour, she left 
the Environmentally Sound 
Orchestra in order to concen-
L!.flf ;II Et!JR(Jtlf 
As the Aborigines have 
shown in their farming meth­
ods, it seems a major inferno is 
indeed the best way to remove 
the stench of a lot of festering 
old dung. 
The National Party's decay just 
emphasises where its future 
really lies - as Australia's true 
green party. 
The National Party comes 
from the country, the outdoors. 
trate on writing these memora­
ble memoirs. 
Forest tells the stoiy of her 
rise to stardom from humble 
beginnings in an Eden tree­
house. Uke husband and life­
time healer, composer Richard 
Wholemeal, she was born into 
a musical family. Her first years 
in the family tree weren't al­
ways happy, however. She 
describes the long nights alone 
in the tree-house- her parents 
having fallen out once more -
and it was on one such night a 
wandering koala convinced her 
to take up the gum leaf. 
� 
At the tender age of twelve, 
young Clystal went out on a 
limb and dedded to drop out of 
her broken home, joining a gang 
of Country Road kids who got 
their kicks riding around on fast 
cows or carving their names 
into bark. She gives a vivid ac­
count of her days of sleeping 
behind abandoned logs, sniff­
ing the armpits of ageing hip­
pies and begging for hot wood­
chips. Mostofus have forgotten 
what it's like to live without 
sandalwood soap and tea-tree 
oil and Forest's picture of a 
world of trucks and highways is 
frightening to say the least. 
For the next few chapters 
we're treated to some reminis­
cences regarding the rock re­
vival of the roaring 2020s, when 
the greens finally replaced the 
' 
�� 
blues, even among black musi­
dans. Those ofyou who are old 
enough to remember the bands 
of that era - the Unbleached 
Boys, the De-inked Spots. Tree 
Rex, Leaf Zeppelin, Tree Dog 
Knights and the Average Green 
Band-will relish these tales of 
heavy chanting and wild lem­
on-grass tea parties. 
'7:!�� 
�� 
I was tempted to skip For­
est's descriptions of her many 
spiritual affairs and her success­
ful battle against soya-dga­
rettes. From all accounts her 
years at the top were less pure 
than she admits in this book. 
But even if it's nothing more 
than a sort of'Remembrance of 
Things Pasteurised', there's 
suffident grass roots appeal to 
make this book a must for the 
Forest fan. Indeed, anyone who 
appredates the sound of the 
human leaf should find this a 
good read. 
Perhaps I should leave the 
final comment to Crystal Forest 
herself. Once, summing up her 
career, she said: ihe grass al­
ways looked greener on the 
other side, but that was in my 
salad days, when I was green in 
judgement and had no idea at 
all how green my own valley 
was". 'My Life as a Log' is worth 
all the green folding stuff you'll 






Its Australian essence is like the And now with the National Par­
countryside - cyclically a bush ty's electoral status suffering 
fire is needed to spawn regen- badly from droop, it seems to 
eration. hold out some hope for re-
Oid foliage such as Glen Shiel generation. 
and Stan Collard are burnt out The National Party refers to 
and their ashes spawn young itself as being a family. If so, 
embers like William O'Chee. then It has become inbred. 
Always lurking in the back- While O'Chee could hold the 
ground is the Sparke. . promise of new blood (and 
The party could make g6nn nothinglike good,mixedstock), 
use of green energy in a varl;� he also brings with him some of 
of ways. For example, put out �he stench of a bad compost 
to compost Sharp, Blunt and h�p. 
(horrors) Ian Sinclair and recy- l'll.e Family's voters were 
de Doug Anthony. supposedly crying out for 
He at least would be able to someo\e from the country and 
count on a few votes courtesy north Qu\ensland. Instead, In 
of reflected glory from the Doug that Inimitable National Party 
Anthony All-Stars. style, they got O'Chee, who 
The alliance between the Na- hails from the state's south-
tiona! Farmers Federation and eastern corner. 
Australian Conservation Foun- Maybe theNats reallyhaven't 
dation on soil erosion seemed learnt anything. David Suzuki's 
supremely unlikely when first three Rs - reduce, reuse, recy­
announced. de - don't seem enough. Per-
The passing of time makes it haps the Family needs a com-





Hello, I'm Xerxes Bleokhouse and 
Astrology is my 6fe · such as tt is. 
Here are the sims ·such as they are 
·for your future. 
Not much to look forwcrd to, I 
know. Speaking for myse�, the 
worst thing that can happen, my 
friends, is nothing at all. 
One other thing ... Oh, forget it. 
Whars the point? You'll find out the 
hard way. 
Sorry I couldn't be more positive 
about your future. But Life is ... 
well ... I'm just lucky lhat stars are 
there to give me objective ins�ht 
and guidance. Just remember, life is 
what you make it - worse luck. 
Don't think me unkind, I'm on� 
flying to help. This may not be 
successful, bul l do behave you 
might as weD know the worst. .. 
well in advance. That way you can 
pbn to be elsewhere. 
I mel an optimist the other day 
and I asked what made her that 
way. She said that she believed the 
world is bosical� good. I said the 
world is bosically disinterested. She 
went out and got drunk. 
One day I was approached by a 
group of people and questioned at 
length about the effect I may be 
having on people not of sound mind. 
I told them lhat crozy people were 
that way because lhey knew the 
awful truth. We, lhe sane ones, just 
hadn't twigged, deluding ourselves 
that everything is as if should be. 
And remember, you can fool 
some d the people all of the ftme 
and you and fool all the people 
some d the ftme but there's nothing 
that says you can't fool yourself. .. 
all of the ftme. 
lfR!Ecf 
Without doubt, lhe next six months 
will be the most harrowing of your 
6fe. But, if could be worse. Your 
name could be Denver Beanbnd. 
Don't get your hopes up. Don't get 
anything up. Don't gel up. Crowl 
inside your Doone cover and do up 
the d�s. Stay there! There is a man 
who wants to �R you with a house 
brick. 
Touch football may be a neol way of 
coming into contact with the 
opposite sex but if doesn't replace 
forepby. 
TlftfRtfcf 
There's a hght lhe end of the tunnel. 
It's moving towards you. You tum 
around. There is another l�ht at the 
other end. lr s hurtling towards you 
too. Otherwise a good couple of 
days. Somewhere in December. 
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I can't believe this latest aop 
of highschool kids. 
Now I've got a steel plate in 
my head from Tobruk back in 
'42, but I could recite my twelve 
times table by the time I was 5 
years old,and still can. for Chris' 
sake. 
Even my son Wayne and little 
cupcake Sarah-Lee were 
putting meccano sets together 
while they were still in nappies. 
I know average kids aren't 
that gifted, but some answers 
chosen by 10,000 high-school 
grade 12's on a national multi­
ple choice test make me want 
to throw up 
13% think the proper way to 
spell in excess is INXS 
8% think Canberra Is the Na­
tion's capital 
22% think Japan Is just off the 
coast near Cairns 
And 28%couldn't answer the 
question "Where are you now?" 
Now that's dumb in my book. 
I've always known where I was 
and I'd feel like a dunce if I 
didn't! 
Speaking ofdunces, that gives 
me a great idea. 
Bring back the dunce cap. 
You know, those long pointy 
cone hats old-fashioned teach­
ers used to make dumb kids 
wear. 
Now I know those whining 
liberal hearts who took over our 
schools in the seventies will 
scream bloody murder. But 
every teacher should be Issued 
with dunce caps to put on stu­
pid kids - let them know they're 
stupid and maybe they'll quit 
school so other kids can Jearn 
faster. 
Learn? We adults naven't 
learnt much about the world 
either ... that's certain as rain on 
a weekend. I'm so mad I could 
burst my doctor's blood pres­
sure machine. They're knock­
ing down the Berlin Wail. and 
good hearted Australians are 
falling for it. 
As if we didn't have enough 
problems, we've let those 
goose--stepping, beer-guzzling, 
strudel-eaters get back togeth­
er again. Greatl 
All we have to do now, is 
figure out which country we're 
gonna let them reunite with 
after they get bored with the 
oom-pah bands and sauerkraut 
parties. Let's face it, Germans 
have never really liked IMng In 
their own country. They're al­
ways trying to live somewhere 
else like Poland, France, New 
Guinea ... 
I was worried the Japanese 
weresnapplngupailtheworld's 
prime real estate, but at least 
they pay market price for land, 
politldans and locals to dress 
up the board of directors. 
So when we're all eating 
Weiner Schnitzel and driving 
Volkswagens, don't come cry­
ing to me. The Wall oughta go 
back up quick smart, and I'll 
help lay the first brick! 
And what about national an­
thems. Now once upon a time, 
Australia had a perfectly good 
National Anthem ... God Save 
the Queen ... and a Queen to 
go with it! 
Of course these days the 
trendies play down any refer­
ences to war whatsoever, so 
the sodailsts have adopted the 
namby-parnby Advance Aus­
tralia Fair ... young and happy 
and rejoicing and such. 
Memorable? Does it really 
have a second verse or does it 
really go "dum dum de dum 
dum dum rejoice" like every­
one mumbles? Australia's the 
only country in the world where 
a stadium full offans has to hum 
the anthem. 
I say advance Australia 
where? Down the long bumpy 
dusty road to the third world? 
Take a good look around, Aus­
tralia. Other countries like the 
USA and France have good 
fighting anthems. Blood on the 
beaches, thousands ofinnocent 
dead etc. 
Advance Australia Fair, hahl 
Try singing that that before a 
State of Origin game, or an 
Australia versus New Zealand 
rugby match. 
You'll feel more like a little lie 
down than fadng a life threat­
ening test of the slender moral 
fibre that our nation hangs on 
by its teeth. 
Bring back God Save The 
Queen. Now there was a ripp­
per song that had lines like 
"Send herVicta to us" and "long 
to rain over us." See, weapons 
of aggression and struggle with 
the elements. 
And it made good Austral-
if ofll� I waJ 
rt'c,h / woulr/ 
be. 
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ians want to stand up tall and 
strong and proud and kill 
something. 
Uke a koala. I'm madder than 
a Koala with wet-bottom dis­
ease over the way my commie­
loving daughter-in-law, Oter­
yl, threw a fit when I told her I 
was getting my grandson a 
soldier suit and a toy M16 for 
his birthday. 
Let's face It! Uttle Wayne Is 
gonna be 2 years old and It's 
high time he went on some of 
his own search and destroy 
missions in the neighbourhood! 
And what does she want for a 
son anyway, a ballet dancer or 
one ofthose mincing funny boys 
from the gay mardi gras? 
Hell, I was playing soldier by 
the time I was Wayne's age. 
and that early training helped 
me to survive the Kokoda Trail 
later on, by God 
I even got a pat on the back 
from my dear old Mum, God 
bless her soul, when I hit the 
family cat with a tuppenny 
bunger while practising artil­
lery assaults in the backyard. 
And I'll have no grandson of 
mine playing with those com­
mie educational toys and com­
puter games. 
Any kid that sits in front of a 
it- if on I J / WOJ 





computer ten hours a day is 
going to grow up to be a wimp! 
Successful, rich, prandng about 
in fancy cars and admired by all, 
but a wimp! 
So I've got some news for 
Cheryl. Come Wayne's birth­
day he's going to be decked 
out in so much battle gear he'll 
look like a cross between Otips 
Rafferty in the Rats of Tobruk 
and Mad Max in Mad Max 2. 
My eyes almost popped out 
of my head the other day when 
I saw what those pea brained 
toy makers have cooked up this 
time- a blasted Gorby doll. 
That's what! 
Yeah, I know we've been 
busting a gut to make friends 
with those damn Russians with 
this Glasnost malarky, but that's 
no reason to put Commie top 
dog Mihkail Gorbachev in the 
same toy departrrient with 
those great Slinky Bill and Gar­
field dolls. 
Let's face it. The only way this 
stupid Gorby Doll is going to be 
a hit is if. 
It wets its pant and cries 
anytime It comes within three 
feet of a GI Joe Doll! 
It says "Nietl Niet" out of 
both sides of its mouth when 
you pull the string on its back! 
That purple birthmark on 
its head glows in the dark! 
You're able to unscrew 
its head and use its body as a 
vodka flask, and it spits up cab­
bage and turnips when you pat 
it on the back! 
Another reason this idot doll 
makes me so pigdog-biting 
mad is it shows how cozy we're 
getting with the Russians. 
We let our kids play with a 
Gorby Doll. but how many Bob 
Menzies dolls have you seen 
Russian kids playing with re­
cently? 
None! That's how many! 
So for every Gorby Doll that 
goes into Australian stores, they 
have to put a Malcolm Fraser or 
Menzies doll into theirs. 
My guess is that Russian kids 
would snap them up like 
hotcakes. • 
t: if o,-,/J / WOJ 
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Marry broken promises leave you 
wondering wmt you dKI that wos so 
wroog. 
A cycle of events will toke place 
that will forever change the woy you 
view lhe world. The humon or�n 
bonk repossesses your corneas. 
�£;11 1/1 
Hoi of you wonls a well earned rest 
at Jupners ond the olher hoJ needs 
to skive ot o thankless tosk for lhe 
rest of yolK l e. The secOIXI ooe 
wins. 
A romontk IK!ison, which has 
been ripening in secret, will soon be 
reveoled.leove town. Your spouse 
hos hired o hnillon. 
The number 13 should be lucky 
f<J you during the next 4. 6 9 
months. AU the olher numbers from 
1 to infinity will bring atSOster. 
Yourfty is undone. You're not 
wearing uooerweor. The olher sKie 
of you poinls lhis out to evel'(body. 
You argue. YolK other sile moves 
out. You feel empty. You hote 
yourseJ. 
&filtER 
A tree will fall on your house. If not 
a tree, o 7 47 . .. let's hope IT's lhe 
tree. It doesn't cony so much fuel. 
Your attitude is adding to the 
down-hill trend in your sociol lle. 
Waving your private ports at people 
who reject you is immature. 
Procrustiootion is a b� word but n 
bosicol� means you're worried lhot 
you m�ht be incompetent. You ore. 
And remember, lhe gru� moy be 
greener on the olher side of the hill 
but IT's sfill illegal. 
LE() 
Be prepared to be public� humi�oted 
by o loved one again and o�in. 
Your life m�ht moke o good min� 
series but ·living in o wordrobe• 
doesn't grob as o tille. 
Things dooe on impulse usual� 
end up being real� repulsive so the 
next fime someone comes up to you 
to give you somelhing out of lhe 
blue, hn them with o summons. 
If some-one hi�cks your future 
aoo holds it to ransom, don't pay. 
It's not worth n. 
{1/R�tJ 
Avoid being seen with any Leos as 
they ore being investigated by the 
Stock Squad. 
Wear bright dolhing ond speak 
nxle�.1rs not o matter of people 
not recognizing your talents, they 
.. 
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don't recognize you because your 
face is total� forgettable. 
Heart disease on� affects tru� 
tolented people so you're sofe. Go 
ahead, p� out. You con'ttoke n 
with you. The fat, I meon. 
HKle in your builtin wardrobe. 
The dogs of war hove come to 
sniff. They think you're on heat. 
L/8Rt1 
The stars will be in on uncer1oin 
position so leave difficult jobs and 
decisions unfil lote in the next 
decode. 
Don't be too depressed. 
Uncertainty and personal failure ore 
as much o port of l�e as success and 
on active sex life. 
So there's n<X>ne in your fife. 
Remember, loneliness means never 
having to soy you're sorry ... main� 
beco use there's n<X>ne o round to 
soy it to. 
You go to the window and shout, 
"I'm as mod as hell and I'm not 
going to toke it any more!" You fall 
out the window. 
If you feel people ore sniggering 
behind your bock, just don't turn 
around. 
ttORP/0 
You will be moody and Mficult and 
o generol po in in the o rse to be with 
for the next four years. Talk to your 
video. 
One familiar f�ure will be 
nohceob� absent from your circle of 
friends -you. 
Scorpios do not give up eosi�. 
They give up quickly, so don't 
attempt anything that even remote� 
challenges you. 
Your fife will fall aport. It's olwoys 
happens just as the warranty runs 
out. 
Being o filthy capita fist feeding off 
the misfortunes of the elderly may 
cause you to doubt your mofives. 
But don't worry, the typical Scorpio 
mentofity con just� anything. 
tt1�17T11Ritft 
You keep on seeing Vilma Word in 
your dreams. This is o very bod sign. 
Enjoy what you hove today, 
Sagittarius, because there'D be less 
of it tomorrow and none left at all by 
next Xmas. 
A dozen red roses con end up 
costing $35 delivered. Is that 
cherished one's cheap thriO worth 2 
cartons of stubbies? 
The reason you hove this faint 
sinking feeUng is that your house is 
slo� subsiding into a toxic waste 
-
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For weeks I'd been telling 
them that it was going to hap­
pen. Even when they laughed. 
"look at the numbers," they 
said, but numbers were impor­
tant only because THE. BAS­
TARDS' number had finally 
come up. 
I understood what they 
meant. How many times they'd 
been beaten, sometimes liter­
ally, by the forces of darkness. 
How m a n y  times they'd 
seemed dose to success, only 
to have their heads well and 
truly jackbooted. 
But I knew this time was THE 
time. So I said so. Maybe I was 
being ridiculously naive. Yet 
again. 
I stuck to my guns. And I 
waited. And it happened. That 
was a great night! 
Almost good enough to wipe 
the memory of that night when 
THE. BASTARDS won in their 
own right. 
They spoiled what could have 
been a good night. The Toads 
lost money at a fundraiser that 
night. I had to go home. I was 
frightened. Somehow the sun 
came up and it was the day 
after. 
Sunday. I felt empty. Some-
A St:N�� of LO�S' 
thing had happened and things 
were going to be different. The 
calm before the storm. 
The it came: The Drugs Mis­
use Act, the SE.QEB slaughter, 
Bjelke-Petersen's honorary 
doctorate of laws. You'd think it 
would be enough to drive a 
sane person mad; or to drive a 
mad person sane. It was going 
to be a shock to the system 
whichever way it went. 
Incredibly though it was all so 
familiar. Business as usual. 
It really wasn't much differ­
ent from how it had been. I'd 
lived here all of my life and for 
most of those years THE BAS­
TARDS and their mates were 
the government. I knew what 
to expect from them. The worst. 
But the THE. BASTARDS lost 
and WE won. Or at least I 
thought it was us and some­
times still do. 
Now it's all different. It's hard 
to know what to expect. That's 
the problem. When you've had 
your expectations smashed and 
tromped into the dirt at least 
you know where to find them. 
Now I don't know where to 
put my expectations. I tried not 
to put them somewhere too 
high or in direct sunlight. I tried 
not to let them grow too big 
too fast. 
I told myselfmirades weren't 
going to happen. I told other 
people not to expect them. I 
was just trying to tell myself. I 
tried to keep a firm grip on 
reality. 
I knew I had to accept that 
when I woke up the next morn­
ing, nothing - apart from the 
government-had changed. 
Now, It's been half a year. I 
still don't know what todowith 
my expectations. I'd like to do 
something with them. 
7� 1tltded 1tlitd 
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When THE. BASTARDS were 
in charge I knew it wouldn't be 
possible for people like me to 
live comfortably in this state. 
Unless they had help. 
So we had tried to keep a 
little bit from THE. BASTARDS. 
Somewhere to hide things. like 
hopes and dreams. And those 
other things that helped us 
cope. 
We knew other people who 
felt like us and we held their 
friendship dear. Even after they 
pissed off for Sydney or Mel­
bourne or O.S. 
But THE. NEW LOT aren't that 
scary. Shit. I know people who 
know some of them. They've 
been the ones I've supported 
my entire voting life. This gov­
ernment is OURS not THEIRS. 
Or so we were told. 
When people in New South 
Walessudden!y find themselves 
stuck with the greasy gnome 
and his band of crazies and get 
a bit envious I feel O.D. The 
shoe is up the other arse now 
and we have OUR government. 
Well that's what I tell them. 
THE. BASTARDS are gone and 
they won't be back for a while. 
Unless they sneak back with 
their mates; the spineless 
leading the spurned. 
Somehow, though, these 
thoughts don't help. I still feel 
like something is wrong. I know 
that I should feel better about it 
all. That things have changed. 
That I don't have to keep a 
place that's hidden. A place for 
my expectations. 
I am supposed to feel posi­
tive and more confident about 
the future. But I can't seem to 
get that way. 
I can't ignore the fact that it 
isn't me that anyone is trying to 
satisfy. It isn't even people like 
me that have to be satisfied. 
The government is still basi­
cally THEIRS. Only the THEIRS 
has changed. 
It isn't the red-necked-cow­
lovers anymore, if it every was. 
Somehow the new THEM is 
right here in the dties with the 
rest of us. This THEM is the 
people whose votes have to be 
won again. This THEM is the 
people who used to vote Liber­
al or National when they got 
what we all came to expect. 
I used to tell myself that I 
shouldn't have expectations. 
But they grow like weeds now. 
And nobody's invented an 
Agent Orange for expectations. 
With THE. BASTARDS I knew 
what to do with my expecta­
tions. I cared for them and cried 
for them and then tried to for­
get them when I went out. 
With THE NEW LOT I'm 
keeping my expectations un­
der control. But the longer I 
keep them out of the light the 
more difficult it Is for them to 
survive. I can't kill them. But 
they can't be let loose. 
In my more ridiculous mo­
ments I wonder whether they 
were better off in the dirt. 
There's lots of good dirt in 
Queensland. • 
�e�Udd� 
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CHilD: Daddy, what'sa defidt? 
FATHER: Ahh ... Where did you 
hear about that sort of thing, 
Troy? 
CHilD: Some boys at school 
were talking about it behind 
the toilets. 
FATHER: Mum! 
MUM: Yes, dear? 
ttJ �  
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Now listen, you. If all those 
snotty greenies have their 
wicked way this country's vast 
bounty of everlasting resourc­
es will soon cease to be utilised 
in the way nature planned. 
We'll see our magnificent 
forests rotting from neglect, our 
mighty rivers abandoned to 
evaporation, our lakes and bays 
choked with fish and even the 
unique kangaroo - symbol of 
Anzac spirit-will be in danger 
of wiping itself out with its own 
overeating. 
Throughout this beautiful 
country logging standards will 
fall dramatically, plunging us 
into another duck age. 
Disillusioned by the spread of 
feral forests which threaten to 
FATHER: He wants to know what 
a defidt is. 
MUM: Oh ... and what did you 
say? 
FATHER: Nothing. Caught me 
completely off-guard. A bloke 
doesn't expect that kind of 
language from a six year-old. 
MUM: Well, he's going to have 
to know sooner or later and 
it's better that it comes from 
us than from some grubby 
economist. 
FATHER: You do it. You're bet­
ter at that sort of thing. 
MUM: Oh dear ... well. Troy ... 
A defidt is where... Don't 
they teach you about these 
sort of things at school? 
FATHER: Come off it. Cheryl! 
Just tell the lad, will you? He's 
got to know sooner or later. 
MUM: Well, let's see ... when 
people grow up,Troy. they 
take over their homes and their 
jobs, the Australian people v-111 
lose the will to live as the age­
old traditional values of our dv­
ilisation - greed and exploita­
tion - become a thing of the 
past. 
Under such drcumstances 
there's no way to prevent once 
thriving industries being 
squeezed out of existence. 
Without the regular input of 
high-grade chemicals and nu­
tritious by-products, the envi­
ronment will be prone to fur­
ther decay. 
1(/dtt� 
It's not difficult to imagine 
the disastrous consequences for 
this nation as a whole, as trees, 
native animals and aborigines 
proliferate at the expense of 
the little Aussie company di­
rector and the average mer­
chant banker. 
In the years to come our 
balanceofpayments will plunge 
to record depths of depravity 
but by then it will be too late to 
start worrying about how we're 
going to feed and dothe the 
family business. 
And when the green, green 
grass that surrounds our homes 
gets far too big for the mower, 
what then? 
� � � 
Does It mean we're well on 
the way to becoming a nation 
of born again losers?- or even 
worse, that Australia has turned 
into Mosstralia, a paw-paw re­
public lorded over by a bunch 
of green galahs? Things will be 
even worse up north, where 
they'll all be singing Greens­
land, Greensland, uber alles! 
In the not-so-distant future a 
vote for a Green will be the only 
possible vote. 
Certainly, we might have a 
choice between a few parties­
the Village Greens, the Jungle 
meet girls, they fall in love 
and when they get married. 
they tend to buy imported 
things when they should re­
ally be buying Australian­
made ... 
FATHER: That's not right! Look 
son ... Let's say all the people 
in Australia are this one bird ... 
CHilD: What kind of bird? 
FATHER: Aw ... I don't knowl A 
chicken... and high Interest 
rates are this big egg that it's 
trying to lay. So it's pushing 
and pushing but Paul Keat­
ing's there,like the little dutch 
boy with his finger in the dyke, 
saying, "She'll be right, just 
squeeze a bit more ... " 
CHilD: Boy, what a pain In the 
bum! 
MUM: You're hopeless. 
FATHER: Strewth, isn't there a 
video that he could look at? • 
Greens. the Bowling Greens 
(representing 'pensioner pow­
er') and the Festival of Light 
Green-but whichever way we 
vote the end result will be the 
same. 
There will be another Jolly 
Green Giant in Pecanberra 
presiding over a parlour-mint 
of little green men and women. 
The question every Australian 
has to ask is simply: 'Will I speak 
up while there's still time, or is 
the Australian Conversation 
Foundation going to have the 
last word?' • 
This is a· cr�siqf. 














stte. See if yoo con find o needy 
imm�rant fomi� with 12 kids, 
desperate for o house rl their own. 
MPRICORII 
You seem to be under the influence 
of o member of the opposite sex. 
This person di�ikes you intense� 
and will destroy you if they con. 
Don't be discouraged if the world 
seems too orfficult. learn to relax. 
Drink o lot. It helps. 
An evangelist comes to yoor door. 
He offers you eternal happiness. 
Check the use-by dote. 
If you're o former on the land, 
get out of sheep. If you live in the 
ctty and yoo're s�ll into sheep, seek 
help. 
The reason why your dog licks 
your face when yoo're drunk is i(s 
trying to get you to throw up. It's 
the on� fime it gets o good feed. 
11�/fi1RifJt 
All those tittle nagging worries obout 
your personoltty will be confirmed. 
Interest rates will continue to go 
down through the next quarter· 
except for Aqoorions. You could be 
be facing eviction. 
That friend� gesture from o 
stronger will develop into o nasty 
rash under your armpit. 
Share yourseW oroond, Aquarius, 
tt does people good to feel superior 
to some-ooe somefimes. 
You find out you ore o child of 
the universe but every-one will be 
very cagey when yoo ask who's the 
father. 
PltCEt 
See if you con hove your birth-dote 
changed by deed poll, os the next 
ten yeors will bring nothing but grief 
and anguish. So much, tt hard� 
bears thinking about. 
Opportunity knocks. Don't 
answer. You know that you wouldn't 
be able to cope with success ot ony 
level. 
Earthquake, flood, pes�lence and 
o visitaoon from Oral Roberts 
demanding money ore indicated. 
A romantic sttuooon may lead you 
to agree to something yoo will later 
regret. Saying 'I love you' doesn't 
mean Joking photographs. 
The forces of darkness hove token 
up residence in yoor bathroom and 
ore conspiring o�inst you. 
But maybe yoo already know 
this. That's wiT)' yoo haven't bathed 
in 3 months. • 
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I AM NOT AMERICAN TORSO SHIRT 
WhiteShirt , Red Arabic, Black Engt!Sh 
REASON TO BUY: It's os obvious os the bullet holes 
in your American traveltrng co�nions! 
PRICE: $15 
LE CROQ SPORT1F TORSO SHIRT 
Je croq sportif 
White Torsoshirt, Red Triongle, Green Croq 
REASON TO BUY:It pokes fun at the Frencli and 
words off CrocodileS too! T res cheek! 
PRICE: $15 
THE SENTINEL STUFFED TOAD THE CRICKEnR STUFFED TOAD THE MAGNUM STUFFED TOAD 
The environmentally sound range of pets mounted on fine mu�o wood. Not fickle. Doni eat much. 
REASON TO BUY: A gift with heaps more character than any 10 pel rocks We ever sow! Three modek: For 
those who really need o friend, for the sports minded, and extra large for the busy executive. 
SENTINAL PRICE: $15 CRICKETER PRICE: $25 MAGNUM PRICE $30 
HOLD ONTO YOUR HAT TORSO SHIRT 
Block shirt, Intricate Judt Dunn artwork white 
REASON TO BUY: What ore you, some sort of 
philistine? Because itO i�rove your chest. 
PRICE: $15 
KIWR GRERY TORSO SHIRT 
White Torsoshirt, Exclusive Block print 
REASON TO BUY: Honesty in adversity deserves 
recognition! Comes with free Killer Gree� poster! 
PRICE: $15 
LE CROQ SPORT1F EARRINGS 
CANE TOAD EARRINGS 
A full poir of crafted wooclen Toads or (roes 
REASON TO BUY: For the ultimate expression of 
individual style, ear's the things for you! 
PRICE: $8/ ir 
BRAND NAME TORSO SHIRT 
White Shirt , Charcoal No Nome Brands 
REASON TO BUY: Total� Rod and Norlv design for 
the people sick of wearing commercia�. 
PRICE: SIS 
FLYING CANE TOAD TORSO SHIRT 
White Torsoshirt, Block Aying Toad Green spot 
REASON TO BUY: If it's good enoug� for Masons to 
hove o secret sign, it's good enough for us! 
PRICE: $15 
CANE TOAD TONSO CAP 
Block boseboll·style cop, White logo 
REASON TO BUY: m approved heOd·gear 
protection against holeS in the hoirozone 
PRICE: $10 
The no-fuss Toad Accessories order form. 
TORSO SHIRTS POST & PACKAGING NAME .............. ...................................................................................... . 
M l XL XXL $1.50 per TorsoShirt or earring set 
I AM NOT AMERICAN ($15 ea) D D D D $2.50 per Stuffed Toad or Cop ADDRESS .............................................................................................. .. 
HOLD ONTO YOUR HAT ($15 ea) D D D D SUBSCRIBER DISCOUNT 
BRAND NAME ($15 ea) D D D D 1 0% Off Total Order Cost 
LE CROQ SPORTIF ($15 eo) D D D D PHONE: HOME ................................... WORK ........................................ .. 
KILLER GREELY ($ 15 ea) D D D D PAYMENT 
FLYING TOAD LOGO ($15 eo) D D D D Total cost of items ................ INCLUDE CHEQUf/MONEY ORDER TO CANE TOAD TIMES OR PAY BY CARD 
OBJETS DU TOAD Plus P&P ................ D BANK D VISA D MASTER CARDNUMBER ...................................... .. 
STUFFED TOADS TOTALS ................ SIGNATURE ........................................ EXPIRY DATE ................................ . 
Sentinel ($15 ea) D Cricketer ($25 eo) D Magnum ($30 ea) D less sub discount 
TOAD EARRINGS ($8/poir) D CROQ EARRINGS ($8/poir) D 
................ 
TOAD LOGO CAPS ($10 ea) D SUB'S TOTALS •............•.. 
POST TO: CANE TOAD TIMES PO BOX 151 FORTITUDE VALLEY 4006 
CARD ORDERS AND PHONE ENQUIRIES TO: 07 254 1511 
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Do you realise that by the 
time you finish reading this 
sentence anotherspedeswould 
have become extinct and if I 
ignored all the laws of punctu­
ation and continued this sen­
tence for another 150 words a 
chunk of the Amazonian rain­
forest the size of the M.C.G. 
would have been turned into a 
shopping mall complete with 
drive-in theatre. Pretty stagg­
ering isn't it? 
It's a damn good thing I put 
that full stop in when I did. 
There is no doubt about it. If 
humanity does not stop its 
senseless slaughter of creatures 
further down the food chain 
then pretty soon documentary 
makers and sensitive rock stars 
won't have anything to bleat 
about. Nearly everything apart 
from human beings and their 
favoured pets and toys will be 
gone. 
arbitrary priorities that we give 
to protecting the endangered 
on this planet. 
For instance ifyou are a furry. 
cuddly animal with big brown 
eyesyouwill have a much better 
chance of someone starting a 
campaign to stop your demise 
than if you are a scaly, ugly 
carnivore parasite or a 1V Quiz 
Show host. This is what is known 
as the "cute factor". 
the necessary "cute" gene so 
vital on a planet dominated by 
humans. The stupid panda will 
be molly-coddled while 
Godzilla is on the way out. 
We will be up to our gonads in 
adorable, cuddly creatures and 
there will no nasties to scare 
the kiddies with. 
To give the full panorama of 
the cycle of endangerment, 
extinction, return from the brink 
and evolutionary spedes re­
placement. theCaneToadTlllles 
publishes the following table. 
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The disturbing outcome of 
such a perversion of natural 
selection is that eventually only 
cute life forms will remain. 
whilst the "ugly ducklings" of 
nature will be consigned to the 
evolutionary scrap heap. 
Besides, it's about time peo­
ple became more aware of the 
Hundreds of spedes have 
become extinct because evolu­
tion did not equip them with 
Can you imagine such a 
world? It will be the Muppet 
Show magnified a million-fold. 
In this way the public can take 
steps to preserve not only the 
cute and cuddly. but also the 
bad and ugly that give life its 
amusing diversity. • 
�·��� 
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Sea Monkeys, Ant farms, The Monkees, 
Pet rocks, Andrew Peacock, Silk Worms, 
Ripper 
Ricky May, John Stone, Elvis, 
Christa McAuliff, Johnny O'Keefe, 
WCMOTEs - worm caring men of the '8 
Communist Party, D.l.P., 
Aot Earth Society 
Fat Cot, Hopalong Cassidy, God, 
:::::cHARI�DEiRS.:] Bulldog Drummond 
Ear� Kookas, Kingswoods, T-Birds, 
col-gut tennis racquets, Tiger Moths 
Body shirts, fur coots, shark skin suits, 
ruffs 
The twist, Twister, cock fights, 
chivalry 
Adolf as o first nome, Turtle Wax, 
cheap inner-city real estate, 
�paper, Whole bone corsets, tripe 
Bodgies, Widgies, Mods, Punks 
Tiger in the tank, Toilet Ducks, 
Ducks on the wall, Smurfs, 
Cabbage Patch Dolls, Golliwogs, Toads, 
laboratory rats 
Bert Newton, ldi Am in, Russell Cooper, 
Cliff Richards, Russ Hinze, Bvis, 
The Bellino Brothers 
Notional Party, les Boy Scouts, 
the Red Menace, collectives, 
the 7 & 9 & 1 0 networks 
Kenny Koala, Noddy, Aowerpol men, 
Biggles, Famous Five 
Banana lounges, pink bans, 
ivory piano keys 
Folse eyelashes, platform soles, 
fort jokes, leopard skin pill-box hots 
Casual sex, smoking, chook raffles, 
shoring needles, Tupperwore parties, 
quoting Marshall Mcluhon 
Super petrol, outdoor toilets, 
Cone Toad Times, CFC products, 
Incense, I.U.D.s, I.O.U.s, truffles 
Masons, ANZACs, 
Australian entrepreneurs 
New improved green Skippy, 
whooping cranes, homing pigeons 
Alice Cooper, Deborah Harry, Mr XXXX, 
Jimmy Corter, Malcolm Fraser, Bvis, 
Dennis Hopper, Unle Green Men, 
Happy little vegemites 
R.S.l., Social Credit Party, 
the Yellow Peril 
Batman, The Phantom, 
the Cot in the Hot, Freddy Kruger 
Plaque - dental, Plaque - bathroom, 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Tur�es, 
A.I.D.S. 
SNAGs - Sensitive New Age Guys, 
SINBADs - Single income, no boyfriend, 
absolute� desperate, David Suzuki, 
Bvis, 
The Minogues 
Corporate mascots e.g. Harry Hearl, 
the St. George dragon, Barry Bone 
Condoms, pork pie hots, Zippo lighters, Re-combinant DNA, Bod sushi detectors, 
WI beetles sperm banks, computer mouses, 
additional RAM 
Beehive hairdos, flares, bustiers, 
tortoiseshell glosses, peace symbols 
Holding hands, just being friends, 
bingo 
l.S.D., excuses, goonno oil, trifles 
Skinheads, whinging formers, Nazis, 
disco queens, hippies 
Boldness (birthmarks optional) 
Perestroika, Scratch-its 
Self-improvement courses, 
networking (especial� Kerry Packer), 
ootbran, crystals, ice, tofu 
Chonnellers, Consultants, 
OINKs, SINKs 
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